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To my uncle Ole that said to me: 
“The truth of yesterday is not necessarily the truth of tomorrow.” 

 
&  
 

To Doctor Jane Goodall that said:  
“We should not lose hope; if so, we do nothing.” 2 

 
 

 
1 Hellerslien, Erlend. A digital rendering (selfmade) of the original panting “Far, far away Soria Moria Palace 
shimmered like Gold”  by Theodor Kittelsen. Nasjonalmuseet for kunst, arkitektur og design, The Fine Art Collections 
 https://www.nasjonalmuseet.no/en/collection/object/NG.M.00546 
2 Goodall Jane: To fix the environment, fix poverty, Interviewer: Clemons, Steve. The Bottom Line, Al Jazeera, 
published 28.01.2021, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9A6Ers-gJlE . 
 

Fig 2 
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ABSTRACT 
This research is an investigative attempt on the concept of style´s development to potentially noticing our diverse human 

history on viewing the aspect of styles, starting (in the part one) by looking into the problem of the development of 

styles and its characteristic of representation in terms of its messages, realties, semiotics, and human collaboration.  

Leading towards the human search in seeing style more commonly neutral for a more meaningful dialog. The research 

shows then (in the part two) the potential to build a Digital Style Dictionary and A Digital Visual Compass: A Human-

Centric Guide on The Aspect of Seeing Reality’s that can support identifying aspects of multiple realities (core reality, 

abstract reality, surreal reality and artificial reality)—where two cases (in the part three) of visual styles get analyzed, 

discussed, reframed, and presented (Transpace and Swisch). Fundamentally this paper looks to provoke a discussion 

on what we humans want the point to be in seeing styles. The complexity is as grand as our diversity, but still, this 

research highlights the hope to respectfully identify the distinctive shades of styles for the sake of a more significant 

human dialog and inclusion.  The research´s grand ambition is knowingly bigger than what it itself can grasp to 

complete right now (2021) fully. It proposes an idea for the near future to shape a Digital Style Dictionary and a Digital 

Visual Compass that works for the common human aspect of seeing styles. This research is a first attempt towards 

shaping the fundamental frame towards a spectrum of the style´s, that we can respectfully continue to articulate for the 

sake to include better human communication on the aspect of seeing distinctiveness, not that style´s stands in a capital 

value program between something “high” or “low.” Instead, we can now start to collaborate in shaping and building 

these potential tools as A Digital Style Dictionary and A Digital Visual Compass in sharing a more humans-centric 

spectrum of styles to push the human evolution of knowledge further.  
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Introduction 
When you talk or write and try to explain some creation you sense, you use a prefixed language 

of the word´s that can compose the complexity of what you see. Often you start with explaining 

everything from forms to colors; a composing if it is too small or too big and suggest that it should 

be either way. Then, you could continue with the emotional feeling you get, the “mood,” the 

individual effects used by the tools or techniques, and its surrounding symbolic signs and 

contexts. Then, you see the direct messages or the abstract messages, their usage or purpose, the 

medium, the artist, the artist compared to another artist, the trends, or the art history period ending 

at postmodernism. Mostly, you will say “I like it” or “I dislike it”, depending on your perception 

of beauty. Or you’re not interested in naming this creative creation; it is, in your eyes, simply 

equal to you. For you, it is just “one of many different types of effects creating a style.”  

But then, let’s say it would be great to have one word explaining the essence of a 

particular style for the sake of a dialogue with someone. Can you give the creation you’re 

observing a name? Most likely, the answer is “NO”, the style you have been witnessing, especially 

now in the digital age, has not verbally been invented yet. Most digital styles now have 

descriptions, explaining smaller or more extensive parts of everything just mentioned above. I 

guess you’re now asking yourself, is it necessary with one specific word for one style? Maybe 

you’re thinking further; it is enough just to let it be a mystery; for one’s personal nonverbal 

interpretation of it, without a definitive word; does what you see always need a keyword, a 

common sign? Then, you most likely would agree with the saying you most likely heard before 

“an image is saying more than 1000 words". Why should we try to fit 1000 words into one word? 

So, a further question: do you not want one name/word for us all humans to see a deeper 

understanding of the total complexity of 1000 words? Is it because you know that style belongs 

to the mystery? Or the inventor/s? One artist? Or one nation? Or one group? As if someone 

invented that style? So, if the style gets baptized with the inventor in mind, can the style be further 

developed? What if you do not know the artist and then look at the style? What is the name of the 

style, then? Maybe you look to the technique and baptize the technique to the style; what if the 

technique gets updated? In this introduction of my research, the main question is: do we like to 

collectively shape one name we think fits these 1000 words we see for the time being? Is it 

impossible? Maybe, but let’s try.  

When looking at styles and development within the digital era of imagery (still or motion), 

you will especially notice over the last two decades (from 2000-2020) the fast pace of technical 

development somehow have left the critical principles of inventing common human terms for 

describing the styles within a globalization of digital art history. By this, I mean; give the digital 

styles precise names without having to read a long explanation/description. This research will 

partly start looking into the vastness of digital styles where a word/ a term is missing to signify 
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its formal self. The digital imagery tools evolution from Adobe Inc. and Autodesk Inc. has over 

the last two decades (from Adobe Photoshop to Autodesk Maya, etc.) been rapidly updated for 

creators/creatives to change stylistic approaches when creating an artwork slidingly. But, when 

the viewer/public/spectator/ and artist have come in communication, literally, the words fell short 

of expressing the different styles that have been digitally possible to create without referring to 

tools used or referring to terms created for an art history in the analog age.  

 

Purpose and questions 
The main purpose of this research is to investigate the concept of styles and what tools we can 

now create to support an all-human perspective on seeing the developing perspectives on styles. 

I look into (a proposal) an idea of how a Digital Style Dictionary can work for all humans, thereby 

including an invention of a Digital Visual Compass to navigate/guide styles close to the multiple 

aspects of realities. The research is knowingly written to trigger, provoke and push a greater 

democratically discussion on which type of common terms we humans can respectfully define as 

(human) styles; towards something we all see/sense distinctively. Specifically, the ambition I 

want to start to examine is what type of words can respectfully explain and fit “what we commonly 

see.” When we are looking, especially when we can identify the same distinctive physical 

structure or the same happening, where we all can point it and, to a high degree, agree that we all 

see that distinctiveness. A further focus I like to provoke a consideration on is; how we researchers 

can contribute to baptizing new morally and ethically fair representations of styles? 

Fundamentally, what do we want, the point to be, in seeing styles? Are the styles only goal to be 

the human’s “parameter” for something we measure in the value of high and low styles? In a 

capitalized idea of luxury? A visual trend that subconsciously favors an image of “some”; is that 

the world we like to continue living in? Some say, “own your style,” and believe “the styles are 

for the rich that have the capital to own it,” or some would say styles are the options one chose 

to express a self-identity to be seen as someone unique.” Maybe, a solution can be if we consider 

inventing new literal terms that include the physical world, we can create an all-human 

representation of every different type of distinctive construction we commonly sense. 

It is fair to state that digital art history can now support a deconstruction of all these 

myths/ideologies/trends on approaching style. Myths and ideologies have left the fundamental 

issues of styles in the dark with an illusion of being some ownership, seen as an origin from one 

or another, for an unnecessary human state of confusion. A human confusion has been exploited 

for power and contributed to many global conflicts such as class, race, gender, etc. When it comes 

to a subconscious mind of beliefs, in the superiority of styles (a high or low type) in a historical 

context, the power games of nationalities confuse humans’ identity with an external high or low 

value towards some selective part of aesthetics. Creating publicity of some trends that drive 
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humans into a perverse idea that some styles are an icon one should seek to possess. That drives 

the capitalism and mass consumerism of “luxury,” they believe the essential quality of life, a 

disgusting measurement of a beauty concept that believes some human's style is of greater value 

than others humans perspective on style. The question is, how can we solve this confusion issue 

on style? How can we solve that all styles count as equals, without a being a type of value in a 

game of high or low; without being measured in high or low styles? How can we fix a human 

unconscious of biases? Towards an all-human concept to see that theirs “everything” without an 

interpellation3 of styles. We just must name all styles respectfully, with teaching our children the 

decency towards a greater sense of sharing knowledge for everyone’s quality of life, or? 

 

The main question this thesis is investigating is: 

 
How can tools like a Digital Style Dictionary & Digital Visual Compass be part of 

shaping a human unifying approach on seeing (a word/sign), inventing and defining 
visual styles? 

 

 

Previous Research 
The fundamental question on how we can sense a respective common aspect of seeing styles; is 

a task that is reaching into the vast spectrum of multiple research fields. We will need to tackle a 

grand interdisciplinary aspect of acknowledging that a science today is connected within a holism 

of interventions; beyond one static semiotics index. How we commonly can see the same 

respective quality of distinctiveness to support a peaceful dialogue is a question about how our 

fundament of designing a theory that fits our human aspect of seeing. Johan Redström gave a 

solid proposal in Making Design Theory (2017) that we should consider that; theory not as 

something stable and constant but as something unfolding. 4  Being inspired by Redström`s 

proposal, I believe we will change how we reflect on defining something as the aspect of seeing 

a vastness of new styles that can work for a humankind dialog.  

This thesis grand ambition is knowingly bigger than what itself can grasp, so please “bear 

with me.” It is to be seen first; as an investigative attempt, with a driving focus on searching key 

research acknowledgments “on styles”. A big part of its investigational drive; is to view a range 

of key aspects of seeing “the central concept of styles” discussed first from within the history of 

 
3See: Interpellation. Macey, David. The Penguin Dictionary of Critical Theory. ALTHUSSER´s theory of ideology, 
interpellation is the mechanism that produces SUBJECTS in such a way that they recognize their own existence in terms 
of the dominant ideology of the society in which they live (1970).   
4 Redström, Johan. Making Design Theory. The MIT Press, 2017. p. book cover Introduction.  
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art historical research, which leads on to the visual cultural studies and the cultural analytical 

studies. Key statements for the evolution of critical theory will be highlighted that have been made 

on styles from influential researchers and theorists such as; Henrich Wolfflin - Principle of Art 

History 5  , Theo van Doesburg - Grundbegriffe der Neuen Gestaltenden Kunst 6  (Bauhaus),  

Hubert Damisch - Origin of Perspective 7 , Ernst Gombrich - In search of Cultural History 8, 

Susan Sontag - Against Interpretation  - On photography - Style of Radical Will,  Svetlana Alpers 

- Style is What you Make it 9, James Elkins - Stories of Art (2002) - Visual Worlds (2021) – The 

End of Diversity in Art Historical Writing: North Atlantic Art History and it´s Alternatives (2021) 
10, Harald Klinke – Bilder der Gegenwart  (2013) Art Theory as Visual Epistemology (2014) 11, 

Lev Manovich - Style Space…(2011), Can we Think without Categories? (2018), AI Aesthetics  

(2019), Computer vision, human senses, and language of art (2020), Cultural Analytics (2020)12. 

These, as mentioned, are some of the greater respective thoughts made on grasping an essential 

push towards updating a narrative on a broader field spectrum of seeing styles. Some researchers 

today are still working in the realm of the Interpellation borders, such as a concept of nationalism, 

heritage, between west and east of visual ownership, toward categorizing styles. Some of these 

researchers will see it most likely impossible to find a theory of styles that fits all-human’s sense 

of seeing it because one is occupied within “one” or some realm of ideology, but I am hopeful to 

believe it’s possible to discuss on a humankind level, to give all styles a deserving respective 

“tittle” for a temporary time and space. I believe it’s only a question of finding a respective 

humankind fundament for styles to be in an adaptable “agile” model in proposing new names for 

styles we see/sense on a temporary basis of itself, without becoming ownership for a one, a 

 
5 Wölfflin, Heinrich. Principles of Art History: The Problem of the Development of Style in Early Modern Art. 
Ed. Evonne Levy and Tristan Weddigen. Trans. Jonathan Blower. One Hundredth Anniversary Edition. The Getty 
Research Institute Publications Program, 2015. —. Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe: das Problem der 
Stilentwicklung in der  
neueren Kunst. Fünfte Auflage. München. Hugo Bruckmann. Verlag. (1915) 1921. 
6 van Doesburg, Theo. van Doesbug, Theo, Grundbegriffe der Neuen Gestalten Kunst: Albert Langen Verlag 
München, 1925.  
7 Damisch, Hubert. The Origin of Perspective. Trans. John Goodman. The MIT Press, 1994. 
8 Gombrich, Ernst. In search of Cultural History. Oxford University Press, 1969. 
9 Sontag, Susan. Style of Radical Will. Penguin Classics - Penguin Books Ltd, (1966) 2009. 
  —. On Photography. Penguin Books - Penguin Group, (1971) 1979. 
  —. Against Interpretation and Other Essays. Penguin Classics - Penguin Books Ltd, (1961) 2009. 
10 Elkins, James. Stories of Art.: Routledge, 2002.  

— and Erna Fiorentini. Visual World: Looking, Images, Visual Disciplines. Oxford University Press, 
2021. 

— The End of Diversity in Art Historical Writing: North Atlantic Art History and its Alternatives. 
Walter De Gruyter GmbH, 2021. 

11 Klinke, Harald and Lars (Hg.) Stamm. Bilder der Gegenwart. Graphentis Verlag, 2013.  
— ed. Art Theory as Visual Epistemology. Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2014. 

12 Manovich, Lev. Cultural Analytics. Cambridge, The MIT Press, 2020.  
— . AI Aesthetics (article). Moscow: Strelka Press, 2019 
"Style Space: How to compare image sets and follow their evolution." (article). manovich.net (2011):  
—. "Can We Think Without Categories? " (article). Digital Culture & Society (DCS), Vol. 4, no. 1 (2018): 
17-28. Special issue "Rethinking AI: Neural Networks, Biometrics and the New Artificial Intelligence." Edited 
by Ramón Reichert, Mathias Fuchs, Pablo Abend, Annika Richterich, and Karin Wenz. Publishe (n.d.). 
—. "Computer vision, human senses, and language of art." (article) Lev Manovich, "Computer vision, 
human senses, and language of art," AI & SOCIETY, November 22, 2020, (2020). 
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nationalism, a archetype, a symbolism or a iconography/ iconology. This thesis is to give a rough 

overview of what has been; to then propose what can become. This paper is an attempt to 

indirectly deconstruct the myths about what style supposedly is in its value game between “high” 

and “low” in unconscious bias. 

The so-called "originality/origin" of creation or work done for an object has mostly been 

seen as “the creativity” in a storm of interventions, a topic wonderfully examined by Kyna Lesky 

in The Storm Of Creativity 13 . The theories and methods of how we humans historically 

understood styles are not only to be found in the realm of a critical history of art history, we can 

also read it in a highly rich spectrum of narratives from critical thinkers from historians, 

linguistics, phycologists, philosophers, sociologists, semiology research, computer science, 

working media professionals, entrepreneurship, etc. These, in their totality, respectfully speaks 

from a time and space perspective in different social settings from the past, leading up to the new 

digital reality’s within the post-truth14 age we are now (2021). So, this thesis supports the aspects 

of recognizing the multiple historian writers such as Rutger Bregman – Humankind 15, Yuval 

Noah Harari - Homo Deus 16, Jürgen Renn - The Evolution of Knowledge17, Steven Pinker - 

Enlightenment Now 18 , and The Blank Slate 19.  Further, it supports arguments from some key 

academics such as Hans Rosling – Factfulness 20, Frank Wilczek – Fundamentals 21 - A Beautiful 

Question 22, Daniel Kahneman - Think Fast and Slow 23- NOISE 24; for the sake of upholding a 

rightful argument about the truthfulness in a time, we commonly share as the spectrum of a 

humankind reality in a surrounding world.  It is always important to draw lines from key events 

of our cultural history of the past that have shaped much of our human phenomenology of seeing 

things in a time-space, handing us actually a fairly small spectrum of words in the ways to 

identified something vast as the visual styles. Art history has respectfully been trying to work 

towards spotlighting what we humans see and make, spotlighting some notion of style to the 

greater benefit for us humans to see. The key issue has always been that our “human motif 

instinct” got confused between a style, a identity in a culture where the phenomena of a so-called 

“value program” measured styles between “high” and “low”. When we would change our 

 
13 Leski, Kyna. The Storm of Creativity. The MIT Press, 2015. 
14 Mcintyre, Lee. Post-Truth. The MIT Press, 2018. 
15 Bregman, Rutger. Humankind: A Hopeful History. Trans. Elizabeth Manton and Bloomsbury Publishing, 2020. 
16 Harari, Yuval Noah. Homo Deus: A brief History of Tomorrow. Vintage, 2017 
17 Renn, Jürgen. The Evolution of Knowledge: Rethinking Science for The Anthropocene. Princeton University, 
2020 
18 Pinker, Steven. Enlightenment Now: The Case for Reason, Science, Humanism and Progress. Viking 
Penguin, Penguin Random House, 2018. 
19 Pinker, Steven. The Blank Slate: The Modern Denial of Human Nature. Viking Penguin, Penguin Random 
House, 2002, 2016, 2019. 
20 Rosling, Hans, Ola Rosling and Anna Rosling Rönnlund. Facfulness: Ten Reasons We´re Wrong About the 
World - and Why Things Are Better Than You Think. Sceptre, 2018. 
21 Wilczek, Frank. Fundamentals: Ten Keys to Reality. Allen Lane; an imprint of Pinguin Books, 2021. 
22 Wilczek, Frank. A Beautiful Question: Finding Nature`s Deep Design. Pinguin Press, 2015.  
23 Kahneman, Daniel. Thinking, Fast and Slow. Penguin Books Ltd, 2011. 
24 Kahneman, Daniel. Sibony, Oliver. Sunstein, Cass R. NOISE: A Flaw in Human Judgment. Little, Brown Spark, 
2021. 
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fundament and distance ourselves away from a value program of ideas being “high” or “low”, we 

will notice a potential spectrum of styles available to be re-shaped. Recognizing the evolution of 

knowledge from Vasari, Hegel, Rumohr, Winkelman, Haussler, Wolfflin, Marx, Bauhaus, Freud, 

Berton, Jung, Munari, McLuhan, Barthes, Baudrillard, Sontag, Rand, Panofsky, Dondis, 

Damisch, Saussure, Krauss, Pollock, Chomsky, Gombrich, Schapiro, Elkins, etc. Just as Lev 

Manovich states in his Cultural Analytics 25; in the chapter; Learning to see at a new scale: “...To 

explore is to compare...”. And thereby, I like to add; to compare, we need to highlight the key 

aspects of a long discussion/dialog to find a deeper sense of meaning; then an instinct of 

polarization of visuals, something else that can represent something new, something better than a 

silly simple contrast that fits for “one” ideology. These critical thinkers are a small part of a vast 

spectrum of critical thinkers, but still spotlighting some of their main quotes is important to form 

new ideas for a new time, towards how styles can work in the future. The developments from 

topics like Epistemology, Connoisseurship, Hegelianism, Formalism, Marxism, Phenomenology, 

Semiotics, Iconography (Panofsky's iconology), Psychoanalysis, Visual Literacy/Grammar, 

Feminism, LGTBI, Post-colonialism, Post-Modern and now maybe Post-of-Everything. The 

question that arises is; what can be the approach that we can include all humans to perception on 

a beneficial type of program to living happy, decent life’s intact with different styles and includes 

all the styles of respect to be of equal value, with mutual respect. Can style be respectfully 

articulated for the sake of a greater human dialogue/conversation?  

 

Method 
The method is to start phenomenologically investigative research to understand what the aspects 

of styles till now have been; to then provide an essential clue what might become a fundament 

solution that works to include more styles to get titled to a respectful human-centric meaning. I 

have divided this thesis into three parts.  

 

Part one: Highlighting important research perspectives on styles (directly or indirectly) and 

having a running discussion of their relation in seeing the human senses of realities in it. 

Part two: Presenting a suggestion for how a digital dictionary of style can look and work. And 

how a human-centric compass to navigate in the styles of realities. 

Part three: Presenting two cases of visual styles that can get a respective 

word/title/keyword/label.  

 

 
25 Manovich, Lev. Cultural Analytics, The MIT Press, 2020, p 254.  
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In part one, that is fair enough, the biggest part of the thesis. I start with presenting a 

provocation of discussing as if Style is the message, that I have kept knowingly short that the 

readers can discuss what’s missing, to then continue highlighting the grand importance of 

discussing Styles of seeing reality’s, here I draw a discussion between the paradigms on style and 

the paradigm of realities. It is then natural to direct the investigation further into looking for new 

semiotic models on discovering styles naming potential, where I am most interested in looking at 

an evolution solution beyond “one” paradigm of seeing only the respectfully simplicity of 

connotations and donation (that is a fair model). But where I believe we can build a greater mix 

of models that works for a human-centered approach in decoding and give all styles a respectful 

naming convention. At the end of part one, we look at the shift happening now in a Collaboration 

world, towards new aspects of reality’s, where most of our digital lives and technology have given 

rise to an “Information Age” where most humans have got a great understanding to 

decode/deconstruct the obsolete paradigm parts within the complexity of culture.  We share 

information to a great extent, which is a good thing for inclusion. The question that gets raised is 

what is happening with our motives, our morals, our human ethical choices, what is our common 

human purpose? What is then all the styles going to represent for us?  

In part two, I am starting with presenting the potential tool digital dictionary (a proposal); 

that we need to start collecting all existing styles out there (in the world) to give an overview of 

all styles (new and old) that have already been in ownership from respective mediums of 

professionals and amateurs, social media, marketing, advertising, corporate identity’s, art 

directors, etc. From every style that leads the business of trends and publicity for day-to-day 

consumerism that keeps a type of economic system afloat to the images from the amateur neighbor 

artist. We will then, with high certainty, notice that many styles representations have issues of a 

cultural bias, that we can decode and give the visual style a new word that can reshape a new 

greater human unifying representation.  The next question is, then, how do we order and/or 

visualize a vast spectrum of styles collected into a dictionary, that it’s a kind of human-centered 

model to grasp a respectful simplification to navigate intuitively. That is why I will propose the 

obvious solution for a compass where I present multiple aspects of reality’s to be its directions of 

navigation. Since the proposal is to be a digital compass with multiple options of layers and the 

time it takes to build a compass, as I imagine, will in the future be a task for itself. I will only be 

able to present it here as a simple sketched idea with an arguing explanation for each suggested 

visual reality direction.  

In the last part, I will present two cases of now untitled styles based on the logic of 

arguments found in part one of this investigation. The proposal is an idea that is an invitation to 

debate or even usage. The two cases stand as an alternative solution I believe we need to 

investigate further, where we can obviously notice a distinctiveness of a style across a range of 
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mediums/media, and as these two words, I suggest to be seen as styles we all human can share to 

see.  

 

Limitations 
The grand thesis approach to search important clues towards a common way of seeing styles for 

the future has obviously many limitations to grasp all conflicts of aspects of seeing. But I think; 

it’s a fair attempt, to try; not to lose hope, that we all one day can share a greater dialogue about 

representation of things; than just being either an untitled style, high or low, trendy, stylish, cool, 

sublime, monumental, dark, bad or tasteful, joyful, etc.  

There are many references of literature (books) I have digested during my investigation 

for this thesis I would have liked to include into the discussion in relation to new formalistic 

approaches in seeing distinctive structures that could be a formulation to describe some styles; 

one project attempt is by Rene Put and Rianne Petter: Poster No 524 Exploring The contemporary 

Poster26, another is;  Analog Algorithm27 and The Age of Data: Embracing Algorithms in Art and 

Design28 (yet to be released in 2021)  by Christopher Grunberger. Or the very great modest 

approach in seeing the fundamental geometry of structures in Christian Leborgs Visual 

Grammar29. The playful pedagogic from Nea Machina Die KreativeMaschine30, or the newest 

collaboration project with from vast industry working code designers; Code as Creative Medium 

by Golan Levin and Tega Brain31. But I think they all speak so clearly for themself, that, just if I 

had mentioned them as a short reference to build “a point” in my text, it would not be fair to its 

respective heavy contribution towards the multiple aspects of seeing. This also counts for also a 

discussion on the iconographical/ Panofsky Iconology program towards the meaning/perception 

of things that I have chosen not to discuss for the sake of limiting a long human history of 

associations towards symbols and it’s so-called meaning. As Panofsky himself states in his 

introduction: Iconographical analysis, dealing with images, stories, and allegories instead of with 

motifs, presupposes, of course, much more than that familiarity with objects and events which we 

acquire by practical experience32. Important to stress is that; Panofsky models of analytics are 

based on seeing a history of styles strongly bound to story’s and allegories, not to include the 

science of developmental reality’s (the development of scientific facts), he saw as strict motif’s 

 
26 Rene Put and Rianne Petter (Contribution: Kleerebezem, Jouke. Boomgaard, Jeroen) : Poster No 524 Exploring 
The contemporary Poster. Vorstermans, Astrid. Valiz Lectoraat Art and Public Space, 2012. 
27 Grunberger, Christopher. Analog Algorithm, Source-Releated Grid Systems. Lars Müller Publisher, 2019. 
28 Grunberger, Christopher.The Age of Data: Embracing Algorithms in Art and Design. Niggli Verlag, Braun 
Publishing AG, 2021. 
29 Leborgs, Christian. Visual Grammar. Princeton Architecture Press New York, 2006 
30 Poschauko, Thomas + Martin. Nea Machina Die KreativeMaschine. Verlag Hermann Schmidt, 2018.   
31 Levin, Golan. Brain, Tega. Code as Creative Medium: A handbook for Computational Art and Design. The 
MIT Press, 2021.  
32 Panofsky, Erwin, Studies in Iconology, Humanistic Themes in the Art of Renaissance. Oxford University 
Press, 1939, p. 11. 
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(when we sense Wölfflin formal analytical was an attempt to be neutral of a common human 

reality everyone could see/sense.) 

 

 I have selected to narrow the discussion on aspects of human sensing styles within a more 

honest output of seeing multiple aspects of realities for pure reasons that include morals and 

ethics to define new styles. The approach is not to define terms of becoming a universal sense of 

truth but rather to suggest and propose the diversity of seeing truths into a type of intuitive human 

understanding that works inclusively for a time and space. I recognized the topic of interpretation 

and symbolism is anyway too grand for one individual to try to grasp a solution for 

communication to be a constructive inclusive dialogue. So, this thesis approach is fairly trying to 

sense how an extension of a semiotic theory can look like for approaching new styles without 

defining a fixed method now. But rather propose a sense of seeing something in common for the 

benefit of a dialog. I am hopeful it can give some type of human logic for clarity in grasping 

something that is respectfully complex. I will, in this paper, naturally not discuss all aspects of 

potential philosophical truths, all scientific evidence of something, or linguistically present a 

visual syntax towards a language of grammatical correctness. I will mostly scratch only the 

surface of the complex ideas, highlighting key quotes that united can be seen to sense a direction 

of a greater idea I will propose. The underline is that I have an awareness about the human 

complexity of linguistic grammar to achieve a common understanding and something that was a 

start of seeing a potential visual grammar theory, something like style. I am no educated expert 

on the orthography grammar of languages and taxonomy. One should rather understand me as a 

visual trained poet; that have in the digital age had the experience with all the tools; to be able to 

create any visual style within any type of digital medium. I have an average/common language 

competence in Norwegian, English, and German (in a small part of Germanic, so, to speak) for a 

space and time. The purpose of this thesis is not to create an intellectual complexity of definitions; 

that only someone with the highest educated degree for a complex program or an artificial 

computer intelligence can grasp; rather the opposite, something our children also can grasp. I ask 

much the same question as most other people, I guess. I would also agree, one could argue the 

approach is trying to simplify yet something that is very much more complicated, and it is 

something that gives an aspect of yet another simplification. But I believe in simplicity for the 

sake of steering humans away from landing in the deepest confusion and being lost in the woods 

in a time-space without knowing what direction is morally and ethically right from wrong (where 

we have lost our compass), when we all depend on sensing the force of the weather and nature 

we cannot control. It is then a comfort having a tool, a compass that gives us directional 

knowledge, to knowingly know where we are actually heading. 
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Part one: 
 
Styles is the message… 
 
 

Erlend Hellerslien, The Shades of Styles, 2021 
“Style is open for any form, color, content, and medium; style does not belong isolated 
to any medium or anyone. The style belongs primarily neutral to itself, and then it is open 
to humankind in a time-space”. 
 
When we read Marshall McLuhan; Medium is the Message33 (50+ years later), in relation to the 

space of digital time (today), one will get illusory to think “the medium” is any more relevant to 

its content of representation (other than going from new media to more media), that these so-

called; multiple view models of the medium’s exploration; created the “left alone” human state 

of what one would believe to be, a uniquely individual way of seeing the messages from the 

content belonging to the realm of one medium, seen as the “origin” of one type reality. This idea 

is causing the development of a matrix that is depicting a content of some preconceived style 

cases of thoughts to fit into one prefixed program of archetypes and categories; still leaving most 

of all other possible styles undiscovered; only for the individualistic thought of mind in an 

unconscious state. That is why giving words for style became too grand for most humans to 

intuitively grasp a completely clear understanding of, thereby leaving an image open for any 

interpretation, causing a human confusion to create a so-called meaning; we could have shared; 

but the individuality of thought on style dominated, a truth for a vast visual culture, where some 

narratives of style get support by a publicity power, the effect is; a gathering for tribalism; a bias 

for symbolism, a story of a religion, an iconography/iconology theory. Respectfully, McLuhan 

did successfully help humans to recognize the phenome’s of the technology objects telling a 

separate message from each other at the time being; a tv, a radio, and a computer; all with their 

own respectful functional language/message for a long time being. The missing part left to define 

in this theory from McLuhan (acknowledged by himself as the unknown factors also34) is how we 

humans want to see our identity in it and what is it to be seen as our human moral and ethics; that 

gets connected to the technological developments of the mediums. From here, we can connect the 

question; what effect do the styles have as a message (as a sign)? 

Important to highlight is that McLuhan spotlights the mediums as being the core point of 

departure, where one would find the answer to understand the mediums as the origins/fundament 

of a message. If we look investigative on the medium, a photo camera, we are still struggling to 

 
33 McLuhan, Marshall and Quantin Fiore. The Medium is the Massage. Pinguin Books Ltd, (1967) 1996, 2008. 
34 Video: Marshall Mcluhan Full lecture: The medium is the message - 1977-part 1 v 3, ABC Radio National 
Network in Australia, 27.06.1979, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImaH51F4HBw 
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grasp a solution for a common way to come to terms with the existing fact of multiple realities; 

that one photorealism does not actually exist. Today we need to see a photo camera as a tool in 

human behavior to create a visual, not as a medium in the sense of being the primer classification 

evidence of messages. Rather, photo images are being part of a visual dialect in the spectrum of 

visual styles that exists in an open environment for any medium. That the photo cameras image is 

existing without any borders of the medium’s representation of the classification ownership to 

photography, a smartphone, a smart-glass, a hologram or a hyper-screen, etc., this static 

classification idea is causing confusion that is highly important to grasp, for the sake of re-

thinking, if we want a more truthful knowledge to support a human dialog about how 

communication of images can work in a future digital age of big data, where the spectrum of 

visual possibilities get signed with a respective named style for the greater human dialogue in  

space and time. Since we can evidently prove today that any visual style can be reshaped for 

rhetoric or an atmosphere in some surroundings. A style in one medium or craft that can 

adequately be replicated and jump into any other type of new medium or environment in a digital 

age. McLuhan's ideas (from 1967) about the medium is the message should be respectfully viewed 

and read in the space of the analog time-space, before the internet of things. If we applied it 

directly into a digital life of multiple realities of (smart device, artificial intelligence, virtual 

reality, etc.) so-called mixed content media, one would still have the misperception that each 

medium tells their own message, something that is obviously not the case in today’s digital age 

society where styles are living free to be applied in any visual environment.  

Still, today, a culture of many analytics programs viewing the mediums and their effects 

on society is under investigation from different motifs on scoping its practice. We see that digital 

mediums practices are still establishing and create their own respective foundation for a theory in 

their own isolated practices, where they highlight their inhered approach on a style’s spectrum of 

the past, promoting them further as if the styles from the past still were in the domain of one 

medium. One can clearly see this as a piece of evidence by looking at the publication from Steven 

Heller & Gail Anderson: The graphic design idea book35, The Typography idea book36, The 

Illustration idea book37. Where that content of describing a distinctiveness of a style is fair enough 

from a formal perspective of accessible words, but the static categorization them isolated towards 

a medium and a category of a profession sign like a graphic design(-er), typography(-er,) and 

illustration(-or) is no longer fair. The style ideas of such as the optical paradox38 or pastiche39are 

not restrained to get obtained by one medium or artifact.          

 

 
35 Heller, Steven & Gail Anderson, The Graphic design - Idea book. 2016. 
36 Heller, Steven & Gail Anderson, The typography - Idea book. 2016. 
37 Heller, Steven & Gail Anderson, The Illustration - Idea book. 2018. 
38 Heller, Steven & Gail Anderson, The Illustration - Idea book. 2018, p. 52. 
39 Heller, Steven & Gail Anderson, The typography - Idea book. 2016, p. 46. 
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To sense a direction why we no longer see statically a styled image being representative for one 

medium ownership is that; digital tools/software’s can adapt a visual style in any dimensional 

space of reality and at any size. We should rather see styles open and free from any artifact at its 

fundament. In this connection, I like to highlight Hans Belting - An Anthropology of Images: 

Picture, Medium, Body (A Theory of the Body); that came of importance in establishing an 

anthropological perspective that allowed us, humans, to view images with a broader parameter to 

see new identity’s of the image; as in this case with styles. Extending the space between physical 

and mental existence when humans view a style also interacts with technologies. By defining the 

body (our human body) as a medium, he shaped our perception to see that the artifact of a 

technological medium is not reduced to itself 40 …Belting defines the image this way in order to 

extend our consideration beyond the artifacts produced by specific media to encompass those 

images—“dreams, imaginings, personal perceptions”—that we generate corporeally. His central 

proposition is that “image, body and medium” ground “every attempt at picture-making” / 41. 

Image and medium both are linked with the body as the third parameter to be considered in its 

own right (a living medium)42.    

So, what is obvious; styles can be transformative in all their senses for different spaces 

we humans make representation in a time. To exemplify this; we can highlight the phenomenon 

when a style that is not transforming its formal physical shape but rather only transforming its 

representation through being present in a new space; we can best identify this human notion of 

“wahrnehmung” in the documentary; Fake Empires The Architecture of Imitation43; where some 

humans are witnessing a copy of; A smaller-scale Eiffel 

Tower and Champs-Elysées that can be found just 

outside Shanghai. A copy of St Peter’s in Rome can be 

found in the Ivory Coast.  A journey over three continents 

to see the architecture of imitation, the uncanny world of 

the fake. What this documentary very well describes is the contrast of being a western person 

outside of that space, that mostly instinctively would depict these famous western monumental 

architectures as copy something that is ours (something in the domain of being western). But, 

what we are failing to see is; that our so-called western originals' ideas of style on these works of 

architecture can represent something new, something different for another human space and time. 

So, we need to be open-minded to grasp the understanding that a medium/artifact can inhabit a 

new context or actually be something similar. The medium of realities can be multiple views on 

 
40 Belting, Hans. An Anthropology of Images: Picture, Medium, Body. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2011.  
p 15. 
41 Miller, Jonathan. Review of An Anthropology of Images: Picture, Medium, Body. Anthropological Quarterly, 
vol. 85 no. 2, 2012, p. 627-632. Project MUSE. https://muse.jhu.edu/article/477186 
42 Belting, Hans, Image, Medium Body: A new Approach to Iconology. Critical Inquiry, Vol. 31. No. 2. p. 311. 
43 (Documentary) Felici, Benoit (Director). Fake Empires: The Architecture of Imitation. France 2016. Seen 
available at arte.tv from 11/04/2021 to 16/06/2021. 

Fig 3. 
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styles; we only need to acknowledge new neutral words as a placeholder in a time for styles having 

a respective message, on the message that everyone can respectfully communicate. Further in an 

expanding team of researchers between transformative research in establishing now academics of 

a Digital Art History, a Visual Culture, a Visual Analytic, a Visual World, that in the run of 

digital development, have digitalized the artifacts of the past, categorizes them as of the past and 

now artificial intelligence has been the next step towards discovering a grand system that we can 

finally see as the “Holy Grail” of decoding visuals. But, as we notice linguistically and 

semiotically, we only have categories of mediums and their tools to create effects and some formal 

aspects respectfully attempts from Wollflin, Dondis, Leborg as a primer on a temporary denotation 

representation of visuals. The rest is an interpretation for an interpellation representation; we all 

carry differently. Now, the last two decades of art historical/visual researchers have been looking 

at the increasing vast big digital dataset collected over the last decades, trying to make a program 

sensing a direct visualizing; that makes use of the data in its original visible format44, essentially 

creating these big collections of visual clusters; that we still try to figure out; how to best present 

the world, the question is with what motif do we make sense of the data? What I clearly believe 

is a question about language. The visualization of images towards human knowledge depends on 

what (key)words we literarily fill in the metadata; only then can the computers search it to better 

represent our actual common human ground.  Now we can dive into some digital clusters in 

studying them based on the metadata, but as we know, the (key)words from the older Stories of 

Art dominates in the clusters of metadata for the computer to sense mostly styles of the past. What 

I am hinting at is; the solution is to give styles new respective meaning; invent new words to be 

arranged new ways of seeing new clusters; a new network of artworks that can be represented in 

multiple reality programs for all humans to grasp better its complexity we all can identify. That 

we can have a greater dialogue on the image, something that an AI does not care about, other than 

sensing a medium and the older myths of art stories. Hopefully, we dare to try something other 

than what was; if we do not start discovering new representations of image styles, how will then? 

The machine of mediums only depends on the input (language) we give it to work for us, so can 

and should define new styles, or? James Elkins has made a number of interesting discoveries in 

the past of collecting an overview and running a constructive discussion of what is to be a perfect 

story of art and visuals. The Stories of Art45 is doing a great investigative job highlighting the 

awareness that there cannot only be one story of art, as Elkins writes; it is written mostly by 

western Europeans and North Americans, and it´s root purpose is the chronicle, preserve and 

sometimes promote the kind of culture that the authors find valuable.46 As cultures evolved and a 

new generation of the internet of things and digital natives happened; we as art/visual researchers 

 
44 Crockett, Demon, Direct visualization techniques for the analysis of image data: the slice histogram and 
the growing entourage plot (case-study). International Journal for Digital Art History, 2016. pp. 179-195. 
45 Elkins, James. Stories of Art. Routledge, New York, 2002, p. 117.  
46 Elkins, James. Stories of Art. Routledge, New York, 2002, p. 148. 
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in the west (especially) are faced with the challenge to rewrite a long-forgotten aspect of style that 

has developed its bits of resolution and dimensions; to get a better understanding of present and 

its contradiction of its old representatives. We are still in the space of most visual options for 

styles in the west that have been left in the dark for proper articulation; what I propose is that we 

start spotlight everything without the past concept of valuing styles between high or low. As 

Michael Ohl says in The Art of Naming, when naming species: “Given their largely organic 

emergence and usage, along with a continuous dynamic of change, vernacular names-compared 

with scientific labels—are not a suitable standard for the uniform naming of biological 

biologicals species.” 47 The essential question is; how we should arrange these data of visual 

styles of the past, present, and for all humans, the future of knowledge. For what purpose/goal 

and how do we make sense of viewing them, presenting them to the future public?  

Going forward, Harald Klinke at LMU München started an investigative work to look at 

the Bilder der Gegenwart48  to find better clarity to understand the image in the digital internet of 

things; the impact it has on our perception of art.  Klinke is reaching into our human awareness 

of digital visual experiencing in different sizes of mediums. He is analyzing all image size 

variations and their impact on the dynamic representation in an extending technological 

development of more media/mediums brought to the human experience in different settings of 

seeing. Klinke also looks at Art Theory as Visual Epistemology,49 where art as knowledge should 

be in the driving focus, proposing that Visual Studies “Bildwissenschaft” should be an 

investigation using an interdisciplinary approach that opens the door to a greater sense of 

knowledge on images. Looking at an image as developing knowledge and not as a past static 

representation of its cultural past is necessary to correspond to the development of time and space 

we live in today and tomorrow.  What I think corresponds to acknowledge our multiple human 

aspects in a sense and concept of valuing Heidegger’s “Daseins” 50  and the evolution of 

development on Kant’s “pure reason”51 as mixed reality’s, seen in a continuation toward new 

fundament of opportunities, something new, something that for humans is always “open” to 

include more meaning then what was before.  

 
47 Ohl, Michael. The Art of Naming. The MIT Press, Cambridge, 2018, p. 9.   
48 Klinke, Harald. Stamm, Lars. (Hg.). Bilder der Gegenwart: Aspekt und Perpektiven des digitalen Wandels. Graphentis 
Verlag, 2013.   
49 Klinke, Harald. Art Theory as Visual Epistemology. Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2014. P. 8.    
50 “Dasein” The philosophical concept of a phenomenology of “being” from Martin Heidegger Sein und Zeit. 
Kenny, Anthony. A New History of Western Philosophy. The Existentialism of Heidegger. Oxford University Press, 
2010, p. “..Dasein is caring about (besorgen). Dasein is not a res cogitans, but a res curans: not a thinking thing, but a 
caring thing. Only if I have some care about, or interest in, the world will I go on to ask questions about it and give 
answers to those questions in the form of knowledge-claims…”  p.  819. 
51 Klinke, Harald. Art Theory as Visual Epistemology. Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2014. P. 2.   “Immanuel Kant’s 
Critique of Pure Reason (1781) describes how knowledge can be acquired by empirical means and discusses the limits of 
reason. To draw the line between what humans can and cannot know is the task of epistemology. Kant traces back all 
knowledge to empirical (7) experience, including visual experience (Anschauung), processed by  
means of a priori knowledge and categories but transforms them into abstract concepts (Begriffe) rather than “inner 
images”. 
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As Klinke's investigation states: the question of what mental images are and how exactly 

images can represent worldviews remains open.52 So that is why researching something like the 

impact different displays sizes have had on human`s sensation in its interaction with it; makes 

sense as knowledge for the future, to discoverer a visual world for our common human knowledge 

in seeing different meanings (questions about the internal and external experience) by its scale, 

even if the visual content stays the same and most people will naturally neglect this spectrum of 

reality’s actually happening; it is important to continue the investigation impact of something as 

simple as “the size” can have on our sub-conciseness mind. Klinke is raising our awareness on 

the subject, about how the size of mediums have an impact on us; what decisions we make in a 

digital screen age with the infliction of our multiple perception and understanding (between 

“wahrnehmung” and “verstand”) of them and making us think more about how the size of the 

visual artworks works with its surroundings53. The clear, practical implementation methods for 

analyzing “wahrnehmung” and “verstand” can essentially (partly) be found in how a user 

experience designer is thinking about the choices for building a product for users. Creating a 

visual image that is working in the space of one “user flow,” something we can understand as the 

practical “truth” of usage, especially adapted to work in specific environments. The educated UX-

designer is dependent on understanding the methods and prosses of Design Thinking, Agil, Scrum, 

Design Sprints, Lean UX; to fully build the user-friendly product. Interviews with potential users 

groups are essential to shaping a description for a persona (a collective impression of the user 

needs; a scope) that then get run in a web of beta testing cases, to then come out with a user-

friendly product, finally. But, as we know that it is a difference between the intention of the design 

for a specific space, a persona or a task; since humans are a living organism that is continuously 

in a change, moves, inhabits new spaces over a time.  In that connection, I like use a quote from 

something that Hubert Damisch considered when discussing Jacques Derrida introduction to 

Edmund Husserl The origin of Geometry by; “the possibility of something like a history of science 

imposes a rereading and a reawakening of the “sense” of history in general; ultimately, its 

phenomenological senseldirection will merge with its teleological sense” 4) Or to put it differently, 

in words better suited to my argument here. The possibility of a history of science necessarily 

entails a reconsideration of the meaning the word history and something like a "reawakening" of 

it´s meaning. This holds for the history of science. But what about that of art-which at a given 

moment in its history seemed to make a new beginning by linking its destiny to that of a discipline 

with scientific pretensions...54 

 
52 Klinke, Harald. Art Theory as Visual Epistemology. Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2014. P. 6.    
53 Klinke, Harald. The Beautiful Formula. Ein Vortrag von Dr. Harald Klinke, M. Sc. und ein Gespräch mit 
Oleksiy Koval, 22. OKT. 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmCdnzKkzPY 
54 Damisch, Hubert. The Origin of Perspective. Translated by John Goodman, The MIT Press, p.78. 
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Styles of seeing realities… 

John Berger, Ways of seeing, 1972. 
“Art history has totally failed to come to terms with the problem of the relationship between the 
outstanding work and the average work of the European tradition. The notion of Genius is not in 
itself an adequate answer. Consequently, the confusion remains on the walls of the galleries.”55  
 
Heinrich Wölfflin, Principles of Art History,1915. 
“In order to identify individual stylistic types, one has to try to discover the relationship of the part 
to the whole in this way, going into increasingly fine detail and not just in terms of the graphic 
form, but also in the handling of light and color. One will then come to see how a certain 
conception of form is inevitably associated with a certain coloring, and gradually one will learn 
to understand the whole complex of personal style characteristics as the expression of a certain 
treatment. Descriptive art history still has much work to do in this respect.” 56 

 

Lev Manovich, Cultural Analytics, 2020. 
“One is that we should not think of a style as narrow line that moves through time. Instead, it is 

more like a wide river that dose change directions, but only gradually” 57    
 

Deyan Sudjic´s, The Language of Things, 2008. 
“Objects are the way in which we measure out the passing of our lives. They are what we use 
to define ourselves, to signal who we are, and who we are not.” 58  
 

Roland Barthes, Mythologies, 1967.   
“The form of myth is not a symbol.” 59  

Susan Sontag, Against Interpretation, 1965. 
“Behind the ambivalence towards style is, ultimately, the historic Western confusion about the 
relation between art and mortality, the aesthetic and the ethical.” 60  
 

Paul O. Kristeller, The modern System of the Art, 1951 & Ernst Gombrich, Style, 1968. 
“Style in art has rarely been analyzed in terms of these pressures, but such an analysis might 

yield worthwhile results, for the various activities which, since the eighteenth century, have 
gradually become grouped together under the name of art.” 61 

 
Theo van Doesburg, Grundbegriffe der Neuen Gestaltenden Kunst, 1925. 
“Das Publikum hat eine ihm eigene, angemessene Innen-und Umwelt, der Küstler eine andere. 
Beide sind so verschieden, das es unmöglich ist, aus der Innen-und Umwelt des einen in die 
des anderen umzusteigen”…(p,6) Einer der wichtigsten Unterscheidungspunkte älteren 
Kunstauffassungen gegenüber besteht darin, daß in der neuen Kunst die Eigenart des Künstlers 
nicht mehr in den Vordergrund tritt. Die neue Gestaltung ist Ergebnis eines allgemeinen 
Stilwillens…(p. 8) Es müssen allgemeinverständliche elementare Grundbegriffe der bildenden 
Kunst aufgestellt werden, was hier versucht wird... (p, 9) 62 
 
David Hockney and Martin Gayford, A History of Pictures, 2016.  
“All pictures are made from a particular point of view.”63   

My 5-year-old child, 2021. 
“A shadow can never get wet.” 

 

 
55 Berger, John. Ways of Seeing. Penguin Books Ltd, 1972, p. 88. 
56 Wölfflin, Heinrich. Principles of Art History: The Problem of the Development of Style in Early Modern Art (1905): 
One Hundredth Anniversary Edition, Getty Publication, 2015, p. 88. 
57 Manovich, Lev. Cultural Analytics. The MIT Press, 2020, p. 171. 
58 Sudjic, Deyan. The Language of Things. Pinguin Books Ltd, 2008, p. 21. 
59 Barthes, Roland. Mythologies (1957). Hill and Wang, 2013, p. 228. (Note: highlights when/if we see myths in a style) 
60 Sontag, Susan. Against Interpretation (1961). Pinguin Books Ltd, 2009, pp. 22-23 
61 Gombrich, Ernst. Style (1968). Preziosi, Donald: The Art of Art History, Oxford University Press, 2009.    
62 van Doesburg, Theo, Grundbegriffe der Neuen Gestalten Kunst. Albert Langen Verlag München, 1925, pp. 7-9.  
63 Hockney, David. Gayford, Martin. A History of Pictures: From the Cave to the Computer Screen. Thames and Hudson 
Ltd, 2016.   
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If we start with Berger´s Ways of Seeing, we can recognize it became an important “type 

of manifesto“ that got publicity in a mass media, reaching a milestone in attracting a greater mass 

public (a baby boomer audiences) in reflecting their thoughts upon every type pictures, that 

literally then “rocked the art theory boat” of sensing more than what the historical past was 

presenting as one universal truth, isolated as a canon, a theory, for some sake to establish a 

chronological overview in a rich “spectacle” of approaches/variants of methods and theory’s in 

search of clarity toward; what was art history, to see „art“ (the high-art, fine-art, ART, etc.) in a 

realm of some selected style periods. We can see Berger´s critical approach towards art history; 

was legit, a start towards the democratization process on the word art´s fundamental 

representative meaning, giving hints to a wider public of mediums, to get more involved in the 

practice of looking, getting more sensitive towards seeing that the visual world did also overlap 

the history of art. Berger, with his television series at BBC, together with a general wind of post-

structuralism (in all its paradoxes), got to raise awareness for a new type of audience sensation, 

that got included to have an even greater “voice in saying”; what was the meaning of art in-itself 

(in the first place). The broader audience could simply than “point with the finger” directly on 

Berger´s book and the tv-show Ways of seeing; to differ an impression that an academic tradition 

(what was a chain of logical consequences from a long history of human events and 

developments) had only spotlighted a kind of idealism, with power from connoisseurship, 

defining; a beauty, a quality, a form, linguistic structuralism of right and wrong, etc. Where the 

selection of established words seen as the styles became spotlighted as the so-called art 

masterpieces of a western time; to then be the “first in line” as a reference towards a value (in 

measuring art) adapted for a capitalized model (a styled Marxism system) in achieving a global 

marked; of materialism on the road towards some luxury of wealth. This was becoming a type of 

art-historical myth in itself (As wealth, especially in oil paintings and some sculptures depicted 

for a long time, was a celebration of their wealth, becoming a symbol of a fixed social or divine 

order64.) To differ more shades than Berger, we need to recognize that the academics of art history 

(in its totality) is not placed directly responsible for; …the confusion that remains on the walls of 

the galleries…, rather the human phenomena in seeing a capital value in our lives, is respectfully 

responsible. When we humans change our perspective on value, art can fill something greater 

then the means of a type of capitalistic luxury myth. 

 

As soon as we humans started to live our lives to the "means of production"65 in Karl 

Marx´s recipe of an industrial capitalism program, with all its pros and contra. The program used 

a selected concept of styles in visualizing some paradigm of a high or a low representative visual, 

the objects of visuals styles became the subjects of a hierarchy’s, capitalized concept of style 

 
64 Berger, John. Ways of Seeing. Pinguin Books Ltd, 1972, p 90. 
65 Appiah, Kwame Anthony. The Lies That Bind, Rethinking Identity. 2019, p. 142. 
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became the map that navigated the wealth and power, styles became a power in the realm of 

luxury. The deconstruction process of seeing styles more than in a realm of power, wealth, luxury, 

etc., has been a long and one of the most difficult ones to solve now for humans. Since the issues 

have been the simplification to polarize styles between “high” and “low”, where a wealth dictates 

something in designing publicity that creates trends, memes, shaping our bias of representation, 

we end up feeling as if there were no other option of a visual representation, other than the “one” 

we get described to. Somewhere between seeing an isolated hierarchy of fixed style values ( a 

reality) and feeling isolated in one born self-identity, valued and measured by others. When we 

acknowledge the important developments of a metaphysic, an epistemology, a phenomenology 

(existentialism) movement lead by Edmund Husserl66, a continuation with hermeneutics lead by 

Martin Heidegger (Dasein – not a substance but the unfolding of a life)67 and a deconstructions 

theory lead by Jacques Derrida.68 In all these important developments, we can identify it as 

supportive, in thriving a human awareness towards an understanding more about aspects of seeing 

styles. Due to, the activity of metaphors developed towards artistic style became a discussion 

within a frustration of a pre-selected attentions based mostly between two polarized opposites; 

open for interpretation and imaginative formal quality of the art. Thereby seeing as evidence 

(with focus on establishing new word of seeing style, as a natural communicative language) has 

become overwhelming difficult for a general public day-to-day life, too complicated to grasp a 

solution on what is the right words to describe without offending someone/somethings 

representation, in a spectrum of multiple approaches on defining reality’s, (esp. also with an 

infliction from someone’s cheerful idea of nihilism), too complex to try to continue to define new 

reality’s for styles representation, no real holistic models have been proposed to be seen as the 

possibility to create new representation. To start decoding and encoding visual styles (a general 

style or design theory) have long been seen impossible to create, mostly because one is afraid to 

offend arts openness or afraid to be seen as bold, naïve that humans can agree to recognize 

something similar, or too simplistic; only scratching the surface of something more complex. But, 

I am hopeful to believe a representative visual language (model) for all humans can be built to 

share a common sense of knowledge on multiple reality’s that exist without the risk of offending 

someone or some culture.  

 

 
66 Embree, Lester. Phenomenological movement. 1998, doi:10.4324/9780415249126-DD075-1. Routledge 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Taylor and Francis, https://www.rep.routledge.com/articles/overview/phenomenological-
movement/v-1. 
67Kenny, Anthony. A New History of Western Philosophy. The Existentialism of Heidegger. Oxford University 
Press, 2010, pp. 818-821. 
68 Cutrofello, Andrew. Derrida, Jacques (1930–2004). 2006, doi:10.4324/9780415249126-DE010-2. Routledge 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Taylor and Francis, https://www.rep.routledge.com/articles/biographical/derrida-jacques-
1930-2004/v-2 . 
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As Lev Manovich wrote in 2017, “I have not given up on semiotic project to understand 

visual media “ 69 We need to consider more options “new proposals” to extend our sensitivity on 

Semantics/Semiotics structures to analyze between word and image. As Wölfflin, stated: 

“Descriptive art history still has much work to do in this respect” is also obvious to be seen today. 

Because Panofsky’s Iconography/Iconology ambivalence sifted the focus on art historical 

research to spotlight on decoding symbolic stories of things, overshadowing the potential greater 

progress from a Wölfflin`s neutral “formal approach” on describing visuals. A formal approach 

that, with all due respect, is still quite disappointingly shallow. The true potential of extending the 

Wölfflin´s approach has somehow got forgotten in the realm of a selfish culture power´s of 

interpretation to shape their identity of ideology, religion, nationality, etc., and derby creating a 

bias of claiming ownership on a style as a static identity.  

 

Roland Barthes perspective on connotations and denotation highlighted humans to 

identify the myths in our human society. But still, the strategy to implement Barthes theory to 

define/search a practical solution that gave a respective representation of a new image was harder 

to figure out a recipe of.70  That, such as the concept of styles could get a better representative 

method of opportunity’s; to work more inventively towards creating new representation in for 

different time and spaces. Understandably, the only option spotlighted was McLuhan – Medium 

is the message; restricting our thoughts of seeing styles isolated as synesthesia within one medium 

(seen under each one medium, as a so-called separate primer) of screen evolution, where the 

mediums sub-tools establish a fixed type effect, repeatedly used by users in a stream of creative 

exploration to different constellations and derby one had no other choice to interpret and identify 

a type trend, a so-called type beauty, etc., and then spotlight this as type style, mostly being 

unaware of an issue of bias in the processed. Such as in the cases of a global industry rising of 

capitalism, working designers dominated the public representation of visuals, a marketing idea of 

styles we yet must give tittles, designers was so focused on a concept to sell their products that 

they blindly left something so unethical unchecked to promote children color clothing codes such 

as pink to become the sign for of femininity and blue to be consisted masculinity. Selling this 

idiotic myth of a concept over multiple generations, I see it as the total catastrophe in respect to 

humankind's progress that should have been known better. We need to change (these phenomena) 

the perspective for our children, that color is not a style that represents someone or something 

other than the matter of color itself, colors are only of a scientifically value, in a small part we all 

humans can sense in a much grander spectrum of the invisible. Morally and ethically, we should 

stop judging color or measuring color to represent any subjective distinctiveness as long if not of 

 
69 (Article) Manovich, Lev. Visual Semiotics, Media Theory, and Cultural Analytics. 2017. 
http://manovich.net/index.php/projects/visual-semiotics  
70 D´Alleva, Anne, Methods & Theories of Art History. Laurence King Publishing Ltd, 2005, p. 36-45. 
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necessity. I, like most people, do not need a preference on color; most people see them and 

acknowledge all of them equally, if/when being in the mood of self-reflecting human honesty.   

 

So, the ways humans have seen styles under a common reality have mostly only been 

reflected within the realm of a medium, as a style within a medium, as the one or some more 

inventors within a medium, tools and software developments created of their effects to create 

further sub-tools within a medium, the visual effects became the category of effects, a visual 

happening and derby we can see styles if frequently used in a mass of production with a grand 

spectrum of visual effects. So, to clarify what I see is for a future approach (in naming new styles), 

that the name of the tools and their effects is not necessarily the best representational identity to 

define a new style. Something I can understand one could disagree with, but; “bear with me.”  

The formal aspect of tools in creating/editing a visual effect is mostly named with some reference 

to its medium realm, so if an image distinctiveness is to be mainly identified in the mediums tool 

and the formal effects it produces, we should reconsider naming that effect for the purpose of 

seeing a style that does not signify the medium.  Since visual effects or visual styles can today 

(2021) be digitally achieved within any medium or software. We also must openly acknowledge 

that styles are existing in wide living spaces, in multiple realities of different mediums, and this 

opens the door to give it new representations that include every medium and all people. That style 

is officially in its own respective dynamic realm, their own free body, their own medium, all being 

opened to be rediscovered for a new human time and space. 

 

That idea of an “origin” of a style can be scrutinized if we like to; take now a moment to 

think from a perspective in the logic of arguing71; …it is impossible for A to be B at the same 

time, but possible if necessary to change their truth value, being both truth and false at different 

time-spaces, but if not possible then it is also not necessary…72 in an establishment of the category 

mindset; from the Greek Pythagoras to Aristoteles and Platon. Evolution of knowledge is 

reaching the Humanist's philosophical values for a reason, science, and progress in all its density 

and diversity. Establishing a kind of universal grammar, collected, based, and continuing within 

the thought that it’s a fixation on what one understands to be a formalism and then structuralism, 

becomes the strongest key for humans to see evidence in the logic of the shaped language. An 

aspect of seeing that was long missing in this equation of our western philosophy discussion was 

the importance made within cognitive science researching decisions based on beliefs concerning 

the likelihood of uncertain events… 73 Crystallizing, what we now understand under Cognitive 

 
71 Kenny, Anthony. A New History of Western Philosophy. How to Argue: Logic. Oxford University Press, 2010, 
pp. 95-110 
72 Kenny, Anthony. A New History of Western Philosophy. Aristotle on Time and Modality. Oxford University 
Press, 2010, p. 106 
73 Kahneman, Daniel. Think, Fast and Slow. (Appendix A: Judgment under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases. 
Tversky & Kahneman), Pinguin Books, 2012, pp. 419-432. 
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Bias (or issue of bias) out of a (un)consciousness theory was not specifically established before 

Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman highlighted it and published the first article: Judgment under 

Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases, in 1974. In a society of developing categories and labels to 

organize, the recognition of Biases as an issue became important to become more emphatic 

sensible/reflective to confront our assumptions of beliefs, derby also spotlighting styles, 

archetypes, and stereotyping (etc.). As evidence, leading to a new type of enlightenment that can 

clearly be identifying and literally with a “pointing a finger” on a wave of issues; (as gender-

neutral language/principles of gender-inclusive language in all mediums of communication74)  in 

our globalized society and our historical past that we have now come to re-investigate to find an 

even more truthful reality of being humans. As an example, the topic is leading towards an ethical 

responsibility to avoid misuse of AI gets underlined75 in global institutions like United Nations 

Science report. Clearly, this is evidence of issues we human’s future create if we neglect to find 

a solution to end discrimination (as facts) on gender, sex, race, socials status, income, etc...  

 

In art history, we can also, with the issues of bias, find solutions, if identify the 

importance to rediscover (research) many cultural ambivalences of its time, as one of many 

examples, we can highlight the myths of Bauhaus (without now starting a discussion on all of 

Bauhaus complex aspects of influence for the future) as having prepared a so-called finished 

“blueprint” to stand as a logic of having unified a universal guide for arts into an illusion of being. 

But where one can see a logic of events in the post-Bauhaus speaking for and opposing what was, 

where one could understand the perspective why a preference happened in framing the equation 

of triangle, square, circle,76 as a strong logical argument as being seen as a universal truth at a 

time (esp. for the medium graphic design, product design and partly for architecture). But as Ellen 

Lupton and Abbott Miller respectfully mention in the re-visiting the theory of Bauhaus, 

scrutinizing what we can see as the myths of a universal design language.  What we see to believe 

actually became a (un)conscious hurdle (a fixation on the fitting of the basic form´s as being 

universal evidence of the language of visual art) to establish; what was actually needed is a 

continuation with new models that adapted the same core search for a visual literacy language of 

styles (a new formal concept evolving in the speed of technological developments) that works in 

a co-operative environment for The New Human Agenda77 (if one read in-between the lines of 

Yuval Noah Harari Homo Dues; The new Human Agenda; Can someone hit the Brakes?; …When 

 
74 UNESCO. Gender Equality Guidelines for Publication Annexes 1-5. Guidelines. New York: UNESCO Publication, 
2021. Link: https://en.unesco.org/genderequality/tools1 . 
75 Bello, Alessandro; Blowers, Tonya; Schneegans, Susan and Tiffany Straza (2021) To be smart, the digital 
revolution will need to be inclusive. In: UNESCO Science Report: the Race against Time for Smarter 
Development. UNESCO: Paris.  
p. 5 Link: https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000375429 . 
76Lupton, Ellen. Miller, J. Abbott. The ABC of: The Bauhaus and Design Theory. Princeton Architectural Press, 2019, 
p. 7-11. 
77 Harari, Yuval Noah. Homo Deus: A brief History of Tomorrow. Vintage, Pinguin Random House, pp. 1-78.   
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people realize how fast we are rushing towards the great unknown,…78 ) in new technological 

and digital time. Now, (long overdue) for a digital reality of interdisciplinary workflows of 

specialists, in terms of technicalities, that signifying new capabilities of digital tools to be used 

for any visual purpose or medium, where styles in-itself became actually free from an inflicting 

type of logistic correctness; that visuals were also to have a grammar (in a digital age) conventions 

for a category’s of medium (as Bauhaus suggested for the crafts like the digital painting, 

sculpturing, graphic design, photography, architecture, user experience, etc., all are 

interconnected), styles have no longer strict domains for one unique type of medium, as they arose 

in the last part of the 20th century. That said, we can still though define new words with the same 

“prägnanteste” construction of seeing to highlight all shades of styles (as visual dialects or visual 

rhetorics) but now with the pure reason for human morality and ethics. For a public that lives in 

an international mix of cultural associations, we should treat with cautiousness to build new paths 

in acquiring new words to see styles in any digital medium, form, or synesthesia, without the need 

to be dissected into an idea of the origin of medium, nationalities, gender, etc. The issues of styles 

being in-between the war of cultural localization of visual associations habits in a certain area of 

life coming in time to symbolize that cultural use for it, a genre war of attention, spotlighted by 

corporations (from an extreme vernacular v.s extreme modernist) searching particular look of 

style to promote an identity or motif of style became obviously established to take more control 

in own interpretation of a type style and its evolution. Derby, also as an effect creating styles to 

become Clichés; established from a system that becomes a genre its derby can get so normalized 

to see that it’s rutin and we identify a style automatically then as the statues of being a cliché. 

That a style gets established to become a cliché is not necessarily a bad thing as long as it does 

not stigmatize for the sake of stereotyping and derby the risk of some being/becoming part of 

discrimination.79        

To be very fair, we need to rediscover and recognize Susan Sontag's great insight that 

also framed the topic of image and style with of context in her time and still can be accounted 

today as highly relevant quotations, as seen in this one (one of her leading discussions in a 

collection of essays). 
Susan Sontag, Against Interpretation, 1961.  

“The antipathy to "style" is always an antipathy to a given style. There are no style-less works of 
art, only works of art belonging to different, more or less complex stylistic traditions and 
conventions. This means that the notion of style, generically considered, has a specifics, 
historical meaning. It is not only that style belong to a time and a place: and that our perception 
of the style of a given work of art is always charged with an awareness of the work´s historicity, 
its place in a chronology. Further: the visibility of style is itself a product of historical 
consciousness”…80 

 
78 Harari, Yuval Noah. Homo Deus: A brief History of Tomorrow. Vintage, Pinguin Random House, p. 58. 
79 Skaggs, Steven. FireSign: A Semiotic Theory for Graphic Design. The MIT Press, 2017, pp. 221-227.  
80 Sontag, Susan. Against Interpretation. Pinguin Books Ltd, 1961 p. 18. 
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Highlighting quotes from Sontag, I see important to show respect for great insight made at the 

time in the 1960s. That we should still acknowledge today; there have never existed style-less 

works of art; there is just that we have not yet defined all the words for each style yet. An artist 

never owned a style; the artist used a style! Derby style in-itself (at its so-called core) is open; it 

is a transformative synthetic of elements that is always a living thing that needs to be reconsidered 

and rediscovered as a style with a historical consciousness of being used. Because we respectfully 

have now arrived (the last two decades) to identify a diversity of realities in seeing truths, looking 

at cultures with computers81 (Lev Manovich: the basic concept of style may be appropriate when 

we consider large cultural datasets…82), styles can be re-discovered for a continuously new 

identity of consciousness. Much of Susan Sontag writing in “On Photography,” “Against 

Interpretation,” and “Styles of Radical Will,” I believe contains a highly respective amount of 

central general fundament thoughts one can enjoy also listening to when Sontag speaks at the MIT 

- Image & Meaning Conference back in the year 2001, we could partly re-discovered and 

discusses some of her ideas; when we try to understand her deeper thoughts, that she and we are 

essentiality missing intuitive words to grasp the meaning of what she was trying to explain: 

 
“…The image of the Earth seen from the moon reminds us or suggests questions about space  
travel. Crick and Watson, let's say, remind us of the glories of scientific achievement, et cetera,

 et cetera. Each of them are taken as representative of a thought,  
a problem, a task, a confluence. 

 
I'm rather suspicious of this way of thinking about images. I think it's more and more foisted on 
us by our televisual culture, but I think it's actually a rather shallow approach to thinking about i

mages. I'm not saying you are shallow. I'm saying that this display encourages please 
understand me.  

 
This display precisely encourages that way of looking at images. 

I'm not talking about the response, because I think it's so it's a very normal response. 
But you put images which are, in fact, famous images- no, please, bear with me...  

These are famous images. These are celebrity images. These are images chosen for the fact  
that even I, a scientific illiterate, know what all of those images are. I recognize them.  

Very few people in this space are as ignorantof science as I am, but I recognize all six of these 
images. I know exactly what is being shown there.  

 
So… they are chosen precisely because they're representative, precisely because they are, as
 it were, celebrity images. Or let me put it even more bluntly. They are the visual equivalent of s
ound bites. I think this is not a very good way into the question of images. I think it encourages 

thinking about images in a way that takes us away from real knowledge…”. 83 

 
81 Manovich, Lev. Cultural Analytics. The MIT Press, 2020, pp. 2-6.    
82 Manovich, Lev. Cultural Analytics. The MIT Press, 2020, p. 5. 
83 Susan Sontag, E. O. Wilson & Roger Penrose at MIT - Image & Meaning Conference 2001. 
https://infinite.mit.edu/video/susan-sontag-e-o-wilson-roger-penrose-mit-images-meaning-conference-2001 
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In terms of our developing digital age of multiple realities of seeing the last two decades (00-20s), 

Sontag truly speaks in this conference of the future reality (something that was around the corner) 

on the knowledge of images; that she did not get to experience before she passed in 2004; to get 

a respective confirmation/celebration on her intellectual insight, that she so much deserves.  

 

To continue, I like to highlight another of her statements written back in 1964. 
 

Susan Sontag, On Photography, 1964. 
“Photographed images do not seem to be statements about the world so much as pieces of it, 

miniature of reality that anyone can make or acquire”.84  
 

This statement from Sontag is speaking with great sensitivity of; the naked existence (a type of 

phenomenology reality on photography) of seeing photography as anything other than a 

representation equal to our human perceptions to (an assumption that a photo is equal as evidence) 

as seeing some fundamental reality. Where Sontag clearly proposes we humans always see photos 

being a type of miniature reality. Thereby also (as an effect) opening doors to seeing styles getting 

new dimensions of possible representation. The same with establishing a more sensibility usage 

of words as manipulation, editing, transforming, rending when speaking of visuals (what is long 

overdue; to give these words a phenomenology approach). To better make judgments rather than 

assumptions. A greater spectrum of words needs to be established to more sensible navigating in 

the complicated picture we humans long talk about. As recognizes in Atlas of Digital Architecture 

in the chapter rendering, Urs Hirschberg explains: 

 
Urs Hirschberg, Rendering, Birkhäuser, Atlas of Digital Architecture, 2020. 
“The concept of photorealism´ is, in itself, deeply flawed. Strictly speaking, there is no such thing, 
as the moment you point a camera at anything, you are making a statement: the simple choice 
of your frame and where you position yourself in relation to the object adds an individual, 
subjective input that defines the reality´ you are looking at. If you then start to manipulate that 
picture in even the simplest way, be that by adjusting brightness and contrast, or be that by 
adding elaborate filters and touching up the picture in meticulous detail, you may be creating a 
more "realistic" look but that look is by definition an artifice...This means that there is genuine 
room now for new visual languages. With anything being possible and the need for emulating 
photography no longer dominant, levels of abstraction become a matter of choice and style”.85   
 
Why is it important to leave the idea of photorealism? Because as our history shows us evidence; 

a chain of consequences in a long history of events where we lead ourselves to believe in one type 

 
84 Sontag, Susan. On Photography. Pinguin Books Ltd, 1977 p. 4.  
85 Birkhäuser. Atlas of Digital Architecture, Terminology, Concept, Methods, Tools, Examples, Phenomena. 
Hirschberg, Urs. Rendering. Birkhäuser Verlag GmbH, 2020. p. 272.     
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of photorealism that gave (and still gives) the opportunity for some powerful individuals to 

speared false/fake news or also the last years deep fake especially in social media, this freshly 

highlighted: 

Samuel Woolley, The Reality Games, 2020.  
 “False news has a long history- but those in power and those at the forefront of computer science 
failed to heed it. Today it seems that pundits and politicians alike are capitalized on conversation 
about "fake" news—using the fear and confusion surrounding the internets’ role on causing 
polarization and distrust to further their own agendas. Consequently, social media companies 
are continuing to scramble to convince regulators and the public that they are not the arbiters of 
truth—that they are technology companies, not media companies. They are losing this battle, 
but governments don’t seem to be picking up the slack”.86 
 
We need to recognize that the alternative without a clear invention of a wider sensibility in a 

natural language to navigate us in the visual spectrum of styles alternatives connected with 

multiple aspects of reality’s visualizing the coining aspects of their paradox issues, if not, we will 

still continue only with the same polarizing discussions of old simpler concept/programs of 

realities, what I see is still one of the fundamental human issues that are causing most conflicts. 

The question is now; do we still like to live in this same “primitive” circle of polarizing between 

truth and manipulation? Or are there any other possible models we can see more aspects of in 

designing a more intuitively “fast” distinctive way of sensing the diversity of realities that actually 

already exists? 

 

Historically, 87 / 88 the medium as photography was thought to be discussed between either: to be 

the tool of evidence (a copy of the real world,  photographic truth, records of events) that 

dominated the idealized peak of a visual image speaking of truth or a mystified visual language 

to be decoded in an extensive analysis of interpretations, myths and symbolics without daring to 

strive for a “neutral sign of synesthesia distinctiveness” that differs from then referring a style to 

a connoisseur or stylistic movement (often mixed up with a researchers bias of seeing categories 

of geographic importance; like a city, country, Europa vs. America vs. Asia, etc.). I like to suggest; 

we need to strive to find space for extending our literacy (that linguistically get active to open the 

creative door wider in inventing new words of meanings for styles with seeing human ethics in 

mind) approach to diversify the general sense of reality’s, to include/invite all humans in seeing 

the complexity of multiple truths (not only for the academic elite or big capital corporations in an 

analytical process of understanding), where the medium is not necessarily the prime label of 

 
86 Woolley, Samuel. The Reality Games. (Chapter Three: From Critical Thinking to Conspiracy Theory). 2020 p. 117  
87 Slater, Don. Marketing mass photography. H. Davis & P. Walton. In Jessica Evans & Stuart Hall. Visual Culture: 
The Reader. SAGE Publications, p 305. 
88 Sturken, Marita. Cartwright, Lisa. Practice of Looking, A introduction to Visual Culture. Oxford University Press, 
2001, p. 17.  
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seeing and investigating these realities of style. But at the same time, give back a respective space, 

perspective, towards a new definition in implying a type (photo) realism for such as snapshot, 

(photo) journalism, portraiture, documentary, nature, scientifically evidence, etc.          

 

It was in a rushed story of technological and digital development for the mediums as photography 

the myth of representing a photo-reality one had blindly given the synthetic cocktail of then 

exposing light to the negative (films, like Kodak, Alpa, Polaroids, etc.); as so-called evidence of 

"a truth" to a visual scene, that got strictly adapted to be seen and understood in the digital RAW-

file-format. That became “the cheapest trick” to sell every household a photo camera representing 

the memories of our life’s in images (in their family albums), a past that reflects actually the a 

miniature reality Susan Sontag speaks of seeing. The capital industry of mass marketing had this 

bias for the camera, a myth for one truth. I question: if most leading experts in the advertising 

industry consciously must have known about these visual myths of reality that work for their 

advantage to continuously uphold the framing of so-called “photorealism”; to then behold a type 

mystification of unidentified styles on stowage, a publicity arsenal is being calculated used in ad-

campaigns the advertisers knew would give a specific attraction/persuasiveness towards the 

publics blind hunger on consumerism. By simply leaving a common formal aspect approach on 

style untitled, kept a kind of creative industry in “a means to an end” control/directing a public 

perception of visuals, recklessly playing the “trick of the trade” with a public’s unconsciousness 

in a confusion of reality’s. 

 

The word style became the “it word” for the public to us most when we could not linguistically 

find the fitting word for what it was/is representing, speaking about was a way of not offending, 

not saying the wrong word that it was not. Since we could not find the specific word for that 

content that made the style, it was just simply “stylish” or another term that we/I hear much; 

aesthetically. “Pretty much the same thing” when something was mystically unidentifiable and 

left undefined. I believe everyone, to a high degree, sees mostly the same characteristics of a style 

without having yet identified the best word, that ethically can stand in temporary for the style 

itself. The problem has been that we still today have an average public referring styles 

representation into the program of stories, such as of an origin, a person, a company, geography, 

a nation, etc. Blindly, continually causing further the issues of stereotypes, that actually then is 

leading to discrimination and a public illusion of some master’s style and some loser’s style.  

Together with the day-to-day journalism, a sports news/commercial highlighting winner`s as if 

they would represent the height of some style, making it almost impossible for the public to be 

presented the topic of styles that is actually is open in the phenomenon of happenings in multiple 

realities. The “words” are only missing to identifying a broader spectrum space to see the aspects 

of everything. Important, is to highlight the problematic of seeing “one” story, “one” reality, in 
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the historical usage of the word; manipulation (in terms of its usage in representing visuals, photo, 

art, design) when film negatives/raws got rendered in the darkroom (of analog age) extensively 

or mixed with other negatives to create/direct a new visual structure, was seen as disturbing the 

so-called (photo) reality from the one exposure (one negative) would be seen as an act of 

“manipulation.” As if the photographer automatically would be guilty of breaking a so-called law 

of (photo) realism before being published in any context. Visually post-producing, disruption of 

a clear reflection (as an image exposure), software rendering of a raw digital image of a scene is 

still instinctively seen/interpreted by the audiences as a lie. To differ, I firstly believe we need to 

respect that the photo in-itself. When we rendered an image, I propose we should not state it as 

an act of “manipulation” right away. Because the context of photo´s usage needed to be analyzed 

and identified to establish if the purpose of usage can be commonly understood as being 

manipulative for the average viewer. If not, then the photo is free to be open for a style 

representative that can be respectfully encoded and decoded without inflicting a misrepresentation 

of being manipulated. By doing this, the public would get more comfortable differentiating the 

aspects of seeing more styles, tools of editing, the field of views, the depth of fields, renderings, 

liquefying’s, loss of authenticity, a fake, etc. Secondly, if then, as a result, the image´s usage is to 

communicate a miss-representation (an act of twisting of the narratives to appear otherwise) of 

an object/event with the fundamental chain of facts speaking of human last scientific truth’s, it is 

as evidence to state; it is a manipulative image (an act) presented to the receiver. So, to state it 

simpler; a visual image is not being manipulated by itself, even if an image is extensively edited, 

but an image motif of representation can get used to being manipulative (an act), it does not matter 

if an image is a raw-image or heavily edited. The word manipulation should be more restricted 

in its usage to be more seen as the act of intention from humans, imposing a visual to communicate 

a type of manufactured truth/meaning/message that is dis-genuine towards a common human 

reality of an event. During the last two decades (2000-2020) in an expanding collaborative 

society, we still have had a blind weakness to expect journalism realism truthfully telling both 

sides of the story as most journalism has and is the measurement to uphold a degree of 

realism/reality. What we, as evidence now have learned is that it's maybe the biggest human 

phenomenology issue of a common bias we all have experienced. Believing the “photorealism” 

was directly connected to a fundamental reality of seeing, something that it´s strictly not the case. 

Photorealism is a myth story as we saw it in the mass consumerism on buying the camera for 

capturing our own family reality, a myth we can see as a manufactured understanding in believing 

in one reality, building a context for everyone’s own bias in a cultural program.  
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The journalist Mehdi Hasan in an interview 89  talking critically about the role of the 

journalist in the last two decades of our society; we need to step up to champion the truth; we 

thought that in a new social media age, that it would be the great "boom" in helping 

democratization of society (that it has in respectfully many ways), but it has also created an ample 

opportunity to spread "quote" on "quote" fake news, especially seen from right-wing 

populism/nationalism….In the information age we are now and have been since 2003, "the news 

zone" has been flooded with news of “truth” information but also flooded "shit" (fake-news), 

creating this overwhelming state of common people watching, reading, listening and do not know 

what truth is and what is lies. Classic journalism was/is trained to be impartial; one must tell 

both parts/sides of the story. That does not work anymore when one side (today's extreme right-

wing of politics) is playing the system and is engaged in bad faith attacks on the facts, figures, 

information, demonstratively truths. Then the job of classical journalism is to; call that out and 

highlight it, but have in many ways failed to do so. Hasan thinks the reason why; is that some 

journalists are not simply willing, some are not allowed, and some are not actually able to call it 

out. The media of journalism have historically had problems dealing/balancing with "Impartial-

ism" in terms of decoding the political complexity of today’s propaganda.  

 

In order for us humans to gain back control over the aspects of dynamics in realities for better 

common sustainability to clarity in the long run. We need to establish a kind of human compass 

towards styles of seeing realities. The closest, I see, we have come to such a compass to realities 

is to look to the UN (The United Nations), its human rights charter, and its charter points. As an 

important example, to support the explanation why? I like to highlight Kofi Annan in his own 

words from the book Interventions (as a Secretary-General of the United Nations from 1997 to 

2006) when Kofi Annan was asked by a BBC reporter on September 14, 2004, about the legality 

and illegality of a USA and UK invasion of Iraq (even if, any dictator regimes in all human-senses 

is unethical and wrong, should be met with sanctions from an institution like the UN). A reporter 

asked: Was it illegal? Kofi Annan replied, " Yes," he replied further that, "I have indicated it is 

not in the conformity with the UN Charter; from our point of view and from the Charter point of 

view, it was illegal. Further, Kofi Annan explained in the book that his position, as Secretary-

General of the UN one, had always up to that point sought to retain the ability to engage both 

sides of this deep global divide by avoiding an outright condemnation of illegality of the war. But 

it was no longer possible to sustain this position-even if a television interview was a less ideal 

venue for saying that the emperor had no clothes. 90 

 

 
89 Hasan, Mehdi. Mehdi Hasan redefines the role of journalists and their responsibility to champion the 
truth. Doha Forum - Viewpoint . Doha Forum - Viewpoint (interview) , 18 December 2019.  
Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cib32ivfc4 (01.06.21). 
90 Annan, Kofi and Nader Musavizadeh. Interventions: A life in War and Pace. Penguin Books Ltd, 2012.p. 357 
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When we speak about complexity in a multilateralism (as seen here in dialogue in global 

institutions), the issues within being impartiality engaged in an issue is respectfully complex, but 

we can, with a high ethical standard, conclude that Kofi Annan simple reply to the reporter and 

to the world was a brave highpoint of the human dignity, towards champing the truthfulness of 

seeing with a human moral as a compass toward a fundamental reality in a time-space. In a world 

where some westerns cultures idea of a standard, a luxury, a power and a politic that have 

influenced the pictures of the so-called fight to concur one type of a global reality, trying to push 

one western story of the past as a perfect reality for most of the world.  That is maybe why I think 

it is time we rather get active in fully deconstruct our stories for what it is, stories of the past and 

rather engage in creating a (visual) literacy that is filled with all styles with the motif aspects that 

style can be impartially used91  to hopefully identify everything within a spectrum of multi-

reality’s we respectfully openly share in different parts of life.  

 

We always need to continue with scrutinizing the part of what is a human understanding and 

knowledge of the common humankind truth that all humans can be included, respected in the 

sense of moral and ethical reality standards, using mostly the same sense that exists if/when we 

dear to collaborate and be hopeful. If we update the wider fundament of seeing styles equal, reality 

can look different from today and tomorrow. We will always have then a fairly better compass to 

communicate and run respectful dialogues and secure our common understanding to truly live 

sustainably, optimize for a condition on nature. The word styles are primarily part of our 

individual unconscious bias we are using in defining some mixed part of everything and 

something; it contains in all the things we individually label and the ones we have left or yet to 

discover untitled. The respectful diversity of seeing is there waiting to be discovered. Still, so 

much is mystified, without the sub-words to respectfully instantly describe every single part of a 

spectrum. 

 

Even if photorealism as we knew it does not exist anymore, it does not mean a (photo) 

realism within a raw photo exposure, no longer can exist to represent our common human 

knowledge of seeing it represent some part of reality; it can exist. I would argue that it is still 

existing, only if we agree to redefine and extend new words to highlight a more sensible way of 

seeing a (photo) realism that reflects a greater scale of our perceptions towards the shades of 

seeing the authenticities of/in photos. The youngest historical (indirect) example of this 

proposition I make can be discussed and understood; if we dive into the working mind of 

photojournalism today and their issues of dealing with post-truth, fake news, deep fake, classical 

propaganda, etc.  

 
91 See: Impartiality, Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/impartiality/, 2017.  
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For an instant, Pete Souza explains as being the; former Chief Official White House 

Photographer for Presidents of the United States Ronald Reagan and Barack Obama in his 

documentary film “The way I see it” 92 (a tile in-itself that propose a type of objective reflection 

on the subjective narrative) reflecting on his task (photo) documenting Barack Obama life for 

eight years in office. Where Souza explains: before taking the job, he wanted the fullest access to 

Obama's life in the office; otherwise, he would not accept doing the job. Souza knew as an 

experienced journalistic photographer that photography itself does not uphold any sense of reality 

(in itself). A sense of reality can only come close if one photographer strives to look for it, and 

important; get access to follow the subject as a shadow to then as a photographer capture the 

events. So, Obama´s choice to give Souza respectful unrestricted access to the presidency, that 

gave the photos a greater sense of authenticity when striving to capture an atmosphere of events, 

as if they were reflecting the genuine human feelings in that context of time-space. It could 

respectfully be seen as the authenticity of capturing a (photo) documentation of events. Thereby 

we can understand as a genuine approach to a photo-realism’s trying to get as close to a 

representation of itself, where historians can write a greater truthful understanding of the past 

simultaneously. That reflects the human experience of the authenticity of the time and place. So, 

that the succeeder of Obama, President Trump, decided not to have a photographer like Souza to 

follow his shadow. That in itself can be seen as a sign that Trump had something to hide. That 

President Trump was afraid to get captured with the same high degree of evidential authenticity; 

that a photojournalist as Souza would have provided. I question, imagen if Trump would have 

been followed by a journalistic photographer with the same respectful unrestricted access as 

Souza got on the Obama´s presidency; then that would have maybe been the key supportive 

evidence on convincing a majority for Trump's impeachment (as guilty).  During the four years 

of President Trump, we humans sadly had to witness the evidence from an individual person using 

his publicity power to twist a new type of propaganda game, to create the space of disorientation 

of human realities, with simply spreading lies about knowledge and wisdom. That (in-itself) 

should be seen as a criminal act when sitting in the chair of such power. That is why I propose we 

should make arguments; we need to get active in establishing a compass of realities to sustain our 

nature and humankind, without losing direction in woods of different reality of spaces.  

    

 

 

 

 
92 Poter, Dawn, The Way I See It, self; Pete Souza, capturing (18.09.2020, Distributer; Focus Features) Documentary 
Film.   
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Styles of seeing semiotics…  
 

Roland Barthes, Image, Music, Text. 1977.  
“The narratives of the world are numberless. Narrative is first and foremost a prodigious 
variety of genres, themselves distributed amongst different substances - as though any 
material were fit to receive man's stories. Able to be carried by articulated language, 
spoken or written, fixed or moving images, gestures, and the ordered mixture of all these 
substances; narrative is present in myth, legend, fable, tale, novella, epic, history, 
tragedy, drama, comedy, mime, painting (think of Carpaccio's Saint Ursula), stained 
glass windows, cinema, comics, news item, conversation...”93  
 
Jean Baudrillard, The System of Objects, 1968.  
“To become an object of consumption, an object must first become a sign.”94 
 
Hubert Damisch, Semiotics and Iconography, Mechanisms of Meaning, 1975. 
“...Iconography operates from a privileged position within the system representation, 
which goes so far to take literally, it does so precisely to the extent that this system 
introduces a decisive split between a denotative plane presented as natural and the 
network of symbolic, even stylistic connotation which can be grafted on it….”95 
 
Steven Skaggs, FireSign: A semiotic Theory for Graphic Design, 2017.  
“From a semiotic point of view it is an interplay between the external worlds and our 
mental worlds.  The signification you or we ascribe to them is the referents we expose 
them. A signs statues as sign is completely determined by its role within a given 
moment; it is not univocal, universal, or permanent.96 
 
Johan Redström, Making Design Theory, 2017.  
“First, that we lack unified definitions – we do not even have a shared basic definition of 
what “design” actually is – is not a problem that design theory should seek to resolve. 
Rather, I have argued that this absence is indicative of designs condition. And second, 
we need to look into the making of definitions in design, since definitions are one of the 
primary ways in which theory becomes a theory of something. As such, definitions are 
basic building-blocks of theory, and thus their making is a key to understand how more 
complex and extensive structures can be created. In the inquiry that followed, however, 

 
93 Barthes, Roland. Image, Music, Text. Trans. Stephen Heath. Fontana Press. 1977. p 79.  
94 Baudrillard, Jean. The System of Objects (Le système de objets. Edition Gallimard 1968). Verso, 2020. p. 218.  
95 Damisch, Hubert. Semiotics and Iconography. Preziosi, Donand, The Art of Art History, Mechanisms of Meaning. 
p. 237. 
96 Skaggs, Steven. FireSign: A Semiotic Theory for Graphic Design. The MIT Press, 2017. p. 40-49.  
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something else emerged that cast the ways definitions are made in design in a partly 
new light.”97        
There are many respective points of view´s (Visual Perception Models) to deconstruct the very 

act of seeing. The ladder of theory's presented by Steven Skaggs (from a graphic design 

perspective) is a fair one dividing it into Human Factor, Rhetoric, Semiotics, Perception 

Science.98 It is a good illustration/overview to simply visualize a type of interaction between the 

key knowledge programs (fields) we humans have till now established to study meaning further. 

It is important to always keep in mind that the art histories have mostly been occupied in a 

Eurocentric stylistic program, structured in an inhered ideology we need to some degree respect, 

becoming the inflicting part of our cultural (un)consciousness in seeing a type spectrum of the 

universal meaning of associations game between some high or low structures, living in typical 

western lifestyle mythology, that we arranged in a type of economic structure of capitalism that 

someone believes is a fixed universal definition will for always work. Poststructuralism became 

the approach to decode much of it, scrutinize "the authors" of this cultural (un)consciousness, but 

still with a bias approach towards the seemingly single option towards a hierarchy of logic-

thinking, to see more than what was, blindfolded and restricted in a box between a “to complicated 

act of seeing” and a “silliness of simplifying” the act of seeing more on a surface. The 

problem/issue to the first approach on a deconstruction process during the mid-20th century; was 

that semiological post-structuralism is inherently a linguistic enterprise.99  
The simplifying act of formalistic view approach on seeing denotation was a logical consequence; 

to start analytics of geometrical shapes in the linear basis of space was directly the parameter 

aspects to be adapted in discovering types of styles as a visual truth on the surface, especially 

within the exterior surface (flat, shapes, symmetry, edgy or roundness) of an object or 

constellation what one can see evidence of within the Bauhaus act of seeing, a type of principles 

that aspired to create some universal truth of a type of function, what is fair in terms of the tools 

available to shape artifacts at the time. The aspects of triangle, square, circle became an obvious 

formula approach to be the one aspect that stood in as the primer surface structure that respectfully 

was “the abstraction on a formal concept as a reality, of its time.” Today the principles of Bauhaus 

we can identify being a direct contributor towards the user-friendly principles to create intuitive 

UX/UI design. One can see examples in digital software’s such as Adobe Illustrator when using 

the tool Create repeat objects, creating repeated copy´s of an object that then directly can be 

shaped into radial, or a grid or a mirror pattern, on a tablet or laptop/desktop computer100.   

 

 
97 Redström, Johan. Making Design Theory. The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts. London, England, 2017, p. 
137.    
98 Skaggs, Steven. FireSign: A Semiotic Theory for Graphic Design. The MIT Press, 2017. p. 14. 
99 Skaggs, Steven. FireSign: A Semiotic Theory for Graphic Design. The MIT Press, 2017, p. 4-5. 
100 Adobe Illustrator. User guide, Create repeat objects. (web-link from 14.04.2021). 
https://helpx.adobe.com/illustrator/using/repeat-patterns-desktop.html  
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When we semiotically are investigating the visuals for an analyzing process, it´s hard not to start 

with looking for the primer of shapes to determining a structure or pattern we then baptize, in the 

so-called main attempt in shaping theories of visual literacy towards a universal grammar of 

geometrical shapes that we highly want to appear to be a peak of an absolute vision of seeing a 

representation of logic, becoming a type the base program in search for a universal ideology and 

a “point of departure” for seeing style itself. Something, I will argue that a static “universal 

concept” does not have to be the solution case for the future. We have historically in the past been 

so obsessed with the saying: “form that follows function” as a stand-in designer principle (a part 

of the Bauhaus myth as Ellen Lupton also refers to101) becoming the so called best-seen design 

program to influence the rise of Swiss International Style102 (…becoming a paradigm within so-

called modern system that exemplified the stylistic idea of a clarity..), spotlighted by the high-end 

example from Josef Müller-Bockmann work: Design Manual for the Swiss Federal Railways103. 

That had directly influenced to inspire Katsumi Masaru in using a nonverbal symbol system for 

communicating the 1963 Olympic Games in Tokyo that also introduced the typography Helvetica 

to the public 104, where Otl Aicher continued refining the system to the perfection of itself for the 

1972 Olympic Games in Munich105. The swiss style also obviously influenced a design program 

story for the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) that since it began in 1946 with 

delegates from 25 countries met in London, establish headquarter in Geneva in 1947, and have 

since then established a membership of 165 countries that have created 23751 international 

standards.106 Today (2021), visual standardization by ISO is contributing for humans to see a 

standard of a style in 6779 graphical symbols (pictograms) established as the fair representation 

of a denotation. For the humans living in the space of urbanizing culture, these systematizations 

of a graphic style being the high standard (what later became the established categories of 

pictograms) have created what I would coin as a type; stylistic-bias107; intuitively responding and 

behaving as “the correctness of seeing a clarity” to these non-verbal’s of that gives a respective 

human clarity towards their signs, a type concrete expression of to be the frozen appearance of 

being the absolute denotation. It has become too hard to see other types of structures (style 

program) that could represent a similar clarity of common consensus with a matching height of 

 
101 Lupton, Ellen. Miller, J. Abbott. The ABC of: The Bauhaus and Design Theory. Priceton Architectual Press, 2019, 
p. 7-11. 
102 Skaggs, Steven. FireSign: A Semiotic Theory for Graphic Design. The MIT Press, 2017, p. 2. 
103 Müller-Brockmann, Josef. Design Manual for the Swiss Federal Railways by Josef  
Müller-Brockmann. Zürich: Museum für Gestaltung Zürich Shizuko Yoshikawa und Josef Müller-Brockmann Stiftung, 
Lars Müller Publishers, (1978) 2009. p. 20. 
104 The Olympic Museum. The Look of the Olympic, Tokyo 1964: A universal Language. - - 2018. 03 2021. 
https://olympic-language.blog-tom.com/#/6  
105 The Olympic Museum, The Look of the Olympic Games, München 72: Clear and precise objectives, Otl 
Aicher´s story. (published: 17.08.2018), https://blog-tom.com/munich-72-clear-and-precise-objectives/.  
106International Organization for Standardization (IOS). About.Us. https://www.iso.org/about-us.html, 
(13.04.2021) 
107 stylistic-bias: When a selective style get an norm status of being/sensing/seeing the prime identity of its 
surrounding space. (a type of correctness of what is being a high style and a low style, where a community is excluding 
other respectful styles legitimacy of being equally of value.) . 
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clarity. If the scope of clarity would have been presented wider in its fundamental options of 

seeing, other realities of clarity would also exist. But especially when this specific program of 

clarity affected the industry’s working designer scope of thinking, Bauhaus and Swiss Style 

became the one and only possibility of a human clarity within approaching creative solution for 

a design. We can see that issue of a “static” program became unconsciously part of the 

“Eurocentric bias scope”, thereby setting the parameter for other visuals styles in an almost 

impossible perspective to achieve the same clarity status. The one modern program became a 

foundation establishment of “one” type of fact (one reality) as a parameter to view the world. 

Everything was to be seen in this “one” modern foundation, as a base to create a persona for a 

product or doing market research to establish a target group for a product. The “one” scope of a 

modern design program static attitude was when the typography Helvetica became the high point 

of clarity, promoted as the one and only clarity of reality.   

 

Victor Papanek, Design for the Real World, 1985.  
“…Any attempt to separate design, to make it a thing-by-itself, works counter to the 
inherent value of design as the primary, underlying matrix of life.” 108  
 

Here Papanek highlights a belief some humans have in a time established within one ideology of 

seeing only one design system that has been argued to uphold “a universal status” in our internal 

human world, rather than underling a matrix of multiple realities. I believe this “one” belief in a 

static reality is causing most of our human issues. If we do not open our eyes to multiple scopes 

of equal value, that design (including styles) is open (a thing by itself in the external world that 

we can choose to work for inclusion or exsolution in our internal world), it will be impossible to 

continue towards a wider river of inclusive design. Building models of theories that connect our 

internal world with the open external world is something I believe has become our biggest 

weakness to identifying design and art is overlapping on a human level where no one has 

ownership of style and especially on the national level either.  We need a more fundamental truth 

theory of seeing design/styles (or other programs) from multiple visual perception models in a 

deeper river of narratives. With respect, a lot of narratives from Bauhaus, Swiss-style, ISO have 

been deeply helpful to unite some parts (or such as Victor Papanek contribution, highlighting the 

fast-moving design (art) history).  Much of it gave firstly a sense of uniting humans to see clear 

scientific motifs above any foggy symbolic ideology belief. Typography as Helvetica is upholding 

a fair type of neutrality of the universal thought, using it as a base towards some design principles 

without causing a clear argument for conflict. But now, measuring Helvetica as the highpoint of 

clarity is only a paradox towards design working for the inclusion of others. We should rather 

 
108 Papanek, Victor. Design for the Real World. Thames & Hudson p. 322.   
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gain a higher level of sensing visuals where styles can live in mutual value to prosper a human 

peace and respect to without spotlighting one universal belief that only is limiting the matrix of 

opportunity, conflicting with interpretation from an iconographical meaning that can transform 

into something new.  We have long lived in “one” stylistic bias that has left a matrix of realities 

outside the spotlight of common knowledge or just simply been unidentified, untitled, left in the 

forgotten in the past. Most styles strongly exist today under the realm of corporations, nationalism, 

self-identity, myths, cultural association, iconographical narrative battle of (logos) in branding, 

ideological religions, etc. The proposition should be to deconstruct all these branded identities of 

styles, that sense an approach in trying to notice all styles “we” can represent and not what “one” 

can represent. The suggestion that a triangle, a square, a circle is not necessarily any universal 

formula of seeing the design, that any other styles could approach the same standardization, it 

only depends on the practice. Logically an ambivalence against these suggestions I now make, I 

expect, will naturally appear since the modern program is in such a deep (un)consciousness state 

of a stylistic bias. The approach must be tolerating an acknowledgment that all styles stand as a 

kind of proposal, open to be and to be transformative over time and space and disconnected with 

a sign of a myth of being high or low. The inhered stylistic ideology program (the historical 

Eurocentric one) became so strong that we still live under the guidance of it today. We are using 

it to navigate mostly in our cities, a program of swiss-style and ISO norm; the usability of our 

smartphones and watches dictates a style of high value further, so most of our infrastructure is 

built on one modern program of principles. It has become part of our human public order, living 

in a reality of our subconsciousness on a daily basis. Still, we are growing our urbanizing 

landscape of cultural diversity, extending the mixed options of living decent lives but at the same 

time trying to conform with only one so-called clearness in a modern style program. If “one” 

universal program is the only option, it will always create a natural ambivalence in a mixed society 

of styles, where some humans will feel restrains to fit an identity, not to feel free or included to 

find their happiness in life, since their own style is different and have another space for finding a 

value.  

The chain of fast-growing events from the 1950s to the 2000s in a growing 

multilateralism consequently gave "no time, so to speak” to reflect over other options to include 

most other people's diverse heritage of respecting all styles of cultures.  Especially also for the 

designer workforce, trying to earn a living under one capital power interest system. For creativity 

to discover other options to include more styles to be of value became a struggle in a concept 

when “time became money” and when “money became the luxury for a decent life” (or for some 

money was the quality of life). The issue is that a big part of society promotes the myth that 

quality of life is to be found in the lifestyle program of a mass material luxury of 

representations/things. Our (un)consciousness of society feels like “a relative fairness 

development program” that for most people is "okay" to create their higher living standard in 
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some intuitive lifestyle. We, humans, structured some signs for “a consumer luxury” as “needs” 

that fit a big realm of “one” economic system that our taught to believe is the only option based 

on the experience of modern history. Professions such as User Experience Designing are mostly 

also in the realm of contributing the capitalist system to better target user groups; but, at the same 

time, the wave of User Experience Designing has obviously been part of the western human shift 

towards the approach we brand as the multilateralism. The aspect we need to change and reflect 

over is this selectiveness of style towards stereotyping, the preferences images that fit the best 

myth-sign towards “one” denotation of a so-called clarity and where maybe only a small degree 

of a selected connotation apars in the rim of a spotlight to be representative in a multilateralism / 

globalism. 

 

Barthes gave this model 109as a simplification overview that ironically has become a highly 

complex depth of decoding that has been attempted to create an extended version of. That could 

confuse us to identify mostly all aspects of seeing something in our daily life to just be a “myth.” 

Creating the reality confusion, where someone can feel to see not actually meaning in anything 

other than what we interpret, become a representation, a identity of a meaning being made up as 

stand-in meaning (some humans get lost in a kind of counter-productive part of seeing myths as 

something fundamental bad, not able to differentiate between the aspect of motif towards myths, 

landing on an aspect of seeing the world only within a nihilism110). Rather, I believe Barthes 

model is more as Steven Skaggs highlights a semiotic moment111 to see the aspect of being dive 

into analytical and synthetic (a more productive way going forward to see more meaningful 

diversity of respected meanings).  The Semiotics model under Barthes still did not give us a model 

with a finished correctness in naming signs ethical and morally correct in terms of being neutrally 

or impartial. Rather we humans used Barthes model of myths with our generalization instinct 

focused mostly on stereotypes that seemed to fit the polarizing game. One can, with great respect, 

argue it was necessary to counter-stereotypes to boost flexible thinking112 and give the public the 

awareness to rise for social change in any type of context such as race, gender, etc. At the same 

time, I would argue we need to focus on what can be a neutral approach on “typing” and “types” 

that does not discriminate and is flexible over time. I believe we need to do both; counter 

 
109 Barthes, Roland. Mythologies. Myth Today (1957), Hill and Wang, 2013, p. 224. 
110 Gertz, Nolen. Nihilism. The MIT Press, 2019. p. (Chapter) What is (Not) Nihilsm? 
111 Skaggs, Steven. FireSign: A Semiotic Theory for Graphic Design. The MIT Press, 2017, p. 42. 
112 Małgorzata A. Gocłowska1, Richard J. Crisp1 and Kirsty Labuschagne. Can Counter-Stereotypes Boost Flexible 
Thinking? 2012. 
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stereotype when ethically and morally needed, but more importantly, build new neutralized words 

of meaning that give rise to peace and mutual respect. Skaggs highlighting it well when we 

reframe something when it's needed: the semiotic moment is a consciously extracted bit of 

interplay that we make use of in analyzing, but it is also a decision making as determined in 

experience itself. Our experience of the world is developed with, built upon, synthesized from 

thousands of microprercepts, an interplay between the phenomenal input of the senses and higher 

concepts resulting in judgments (interpretants) that we experience as cognitive 

awareness…Semiotic analysis, by making hits largely unconscious process conscious and 

deliberate… 113 In the process of identifying the unconscious process, we need to acknowledge 

our blind spot on our selectiveness, to actually noticing what effect our biases have had/having as 

a silent discrimination on other humans in differing categories or speaking of styles, without a 

sense of moral and ethical standard, leading to discrimination of other humans in a variety of 

settings. The 1960s to 1980s was space-time for the conflicting youth and adulthood of the baby 

boomers (especially in the western society) in their thriving discussions of what conventions will 

be of value in their thriving future. Establishing power over the visual meaning of content in the 

sense of telling their visual truth became the start of a divisional discussion. The structure of a 

visual language became essential on one side of capitalism to control over the highlighting labels 

of styles for the sake of luxury; as Deyan Sudjic´s in the book Language of Things did a fair job 

highlighting a discussion on extending Berger’s Ways of seeing, in the perspective of 2008. Sudjic 

looks at the world drowning in styles of objects, and what is their value in terms of art, fashion, 

luxury, language, design, and its archetypes? Sudjic highlights an important assumption that John 

Berger´s perspectives attempt to demolish/scrutinize the culture of capitalism in using the word 

“publicity” at the time; Sudjic wants us today (2008) to rather see the word “design” as the 

publicity.  Statements we can still see relevant of today. 

 
Deyan Sudjic, Language of Things, 2008 
“Design has become the language which shape those objects and to tailor the 
messages that they carry.” 114 

 
As Sudjic highlights the established identity to a Luxury meaning of its time, he highlights the 

distinction that luxury had other meanings in the past, as once being the quality of the material of 

things, thoughtfully and carefully made. 115  In his discussion on the language of objects, he 

exemplifies the majority of a generation’s idea of luxury.  Seeing the Swiss watchmaker's 

company pitch as the highpoint of that luxury myth, it (the watch) is not something you actually 

 
113 Skaggs, Steven. FireSign: A Semiotic Theory for Graphic Design. The MIT Press, 2017, pp. 47-49.  
114 Sudjic, Deyan. The Language of Things. Pinguin Books Ltd, 2008.p. 21. 
115 Sudjic, Deyan. The Language of Things. Pinguin Books Ltd, 2008, pp. 91-92 
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own; it is something rather you look after for the next generation. 116 Sudjic sees the idea of luxury 

as a class-consciousness. It is leading directly to the phycological issue, that illusion in the 

material of things, that we falsely believe fulfills a type of importance for living in happiness.  

This (sub)consciousness dominance of living our lives in an aspect of feeling happiness in 

material “luxury” has made it difficult to see the possibility of fulfilling life with other basic 

substances, like noticing the pure joy in none-material things. Another type of diversified reality 

needs to decode (in terms) to grasp the diversity of seeing the same value of mostly all styles that 

upholds an ethical standard that directly supported evidence for an equal rights movement in a 

diversity of voices.  

 

Arne Næss in Thomas Dybdahl (song) – If We Want It, It´s Right, 2004 
“How can mine, what we call quality of life, be kept high or become higher? 
Quality of life does not depend on what one has, but how you feel you are and 
how it is; what is it that pleases us? ” 117 

 
A world that gets globalized by technological developments that helped a world economy 

to raise country's GDP, one by one, out of poverty, but; still dominated by white males leading 

power of bias, trying to control labor, a sense of freedom and image of a woman. Even if 

economically speaking, a positive progression in the world of a capital system (GDP) rose from 

global city’s. It became even more and more complex to scrutinize the issues of racism, bias, 

white supremacy during the time of 1960s till Barack Obama got elected president in 2008. We 

could identify as a turning-point of a more global phenomenon in establishing a true diversity 

towards mutual respect of living different lives. The efforts from individuals in proposing changes 

for liberal values of seeing multiple realities that include others (in the period from the 1960s till 

2008) did not give true effect on a political majority to change policies, before in a Generation X 

 
116 Sudjic, Deyan. The Language of Things. Pinguin Books Ltd, 2008, pp. 94-103. 
117 Næss, Arne. (featuring in song) If We Want It, It´s Right, By Thomas Dybdahl, 2004  
(Quote origin made in Norwegian) "hvorledes kan min, hva vi kaller for livskvalitet, beholdes høy, eller bli høyere? Og 
livskvalitet går overhodet ikke på hva man har, men hvordan man føler man er og hvorledes det er; hva er det som 
gleder oss?" (Music video) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ywKPGdw7scE (Text) https://genius.com/Thomas-
dybdahl-if-we-want-it-its-right-lyrics  

Fig. 5 
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and Millennials.118 The progress against racism, sexism, and homophobia had many setbacks on 

the road and did actually not really have a worldwide awareness impact on a majority of people 

before 40 years later now in a Black Life Matter movement in 2020. This awareness reality to not 

only be words but changing the space of reality, I believe can best be identified in the graph of 

Decriminalization of homosexuality119 that is evidence of a shift of a global human mentality that 

actually has democratically got a power to change right from wrong (truly living up to moral and 

ethics). Many country's highlighted new forms of possibilities to support more fair and equal 

rights in many fields of society, but if (as it was and still is) "the kings of capitalism" is still a 

conservative white male and female with a bias for their company branding (a wealth), to promote 

a reality of an idea that one’s life is measured in the luxuries of the goods they offer, 

simultaneously having a golden machinery model of advertising and marketing promoting itself 

as the creatives, leading to the rise of the economic norm that of a mass-consumerism environment 

is the only sustainable option, where every technological development want to concur a small 

spotlight in global publicity game, catching a wave of stylish trends pre-selected/researched to fit 

the target audience, one style “second to none” to play the game of sublime to concurring the 

consumer unconsciousness phycology of human instinctive emotional attention in a time and 

space. In a goal to achieve the highest value for a brand and at the same time fill the so-called 

satisfaction towards a sense of the quality of life for a person to achieve the luxury of the so-called 

highest standard of living in a time and space.  

 

Styles, and the constraints governing them, are related to one another in a hierarchic 

fashion. And this fact is responsible for considerable confusion in discussions of the nature of 

style…120 In Leonard B. Mayers discussion towards a Theory of Styles (in terms of music, but can 

also be generally read), one highlights a type of clarity within the constraint levels of style into 

Laws, Rules, and Strategies. Something I think is an unfair model to identifying styles outside the 

box. Styles were seen much as identifying patterns within a period of a movement, being isolated 

to represent as a definition of a past time and space and only extended and reviewed in the aspect 

of human’s idiolect121, depending on a bias for the culture (a west or an eastern), a religion, a 

country, etc. So, depending on origin identity/attribution for pattern, was and still is determining 

what we describe to be sensing as the highest common connotation of the style. The issue of 

conflict here is that we created a pre-representation of a style that describes one association 

towards one space of surroundings, not to be dynamic to change in time and space. One space of 

 
118 Pinker, Steven. Enlightenment Now: The Case for Reason, Science, Humanism and Progress. Viking 
Penguin, Penguin Random House, 2018. Equal Rights. Figure 15-5. pp. 226-227. 
119 Pinker, Steven. Enlightenment Now, Equal Rights. Figure 15-5. pp. 223.  
120 Mayer, Leonard B.  Towards a Theory of Style. The Concept of Style (Revised and Expanded Edition), Edited by 
Berel Lange, Cornell University, 1987. p. 34. 
121 Mayer, Leonard B.  Towards a Theory of Style. The Concept of Style (Revised and Expanded Edition), Edited by 
Berel Lange, Cornell University, 1987. p. 57. 
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surroundings has the power to shadow other respective representations of the same value. This 

power of an origin is surrounding our issues of bias (a history of patterns isolated with an origin 

as a so-called definition), it blocks or fogs our surroundings to see styles in a free open space of 

more representation, we hopefully can now see the new open space for new representation 

possibility in a new time and space.  

 
In western Art History, the best example is the style representation of a neo-classism period that 

directly spotlight associations from its so-called origin, Classicism. Where we (in the west) still 

today (2021) have a bias of measuring words as symmetry, elegantly, beauty, ascetically, etc., up 

towards being high points of having a style or not. The saying that something looks “classically” 

nice on a person or looks “classy” donates a highness above others that we notice discriminate 

others and give some power above others. If we learn to sense asymmetric is respectfully qualified 

on the same height level as symmetry, we will then come to learn to see more options for shaping 

equality in mind of representation and interpretations that then does not stigmatize anyone. 

 

The mediums of photography and film have respectfully advanced and contributed to the 

human awareness on a great spectrum of visual repertoire; we can now only literally identify as 

visual poetry; but most styles are mystified in the realm of marketing strategy, advertising, and 

branding industry with the strongest motif to advocate the capitalized power of one wealth 

program of capitalism as the one the only possibility of thriving out of poverty. The mediums had 

to stand in a parallax power relationship of different realities, one telling the evidence of a 

journalistic truth of image or in; a hidden power in the innocence of media and advertising 

imagery or in the pretension of artistic autonomy122. The divisional meaning/representation of 

photography and film became the struggle for humans to actually sense any clarity of knowledge; 

in what way an image told a common human truth of seeing seems/ed impossible. Semiotic 

research became important to start scrutinizing a process of identifying some of the visual 

dialects, recognizing the more diversity of signals from visuals that had in-depth meanings we 

could come to understand as a spectrum of visual-rhetoric, visual poetry but, also revisiting new 

temporary representations of styles. 

 

 Roland Barthes was a key figure in developing the extinction of a linguistic model in 

helping to see more hidden aspects than; Peirce, 1903, Taxonomy of Ten Sign Classes123 to decode 

visuals. The complexity between denotation (the literal message) and connotation (the symbolic 

and cultural message) giving the visuals space to both be understood as a linguistic message of 

 
122 Ranciére, Jacques. The Future of the Image (Translated by Gregory Elliott). Verso, London, 2007, p. 18. 
123Lefebvre, Martin. The Art of Pointing: Indexicality, and Photographic Image. Elkins, James, ed. 
Photography Theory. New York - London: Routledge - Taylor & Francis Group, 2007, p. 225.   
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some extended truths of multiple reality, leading to what we understand as Symtagm or Paradigm. 

As a result of that, we can identify, if doing a specific deconstruction of the visual rhetoric, to 

point at analyzing the distinctive effect on a public active and in-active perception 

(Wahrnehemung) on the contents of multiple “real” representations. But still, we need to extend 

better models of semiotics, because as; within a Peircean conception of semiosis, there is no zero 

degrees of the sign except in methodological fictions and heuristic endeavors. All sign possess 

some object and are therefore interpreted within a context, according to previous knowledge.124 

Steven Skaggs highlights 125 going forward in terms of graphic design theory. Something 

I think we can generally adapt to broad, holistic perspective using our going towards sensing all 

visual disciplines existing within digital art/design, a visual culture / cultural analytics / digital art 

history:  

 

1. Give us explanation (of how visuals communication signifies what to whom) 

2. Relate to the real world (to real-life situations and audiences) 

3. Give us words (provide terminology-clear, consistent and precise) 

4. Give us a model (a paradigm for making critical judgments) 

5. Give us tools (for conceptualization and presentations)  

6. Be a testing lab (be verifiable through practice) 

 

This suggestion from Skaggs is fair (is not indirectly new but very good spotlighted to going 

toward specific goals and in a crowded space of many aspects of suggestions going forward) and 

important in helping us working towards closing the gap, towards shaping spectrums of clarity 

(that not is a question of right or left, west or east, rather a question of giving space for everything 

possible in the sense of meaning that enhances our dialog to understand the true complexity of 

each-other), what might be a human-centric approach for all humans to agree on the life journey 

to the transparent “truths.”  On the road, Skaggs invite us to see a range of theoretical methods 

that we can adapt as more specific models to fit a more concrete structure to do semiotically 

analytics. One being that extends our perception between denotative and connotation in grasping 

an idea of measuring it, The specificity surface126, this perspective gives a visualized clarification 

by showing the situations of space we are moving around in when analyzing in the semiotics.  

 
124 Lefebvre, Martin. The Art of Pointing: Indexicality, and Photographic Image. Elkins, James, ed. 
Photography Theory 2007, p. 243.   
125 Skaggs, Steven. FireSign: A Semiotic Theory for Graphic Design. The MIT Press, 2017, p. 9. 
126 Skaggs, Steven. FireSign: A Semiotic Theory for Graphic Design. The MIT Press, 2017 pp. 93, 98, 100. 
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From absolute specified (the high point; peak) is a hypothetical limit where it is only to be a 

single reading of a display (a equal/identical without space for further interpretation). On the 

other side the fog of uncertainty, where connotation interpretation is wide open, but have a 

threshold exists considerately when we see them as vague / foggy / misty / blurry / unclear / dim 

/ undecided / lacking definition / unknown / cloudy / disorganized / abstraction / dreaminess / 

indefinite/ pending / etc. The association of some connotation moving towards the higher 

ground of clearness / direct / accessible / explicit / understandable / plain / simple / 

straightforward / unambiguous / clear-cut/ coherent / consistent / relevant / rational / 

reasonable / insightful / sensible / wise / intelligent / joined-up / cogent / influential / telling / 

plausible / convincing / persuasive / influential / authoritative / etc. 

 

In search of defining new words for style in the future, Skaggs, with his work on FireSign, is a 

great start giving visuals (in-itself) a fairer chance to be analyzed by aspects of functional matrix 

models in considering the hard and soft attributes.  

 

Fig 6 Fig 7 

Fig 8 
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127 

 

These models are great to build further on, as Skaggs propose, one can divide it into different 

clusters: In this matrix of a cluster, I would propose, we would need to add a survey to map a 

specified human idea in “time and space,” that the attempts to create meaning can be backed by 

a common human defense that sees a sign. Doing surveys if questionnaires, or interviews to get 

in search of a common outcome will be time-consuming, but it will give richer analytical data on 

the aspects of seeing in a time-space. That then further clarifies a greater prof of the content 

proposed for each cluster. In a researching practice, one could (for the sake of an overview) fill 

the highlight of key connotations (keywords) within each disc`s circle (concrete, tone, praxis, 

form, and survey) that reflect the analytic made, one could then specifically measure/compare the 

outcome from questionnaires and interviews.  This will build a bridge to more clearly adapting 

semiotic research into a specific model that reflects a more common humankind perspective. I 

would propose to call it something like a semiotic-personas approach (inspired from much the 

same strategic approach used for the last decades in the UX industry). Where one would still look 

for the “prägnantesten” meaning of a visual style (in this case, the visual and its options of 

meaning is the product, that we try to fit a general common human persona in a fixed time-space, 

to more clearly evaluate the options of meanings that is fair) with an aspect of doing real-life 

 
127 Skaggs, Steven. FireSign: A Semiotic Theory for Graphic Design. The MIT Press, 2017, pp. 129 -135. 
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questionary/interviews in testing the first round of suggestions arising from the higher ground of 

connotation. In the second round, the aspect of the method should to discussed and evaluate for a 

fair representational outcome. Because, without this aspect of collecting survey data (with 

questionary or interviews), one would strictly dive it into an analytical research process as a lonely 

wolf where the measurement of quality is one´s own knowledge, and experience is limited to 

consider at a “common human scale,” just sensing some part of a grand possibility of denotation 

and only searching a small surface of connotation. I believe one single human person’s capacity 

to consider “all aspects” is a too tiny approach in terms of being respectfully fair to create 

representatives of the majority of multiple high connotations. Where each is reaching their highs, 

that is in a continuation motion of competing with the coldest/frozen denotation. I believe it is 

fairer if we create attempts in building a better semiotic-holism approach with a stronger sense of 

evaluating human ethics in using labels to propose categories of style, for the time being, to filter 

out the style naming that discriminates and focus on the positive optional (being distinctive and 

harmless at the same time) labels that can build greater dialog and meaning for all humans. I 

suggest one can start with using these models suggested by Steven Skaggs, like the functional 

matrix.  

The other research of importance is Johan Redström: Making Design Theory, which also 

highlights that we fundamentally need a new approached towards looking at a design theory. One 

could also see many aspects of his theory to be supportive in semiotic models (approaches) in 

practically doing analytical research in achieving a semiotic outcome that is fairer and more 

transparent to all humans. In one of Redström´s models, when we look at the range of a design 

thinking spectrum between design particular and design universal.  It seem that we can populate 

different parts of the spectrum between product (what a design is...) and paradigm (what 

designing is...- set of ideas) with terms such as project and practice inbetween128.  
129 

 

 
128 Redström, Johan. Making Design Theory. The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts. London, England, 2017, p. 
42. 
129 Redström, Johan. Making Design Theory. The MIT Press, 2017, p. 137. 

Fig 12  
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Further, he comes to the conclusion that the idea of this model is an approach through difference 

rather than static criteria130. That also means that model can be revised for a design`s (the style) 

movement in time-space.  So to be very precise, how I see we can adapt this model to work in a 

practical function for our search of a style/in terms of researching styles; we can identify a style 

precisely using a model like this from Redström (figure 3.4).  We can also, in the process, 

deconstruct existing styles if needed or design new words for styles that are then carrying a greater 

parameter of representation with multiple aspects nested to its meaning. We can, to a greater 

extend, look at styles that have become an exclusive part of the mythical paradigm to get a greater 

understanding of what they have affected in a historical context.  Imagine, we as a researcher´s, 

we are also a designer, where the quest is to design (a semiotic) word that is the product and the 

visuals selected is (in this model) the paradigm.  

The project (when we use this model), we can define something like this; we are on the 

quest to analyze words that give a visual style a representation, that at its best knowledge try to 

be fair in considering the multiple aspects of representation in a semantic holism, where the goal 

is to create a communicative word that is not suppressive or supportiveness to a myth, or being 

isolated into a culture, a ideology or a someone. Ideally, I would argue it is possible when 

proposed clearly as a proposition for a time-being and not as a notion of being or becoming a 

definition for an aspect towards universalism. If that is possible, then a named style is consciously 

open for change in a future time-space. Consider completely letting go of the idea that what we 

offer are different definitions of what design is, and instead just refer to them as different 

proposition.131 The practice (in this model) is then the semiotic models we use to define the visual 

style; we can figure out what practices do the style mostly get used for; inflicted to then have a 

more clear overview of their different practices in different space and time, then we will get a 

specific overview over when a style is defined and by what practice, multiple practices or a style 

representation that actually need a more open name/representation to communicate its endless 

transformability in representing anything. The clue in Redströms spectrum model is to be found 

in its; programs, a set of basic beliefs, design ideals, intention, etc.132 By defining the programs 

of a semiotic quest, we could look at many programs of options to define styles. The foundation 

towards the practice will then over time expand. The problem from a static generalization in the 

past will in Redströms model get fragmented into a diverse set of clarity towards what knowledge 

of what designing is in general133  Thereby I believe, when we involve the human public to get 

conscious of new usage options to represent styles in a spectrum of foundation towards the 

practice, one will then for all humans established a better transparent world of 

 
130 Redström, Johan. Making Design Theory. The MIT Press, 2017, p. 47. 
131Redström, Johan. Making Design Theory. The MIT Press, 2017, p. 138. 
132Redström, Johan. Making Design Theory. The MIT Press, 2017, p. 96. 
133Redström, Johan. Making Design Theory. The MIT Press, 2017, p. 124. 
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seeing/sensing/noticing/etc. That I believe will also affect humans engaging in suggesting more 

diversified vocabulary for their conversations and dialogues.134 

 
Hopefully, we humans learn in a post-bias period that all foundations toward practice can 

live decent life regardless of the scope of style we seek our quality-of-life in. That no humans are 

to be stigmatized as foreigners outside the potential foundation space. By start acknowledging the 

“Eurocentric selectiveness of style” that it is a myth of the past. That we rather look at how to 

include the world in the space of styles all style equally, that styles are what we humans chose it 

to be, rethink them with an approach to search for the distinctiveness of a style itself, not for 

“one”. The method would be first to establishing the visual distinctiveness of itself, free from the 

“Euro-centric” myth of association on style, free from the association of past stereotyping, that 

with a motif of usage only is unfair and mostly excludes other humans.  What we come to 

understand from Barthes's critical reflections on Myths, an important logic that needs to be 

highlighted; that the form of myths is not a symbol135. We need to be more self-critical in analyze 

how we promote a cultural message to the public of where publicity/design is for the sake of 

knowledge.  We need to question to what extent a symbolic representation is relevant? If 

nationalism is to stay democratically, will new representation of style scrutinize old symbolic 

representations, highlighting their unethical value of usage? If a style is being gendered, if a style 

has been used to stigmatize a race, gender, etc. We will notice (ethical and morally) that the 

concept of styles should not be placed in a “concept of value” like: “more” or “less” fashionable 

or aesthetically than others. The only measurement of value we should uphold for a style to be 

representative of all humans is when we measured styles value in the context of moral and ethical 

standards. Then a style can be part of a respectful, playful spectrum of style we all see and obtain, 

without causing the risk of stereotyping or of being discriminating. This will create more 

transparency and openness in a more self-aware public about visual identities that want to stay 

 
134Redström, Johan. Making Design Theory. The MIT Press, 2017, p. 124-25. 
135 Barthes, Roland, Mythologies (1957). The Complete Edition, In a New Translation, Myth Today, Hill and Wang, 
2012 p. 228.  
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hidden within a realm of myths and self-interest for the sake of power. We can then recognize the 

critical issues of polarization, archetypes, and the stereotyping effect on build borders.  

 

To understand identifying myths, Barthes found it very important to distinguish between 

language-objects (where myths are ignored to build their own system) and metalanguage (where 

myths exist and where the linguistic schema of language-object is being ignored). Both will finally 

be seen as a sign/signifying function, and both will have a threshold meaning to be valued as 

myths. Reality, however, most commonly presents mixed substance; for instance garments and 

written language in fashion; images, music and speech in films, etc; it will therefore be necessary 

to accept heterogenous corpuses, but to see it, in that case, that one makes a careful study of the 

systematic articulation of the substance concerned…since the essential aim of semiological 

research (that is, what  will be found last of all) may be precisely to discover the systems´ own 

particular time, the history of forms.136 

 

Further, George Kubler’s did an investigation of importance that looks Toward a 

Reductive Theory of Visual Style, first comparing the papers on the theory of style written since 

1950 by Mayer Schapioro, James Ackermann, and E.H Gombrich. Kubler’s motivation was 

noticing that: Style is a word of which the everyday use has deteriorated in our time to the level 

of banality. It is now a word to avoid, along with déclassé words, words without nuance and 

shape to the shapeless objects of verbal abuse; to rediscover the purpose to which the word in 

question was appropriate; and to demonstrate its present unacceptable uses.137  

 

His finding on comparing the papers was: 

Mayer Schapioro: insist upon style as “constant form” in the art of individuals and society.  

James Ackermann: he sees the individual work of art, “as the prime mover of the historical 

process revealed by style. “ it needs interpretation “ in term of the total context in which it was 

performed.”  

E.H Gombrich: has further delimited the theory of style by reviving the distinction between 

descriptive and normative usages. This separation allows him to reject as normative the view that 

artistic style obey some vague law of intrinsic destiny. He urges that we limit the word style to 

cases where there is a choice between procedures…History of style is, therefore a history of 

continuous change rather than of constant forms.138 

 
136 Barthes, Roland. Elements of Semiology. (Translated from the French by Annette Lavers and Colin Smith), Hill 
and Wang, New York, 1977, p. 97. 
137 Kubler, George. Toward a Reductive Theory of Visual Style. The Concept of Style (Revised and Expanded 
Edition), Edited by Berel Lang, Cornell University, 1987, p. 163. 
138 Kubler, George. Toward a Reductive Theory of Visual Style. The Concept of Style (Revised and Expanded 
Edition), Edited by Berel Lang, Cornell University, 1987, p p.164 
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139 

After Kubler has done this investigation, he suggests what 

calls a “Manifold.” A framework of six dimensions: 1. 

Craft, 2. Format, 3. Signage, 4. Modus, 5. Period, 6. 

Sequence. 1 and 2 is shape. 3 and 4 are meaning. 5 and 6 

is time. All these components of the concept of style are 

part of it as different semantic and functional levels. 140 So, 

the great thing about this manifold/model is when we are 

analyzing the phenomenon of visual style from an 

anthropology perspective. One will, with respect, notice all 

myths, religion, or other story’s of a time, decode them to notice the phenomenon of styles is not 

the object but a concept. That style is a phenomenon in perception in time and space. But, when 

it comes to start decoding, encoding and track the vast possible “noises”141 of interpretation and 

then translate that towards new words on the meaning on styles; that with a distinctiveness can 

commonly work to be respectfully seen by all humans, we will need to be open to not only find 

“one” static answer but “multiple ones” being flexible to transform over time.  

When we also further consider Jean Baudrillard models and reflections on the aspects of 

reality, hyperreality, simulacrum, we humans are still faced with the experiencing fact that time 

and space is the driving force one cannot stop. The change will naturally happen in a space one 

way or another; it is just a matter of time (as Baudrillard highlights the evolution of Western 

society changing from modernism to post-modernism). The system of objects and their 

representation changes as human education advances, new knowledge is discovered and digested, 

functionalities and structures are updated to adapt to the unique human needs and wishes in a 

time-space. Still, we live in a world where the private realm in each household collectively 

contains the vast majority of the world's everyday objects with a different cultural heritage that 

creates signs for myths that identify a tribe, a style, etc. A space where a community of people's 

objects gets sensed and judged to be their reality of representation. In the sense of objective reality, 

we can identify this collection of the everyday object as the phenomena of individual directional 

thought to make a simple logical presumption that argues to be one static evidence of reality 142. 

The system of our soundings is filled with what Baudrillard sees as Gizmos 143 ; objects that offend 

have not established a crucial use for humans other than being "nice to have." The critical 

 
139 Kubler, George. Toward a Reductive Theory of Visual Style. The Concept of Style (Revised and Expanded 
Edition), Edited by Berel Lang, Cornell University, 1987, p. 169. 
140 Kubler, George. Toward a Reductive Theory of Visual Style. The Concept of Style (Revised and Expanded 
Edition), Edited by Berel Lang, Cornell University, 1987, p. 171. 
141 Kahneman, Daniel, Oliver Sibony and Cass R. Sunstein. NOISE: A flaw in Human Judgment. Little, Brown Spark, 
2021. 
142 Baudrillard, Jean. The System of Objects. Trans. James Benedict. 3rd Edition: Verso, (1968) 2020. p. 69.  
143 Lane, Richard J. Jean Baudrillard. Routledge Critical Thinkers, p. 33. Note: Gizmo: The gismo is an object that is 
not of any real or genuine use to anyone and it lacks a specifying name…The Gizmo is a myth making device because it 
operates not through clear logical reason, but according to the fragmented personal mythologies of the individual user.  

Fig 15  
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consequence of capitalism's hypermarket producing useless Gizmo of things that have evidentially 

only created/designed a large amount of toxic waste that all life on earth is suffering from in 

through extreme climate change and increasing global warming. Still, some technological 

Gizmo's have developed and lived to survive in a more excellent respective network of 

improvements, to become an even greater beneficial object for humankind (e.g., as the internet 

connecting humans or inventions from a medical device industry that search solutions to best 

support humans in their most critical needs). During the last 20 years (2000-2020), most humans 

have lived to experience what objects/products have a sustainable helpful value. Rising awareness 

and knowledge of climate change as realities of fact have given the window of democratically 

opportunity to change the priorities of capital investment, where the increasing democratic public 

have become more knowledgeable aware to rethinking if consuming Gizmo product/object has a 

quality enhancement for their life; increasingly deciding not buying it. Baudrillard's critique in 

the '70s on Marx and discussion between products material value and symbolic wealth get thereby 

even more complex to consider when inflicting the new rising technological/digital developments 

over the last decades. We are at least in western society witnessing a shift in the patterns of 

behavior from the business industry starting to comply more and more genuinely to create 

products for the future that is more sustainable. It is not to underestimate what kind of effect 

Fridays for the Future 144 (with Greta Thunberg) have had in recent years to push the business 

developments for the better (e.g., such as the automobile industry stopping the research and 

eventually the production of the combustion engines, restructuring investments to produce 

alternatives such as electro engines and looking into new ways for a fuel cell engines).  Still, one 

notices a branding/advertising industry is the forerunner “old habits” to concur the 

signs/term/word for its ownership, to create the illusion for the consumer to poses.  

When one would reflect on the word "Hyperscreen" in the year 2020, one would think 

about some future type of screens/displays that we do not fully have a visual image/sign in our 

head. The general public would need to look up the word "hyper" in a dictionary and find defining 

co-existing words like overexcited, overstimulated, etc. The most common associated prefixes 

are words like hypersensitive, hyperventilation and in the world of fine art, one would find images 

of hyperrealismus 145 have become a word. When one would search further about hyperreality, 

one would find the links to Baudrillard's aspect on Hypermarked, Hypercommodity and 

Holograms in Simulacra and Simulation 146 being not 

a fake existence, but rather another type of reality, 

blurring with the real, a reality that is relative to one’s 

experience with it.  When we look up (I.e., doing a 

 
144 Thunberg, Greta. Fridays for Future. https://fridaysforfuture.org . 16 09 2021. 
145 Anke, von Heyl. HYPER! HYPER! HYPERREALISMUS!. https://www.kulturtussi.de/hyperrealismus/ . 16 09 2021. 
146 Baudrillard, Jean. Simulacra and Simulation. Trans. Sheila Faria Glaser. The University of Michigan Press, (1981) 
1994. 
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Google search) the word "Hyperscreen" after the date 7 of January 2021, the word "Hyperscreen" 
147 have got a clear visual presentation/representation, defining it with one visual object, a "digital 

dashboard" branding the word "Hyperscreen" as Mercedes Benz cars ownership. Mercedes Benz 

now having concurred the word "Hypersceen" as their signifier and signified. The question for 

the future will be if other automobile competitors will be able to use the word "Hyperscreen" for 

their version of a multi-digital screen experience on one large dashboard? Since the physical 

reality of the dashboard is three screens with some empty space from another beneath a black 

glass panel, where the digital user interface experience is seamlessly lighting up the impression 

that the screens are frameless connect with one another, giving the viewer/user the impression of 

having one great organic shape as screen. Creating this pure illusion gives the customer an idea 

that the image of the future screens is no longer fixed to rectangular format (four side frame). This 

change in perception will significantly affect how we humans subconsciously perceive what 

"framing an image" means; it again will reshape the system of our surrounding objects we will 

design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
147 Daimler AG & Mercedes-Benz AG. https://www.daimler.com/innovation/digitalisation/connectivity/mbux-
hyperscreen.html . 16 09 2021. 
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Collaboration world, towards new aspects of realities…  
 

Rutger Bregman, Humankind a Hopeful History,   
“Most people seems to just want to help out.” 148  
 

Cathy O´Neil, Weapons of Math Destruction, 2016  
“Big Data processes codify the past. They do not invent the future. Doing that require 
moral imagination, and that something only humans can provide. We have to explicitly 
embed better value into our algorithms, create Big Data models that follow ethical lead. 
Sometimes that will mean putting fairness ahead of profit.” 149  
 

A manager in searching for the workable solution for their products (from experience). 
“I have intellectually digested and understood your presentation, but what is the actual 
point? What is the concrete highlighting outcome that benefits the product for extending 
the further human use of it...?” 
 

John Maeda - Storm of Creativity, 2016. 
“Looking for something you define too specifically may prevent you from seeing 
discoveries that are not exactly what you think you trying to find...Understanding limits 
is important in defining the problem. Limits are what can and cannot be done…150  
The permission to enter the "unknown, unremembered gate" comes from realizing that 
you don't know. Waiting to know something that you do not know is the creative 
process.” 151    
 

Kat Holmes, Mismatch, 2018. 
“The three principles of inclusive design: 1. Recognize exclusion 2. Learn from diversity 
3. Solve for one extend to many.” 152 
 

Hans Rosling (with Ola Rosling and Anna Rosling Rönnlund), Factfulness, 2018. 
“Most important of all, we should be teaching our children humility and curiosity. Being 
humble, here, means being aware of how difficult your instincts can make it to get the 
facts right. It means being realistic about the extent of your knowledge. It means being 
happy to say "I don't know." It also means, when you do have an opinion, being prepared 
to change it when you discover new facts. It is quite relaxing being humble, because it 
means you can stop feeling pressured to have a view about everything, and stop 
feeling-you must be ready to defend your views all the time.“ 153 

 
148 Bregman, Rutger. Humankind: A Hopeful History. Bloomsbury Publishing, 2020, p. 197. 
149 O´Neil, Cathy. Weapons of Math Destruction. Penguin Random House UK, 2016. p. (Conclusion), p. 131. 
150 Maeda, John. Storm of Creativity. The MIT Press, 2016, pp, 42-43. 
151 Maeda, John. Storm of Creativity. 2016, p. 166. 
152 Holmes, Kat, Mismatch: How Inclusion Shapes Design. The MIT Press, 2018, p. 141. 
153 Rosling, Hans, Ola Rosling and Anna Rosling Rönnlund. Facfulness: Ten Reasons We´re Wrong About the 
World - and Why Things Are Better Than You Think. London: Sceptre, 2018.p. 248-249. 
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We can start with the historian Rutger Bregman’s book Humankind, which crystallized 

the essential message of great importance toward a common human acknowledgment: Most 

people seem to just want to help out 154. Highlighting the contrasting view of countless variations 

on a veneer theory, a habit that continuously believes humans have this evilness that dominates, 

shadowing our decent aspects of human kindness. We can draw a conclusion that this veneer 

theory was causing confusion, enriched with ideas of “the survival of the fittest in nature” as 

being the universal human reality (a concept of human ego). The confusing for humankind get 

even greater complicated when humans base their knowledge on seeing other humans on a 

structured space of a capitalistic power, as a game, “one” space where the spotlighted publicity 

at “one” time determines to highlight “one” reality, to their advantage to argue of a type economic 

logic. If we deconstruct the advocates of “one” (or another) perceptions, we will notice that most 

so-called logical arguments are a construction program. “Veneer theory and a human instinct of 

evilness” prove Bregman wrong in most ways by showing us ample historical evidence that our 

common human instinct is more collaborative than looking at single evil events that sometimes 

a-cur from some specific individual actions and events. His research in Humankind presents 

evidence on many stages of our human history and scientific research that support a more actual 

positive perspective of instinctive human nature in being very decent and kind to one another. 

Bregman highlights many evidence in real-life events that supports his theory of human decency 

to be true (contrasting a veneer theory) from comparing an actual real event, a lord of the files 

story155 up against the fictional one invented before the real event. The real event took place in 

the Pacific Ocean starting in June 1965 (the question was what happens when some 

schoolboys/children get deserted on an island alone to survive somehow?); the 

fictional/imaginational idea of the story was made up by an English schoolmaster (William 

Golding) in 1951. 14 years later, a true human event of the story took actually place. It turns out 

that the real-life story that took place entirely differs from the fictional idea that supports a 

representation of a nasty veneer theory.  The real-life children stuck on an island in 1965 show 

that children can instinctively be decent to communicate to find solutions, collaborate, get 

structurally organized, constructively supportive to one another, and show the empathy needed 

for everyone to actually survive 18 months on the deserted island before getting rescued. I like to 

use this example from Bregman to show further how human perception gets tricked in a 

persuasive story program of “one“ theory without real-life prof, which disturbs the real potential 

existence of a greater truthfulness on perception (wahrnehmung). Bregman´s Humankind shows 

us that we constantly need to rethink what knowledge is from human perception. Stories can 

sometimes be or become true, but left unchecked (like the Veneer theory), is not fair for 

humankind. Leaving the story from an English schoolmaster's perception un-checked, when also 

 
154 Bregman, Rutger. Humankind: A Hopeful History, 2020.p. 197.  
155 Bregman, Rutger. Humankind A Hopeful History. 2020, pp. 21-38. 
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causing a publicity impact on much human life’s sub-conciseness in day-to-day life, that took the 

story for granted, based on one person’s judging its own perception, an interpretation, a bias for 

how a situation would go.  

 
The point I am at is that; judging something like a visual construction of synesthesia of 

an image like a style is not functional to be seen as true human evidence or true to be an aspect 

of seeing for most humans if we do not have a reference from a real-life case that underlines it. 

That is why we need to do tremendous research before giving styles signals of being something. 

A greater fundament in defining the motif of a research program, a methodology (a design/visual 

theory) in searching correct style definition that speaks truly for most human people and not for 

a brand, a national identity, a race, a gender, an isolated group of artists, a power, a strict 

formalism, an isolated universalism, etc.  

 

Bregman highlights further also how empathy can blind. The baby lab research by Kiley 

Hamlin (2007) that proves; We are born with a preference of good; it’s in our nature.156 But also, 

before we/children learn to speak, we instinctively have an aversion (culturally understood as; 

dislike) to the unfamiliar. As we humans grow, we all have this born sensitivity to perceive the 

differences. This born sensitivity that is uniquely for mostly all humans, I think, should be 

included into a core understanding of a type of human collaboration mentality towards 

truthfulness in the way of seeing humans and a shared aspect of seeing. Baby’s, even if they still 

need to grow to learn, they have the sense to watch (naturally, if not blind). As Bregman highlights 

a quote from professor Bloom, “empathy is a hopelessly limited skill, 157” that empathy to one 

person or something (like a style) can blind. When we compare empathy as a “spotlight” (or 

searchlight), we can visually understand empathy limits. It singles out a specific person or group 

of people in your life. I feel conferrable to conclude that single empathy alone can be seen as; 

blinding us to see more then what is. History shows us that when we raise our children in one 

empathy of style family/community/culture/nation/ our children get fast framed to a style of ideas 

adults blindly see as their reality. It´s only when the child gets confronted with others that their 

view gets expanded to see more than what was. But also, even before we learn to speak, we seem 

to have an aversion to the unfamiliar. A newborn child's sensitivity in perceiving the differences, 

I think, should be included into a “core” understanding of the truthful way of seeing. Baby’s, even 

if they still need to grow to learn, they have the sense to watch (naturally, if not blind). Bregman 

is reminding us, humans, that it is very important to understand how history is being told to us. 

As discussed earlier (photo), a reality and a manipulation all come down to how the story gets 

 
156 Bregman, Rutger. Humankind A Hopeful History. 2020, pp. 209-211.  
157 Bregman, Rutger. Humankind A Hopeful History. 2020, p. 216. 
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told to us humans, with what type of sensibility in using the tool of language, two polarizing 

words and noting in-between, if they do not exist, lets at-least try to invent new words that support 

the missing aspect of expressing the shades of styles. Not take the easy way out and start 

polarizing. Bregman has, with his research, Humankind contributed to give transparency in 

looking back on our history. Now I see the word “reality” only speaking of “one” human 

perspective program. We are now rather offered to see the diversity of different realities to build 

a greater language than yesterday that now can support our human dialog.  

 

 When looking further, more broadly at a global human-scaled agenda and we try to find 

a human truth of different realities, it is important to include the book: Factfullness158 by Hans, 

Ola & Anna, Rosling. The Rosling’s team research and the gapminder project with the mission 

to fight devastating ignorance with fact-based worldview everyone can understand 159. Gives 

enlightening facts readout from our now 200 years collective data (data from the UN), that can be 

seen to support the positive aspect of tendency where the majority of humans are being decent to 

one another, underlining as Bregman highlights; that most people are decent humankind. The 

Rosling research shows that we, on a global scale (tendency with a wide scope of the last 200 

years), have participated in helping communitiesnity (nations) out of extreme poverty over a few 

generations. But when we narrow the scope in the same time period, we notice many bumps on 

the road that cause issues as a new type of discriminations and issues, etc. As we humans have 

this “generalization instinct” (and media & communication have been these generalizations 

instincts best friend) that most often distorts our world view, where we jump to conclusions based 

on some few famous simplifications or even just one unusual example. Where we assume one 

thing of something or someone belonging to a category, giving misleading generalizations and 

stereotypes160, obviously influencing directly how we sense styles representation. As Rosling 

recognized our gap instinct, that we humans long mainly were only using this idea to divide the 

world view into categories of “developed” and “developing.” This black and white perception has 

been very misleading on most human's educational knowledge and does not give a factful picture, 

including all of human reality’s. Instead, Rosling suggests we see the world rather in Four Income 

Levels, Level 1 (1$ pr. day), Level 2 (4$ pr. day), Level 3 ( 16$ pr. day), Level 4 (from 64$ 

and more). One part of the Facfullness is that the vast majority of the human lives today are 

spread out in the middle across Levels 2 and 3 with the same range of standard of living as people 

had in Western Europa and North America in the 1950s.161 Further, Anna Rosling has, with her 

sensitive sense of a (photo) realism, contributed the gap-minder project and the website 

 
158 Rosling, Hans, Ola Rosling and Anna Rosling Rönnlund. Facfulness: Ten Reasons We´re Wrong About the 
World – and Why Things Are Better Than You Think. London: Sceptre, 2018. 
159 Gapminder.org (Website), Rosling, Ola. Rosling Rönnlund, Anna. https://www.gapminder.org/about/ 
160 Rosling, Factfulness. p. 146. 
161  Rosling, Factfulness. p. 146 and pp. 33-38. 
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dollarstreet.org 162  to simply, effectively, photo-document the everyday life of how humans 

around the world live. By connecting these visual findings and juxtapose them UN-data. One gets 

the visualized sense of the human truth of billions of people in the different income levels in a 

time and space, presenting what I will propose can see as a core reality (something I will present 

in a compass later, where these four levels could include). 163 This is a response to our inflicting 

human generalization instinct and the mega misconception of “developed” and a “developing” 

nations. That has directly led to our sometimes-negative presumption-instinct164 that one also 

should connect to what Bregman is highlighting in Humankind when he criticizes the misleading 

(wrong) story from veneer theory (the concept of a human evil instinct) that he is scrutinizing. 

We should obviously see a connection between Rosling’s Factfulness research and Bregmans 

Humankind research that then creates a more transparent insight on understanding what we as 

humans actually can understand as a truer human core reality in ways of seeing, thereby 

contributing towards a better clarity in our aspect of navigating between different reality’s.   

 

 The history of searching some prime truth in ways of seeing is obviously not a new 

mission and is as complicated and diverse as our human history in itself and the story’s we tell/told 

about it. Your single unique perception of the world depends on our childhood, growing up, our 

social surroundings where we get raised, politics, historical events of impact, economy, etc. When 

seeing, listening, learning to read, and then starting your own life trying to communicate one, 

come to an age where we learn to see others and maybe if you genuinely listen to others (beyond 

and above any inflicting use of irony and sarcasm), one gets the sense (instinct) of seeing other 

humans core commonality with oneself, that really highlights the thin surface of differences. Now, 

that is in mind, in the spirit of simplicity and inclusion. Even if we learn a different subject to 

achieve any cutting-edge expertise on it, there is one factor that is true to all research we do or the 

story we tell, the poetic construction of literacy (our ability to express words) gives to some 

meaning. Language is the key wheel to understand anything about others. If simply words are 

missing to see, sense, and understand something complicated (what evidentially have been the 

case of in sensing styles), we humans are the only ones that can give it representation, with the 

right approach on motifs, we can choose to include others or be selfish to excluded others. When 

the motif is for self-interest, someone else can get frustrated, confused, disorientated, mislead, 

bullied, mean, discriminating, manipulative, depressed, spreading fake news, ignorative, 

searching power for the sake of power, isolated, etc. or committing suicide. We should not be 

ignorant to think it is harmless to use a polarization concept of word on styles like; ghetto-style, 

decadent-style, etc. In most reality cases expressing some words have consequences of misleading 

 
162 Rönnlund Rosling, Anna. Dollar Street. www.dollarstreet.org / https://www.gapminder.org/dollar-street  
     (links from 06.2021) 
163 Rosling. Factfulness. 2018. pp. 33 and 155-165.  
164 Rosling. Factfulness. 2018. pp. 48-50.  
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understanding that can lead to some individuals getting discriminated against. Categories of styles 

in the past were about polarizing between high and low in terms of trends. That is why I believe 

we should, in art history now, do a review of what type of styles have had a history of (in) directly 

contributed to do discrimination in human society. Because I am hopeful that academics of art 

history can help re-build a greater meaning of artistic styles that stand for something greater than 

its historical itself (like the capitalized confusion between searching meaning and luxury). I 

believe our global visual culture/world already holds the keys to see and articulate a spectrum of 

realities of some periodical truths.  I propose it is to be found in the sense we see styles without 

ownership. To achieve this, we need to break much of the historical visuals down from their 

pedestal, break them free from some stereotyping/archetype’s conventions used, acknowledging 

that shades of styles can be found in everything from art to design, and introducing a compass of 

reality’s that is based on human morality and ethics that then supportively define styles.       

Recently (in 2020), a new documentary, Code Bias165 (can be seen on Netflix), presents 

explicitly how white-male preferences in using some selected words (where the terminology 

available represent styles was also incorporated) in the publicity of our historical past became a 

Bias issue during the technology development of artificial intelligence. Joy Buolamwini (a Poet 

of code, a Research Assistant at the MIT) uses art and research to illuminate the social implications 

of artificial intelligence, which also founded the Algorithmic Justice League to create a world 

with more equitable and accountable technology. She is one of the leading advocates to highlight 

awareness of the issue of bias in technology.  The research study Gender Shades gives a piece of 

clear evidence what image recognition algorithmic of deep learning has the trained bias of 

depicting white male facial structures; We found that all classifiers performed best for lighter 

individuals and males overall. The classifiers performed worst for darker females.166 To search 

solutions towards solving the issues of bias in big data algorithmic is only at the beginning, but 

brave people as Joy Buolamwini,  Cathy O´Neil (Weapons of Math Destruction), Silkie Carlo 

(Big Brother Watch UK), Sofiya Umoja Noble (Algorithms of Oppression: How Search Engines 

Reinforce Racism), Zeynep Tüfekci (Twitter and Tear Gas: The Power and Fragility of 

Networked Protest), Meredith Broussard (Artificial Unintelligence), Virginia Eubanks 

(Automating Inequality) have started a collaboration towards raising public awareness of what 

kind of fundamental bias issues AI, machine learning, metadata, and algorithmics have. 

Essentially getting so far that issue got space to be discussed in the U.S House of Representative 

 
165 Coded Bias. Dir. Shalini Kantayya. Perf. Joy Buolamwini, et al. 2020. Documentary Film. 
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt11394170/ (imbd.com link from 06.2021). 
166 Buolamwini, Joy and Timnit Gebru. Gender Shades: Intersectional Accuracy Disparities in Commercial 
Gender Classification. Proceedings of Machine Learning Research. Cambridge - New York: -, 2018. 
https://www.media.mit.edu/publications/gender-shades-intersectional-accuracy-disparities-in-commercial-gender-
classification/ (link from 06.2021) p. 12. 
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in The House Hearing Oversight and Reform Committees, 22 May 2019,167 giving the issue a 

place to build laws that hopefully change the approach we use data in a more human morally and 

ethically correct way.  Their research on the topic of Bias in Code has strengthened a new core 

reality of our world view of technology (medium, art, and style), seeing that we need to rethink 

our approach towards labeling the aspect of seeing. To be very concrete, we need to stop drawing 

links from a style, to gender, to a race, to a nation, to a ideology, to a luxury, to a language, to a 

universal idea. In viewing the cultural analytic process, we need to start developing methods that 

take more control in continuously measuring the perception of reality’s, thereby looking at how 

we label styles in the first place. For what purpose/knowledge do we name styles? The motif 

should be that we investigate what type of word for the visual styles is morally and ethically 

respective towards fair stability on having a human bias. That, a style can live in common human 

levels and do not discriminate someone. Can we fairly achieve to see styles without the aspect of 

polarizing the measurement between god/high or bad/low? The situation now is that (present 

time): if we see a style that we do not like, it’s not the formal aspect of style we do not like. It is 

our selectiveness of the high connotations we instinctively build associations with juxtaposing in 

mind. Simpler said: we select the one high connotation (an interpretation) that fits our own 

knowledge, mostly we select the one word we know can be matched and compared with another 

polarizing word.  If the style was presented without the possibility of being a representation of 

others or contrasted, our individual perception could not discriminate against others. We are then 

at a stage (I propose) of styles being an opportunity to work for everyone, to give it a label that 

can fit what we all see rather than what one or you are thinking to see. I believe the only option 

is to present the public (in a more democratic manner) some neutral suggestions of a style in a big 

questionary situation. Questionary research, with a crystal-clear goal to collect representation of 

styles should be made, where the concept and agenda of naming styles can get in a research 

program: to find new style labels that to the highest degree is moral and ethical measured, without 

an issue of bias that discriminates and still can work as an intuitive label for the means of (visual) 

style itself. Visuals, artifacts, tools, etc., have always been about telling some sort of meaning, 

there is no perfect reality to speak about, but there is also not only each one individual’s true 

either. As Kate Holmes in Mismatch proposes perspective, we should think about inclusion as a 

method when we’re designing for the future. Even if Holmes also agree there is no single answer 

that suits everyone168, but inclusion is ongoing process and in search of a better vocabulary169, 

anyone who has ever solved a problem is, in a certain sense, a designer170, if the work is 

traditional craftsmanship, photo-editing, coding, product design, architect, researcher, etc. So 

 
167 Buolamwini, Joy, et al. Facial Recognition Technology The House Oversight and Reform Committee. 22 
May 2019. Video link: https://www.c-span.org/video/?460959-1/house-hearing-facial-recognition-technology (link from 
06.2021). 
168 Holmes, Kat. Mismatch: How Inclusion Shapes Design. The MIT Press, 2018. p. 9. 
169 Holmes, Kat. Mismatch: How Inclusion Shapes Design. The MIT Press, 2018. p 10. 
170 Holmes, Kat. Mismatch: How Inclusion Shapes Design. The MIT Press, 2018. p 47. 
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inclusive design is about making something (like a product) more accessible. Holmes is further 

discussing/comparing a concept of inclusion design up to a concept of universal design, making 

strong arguments to distinguishing them from one another, in highlighting their individual 

capacity's, universal design is being the strongest in describing the quality´s of the final design 

and inclusive design is conversely focused on how a designer arrived at that design. 171 What 

Holmes is clarifying is of importance in how we approach collectively to see/sense a spectrum of 

styles that is representative for a human dialogue in a society with mixed cultural heritage. I think 

we should treat defining styles as if it was designing a product of inclusion.  The word we use to 

describe what we see and sense matters. We have an ethical choice in an every present today to 

present visuals with the standard of including the complex truth. Then we can also truly 

collaborate in considering a visual literacy that adapts to human needs rather than something static 

like universal. As we all know, language was never static; neither is (visual) styles; it lives in the 

cultural nature of diversity that is constantly in motion.  If we want to create a transparency about 

what is possible to see, the topic I would coin is something like (a word): “literal-inclu-bility” 

that will be in the center of importance for a future; that highlights the importance to connect with 

an inclusion mentality when semiotically working to create a word that can work in the mix of 

the diversity of seeing. Decoding visuals should not only be an elite project where the highest 

academics degree and/or the industry of big data to understand/grasp. That said, we are now 

experiencing a participation turn in relaxation to science…172…The very technologies that made 

it possible for a collaborative society to emerge now allow people to organize into communities 

that challenge traditional methods of scientific discovery, even the scientific method itself. 

Advancing democratization of knowledge have happened (on the one side) with the internet of 

things and open platforms as Wikipedia. 173 

When we consider Stuart Russell's perspective in the book Human Compatible: AI and 

the problem of Control, discussing the issue of machines working in the value system and getting 

a robot to work with different human preferences, from his standpoint, there is confusion about 

machines having difficulty with heterogenous humans preferences may come from the mistaken 

idea that the machine is adopting the preference it learns – for example, the idea that a domestic 

robot in a vegetarian household is going to adopt vegetarian preferences. It won't. It just needs 

to learn to predict what the dietary preference of vegetarians are.174  So today's AI control 

mechanism is still bound to it's preference we give them. The issue I see is under what motifs 

does the users list of preferences options gets selected?  The fact that AI developers and product 

managers (with their bias) today build user experiences with the motif to sell their products, they 

 
171 Holmes, Kat. Mismatch: How Inclusion Shapes Design. The MIT Press, 2018. p 56. 
172 Jemielniak, Dariusz. Prezegalinska, Aleksandra. Collaborative Society. The MIT Press, 2020. p. 106.  
173 Jemielniak, Dariusz. Prezegalinska, Aleksandra. Collaborative Society. The MIT Press, 2020. p. 107. 
174 Russell, Stuart. Human Compatible: AI and the problem of Control. Allen Lane an imprint of Penguin Books, 
2019. pp. 212- 213. 
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choose one visuals style that the system then register and build connections towards the styles 

names/words selected. The machine creates then a network of labeles based on mostly western 

trends in a more extended history of subconscious subjectivity of ideas from marketing strategies, 

history of advertising and a pre-knowledge of euro-centric art history.  If The Shades of Styles 

truly would work within a network of AI, I believe we first need to get active in filling the missing 

gaps of the untiled preferences that do not stigmatize, build categories of stereotypes, etc on a 

fundamental level. We need to semiotically invent to build new models to create terms that fill 

the common human aspect of seeing something distinctive, and then the machine will also be able 

to see a common human aspect. Maybe one day, machine learning would be able to deal with a 

neutral valued spectrum and then a spectrum of styles could be added into machine learning. As 

Russell is saying, AI has the power to reshape the world and the process of reshaping will have 

to be managed and guided in some way. 175 But there are reasons for hope that AI systems can 

work for something greater than some corporate gizmo of self-interests to possess/promote some 

perverse idea of luxury. Russel is optimistic that we human's actual will progress to solve the 

issues we today have noticed in AI. In the last decade of developments, we have witnessed a span 

of individual researchers collectively speaking up; high-level Expert Groups have been 

connective to push governmental involvements to implement legislation as EU's GDPR or a new 

law in California that forbids AI system to impersonate humans in certain circumstances. These 

are some of the first steps that gives hope to guarantee that machines in the future pursue our 

objectives, not theirs176. 
 

In terms of art history/visual culture/cultural analytics, especially semiotics and visual literacy, 

research need to: 
 

1. Reconsider (for what motif..), if looking to focus on one artist or group of some few individuals 

to define the style's label, is it a fair representation of the style itself?  

2. Reconsider, to be settled with one research person (connoisseurship) decoding a visual-only 

with the two levels of connotation and denotation, is that a fair approach of defining the style for 

itself?  

3. Reconsider, glorifying one artist's “original” impact as an influencer on other artists within a 

space of a culture where stylish periods is only one program, causing maybe an unfair link of 

representation of an origin towards others artistic approaches on the same (art/style) direction?  

4. Reconsider (for what point/motif) if a Greek or Latin word is of critical importance to label a 

style? Is a researcher´s bias towards Greek or Latin to find meaning or knowledge intuitive to be 

 
175 Russell, Stuart. Human Compatible: AI and the problem of Control. Allen Lane an imprint of Penguin Books, 
2019, pp. 249-256. 
176 Russell, Stuart. Human Compatible: AI and the problem of Control. Allen Lane an imprint of Penguin Books, 
2019, pp. 247 and book cover abstract. 
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used by the general human public in a new time and space? What is the point of creating a meaning 

if it is obviously not going to be used (by most)? 

 

The best example of this point four is to be found in the Rhetoric of Logos: A primer for visual 

Language. Take the word; Synecdoche. Do we (most people) instantly understand that this word 

is supposed to signify a common structure of seeing a type of style in the logo´s distinctiveness? 

One could understand it if one had pre-knowledge about the language Greek, that the meaning of 

the word is: “simultaneously understanding. “ But let’s be frank, the majority of the world today 

does not have in day-to-day life, time, to decode the utter Greek or Latin meaning of things. I 

know our English language has roots down/up on Greek (organized in proto-Indo-European), and 

maybe the word Synecdoche will one day get as much publicity as the word Selfie for everyone 

to grasp what it means. Now, one could read a longer explanation learning to understand some 

Greek or Latin origin of words and then see that Synecdoche could arguably make sense to be 

seen in the company logos of Mercedes Benz, Deutsche Bank, or Finish. The explanation (after 

having to decode the abstraction myself and giving the most instant possible description) to 

understand Synecdoche is two elements one figurative mark and a wordmark. Both are seen as 

part and the whole.177 I need to ask further; who actually has learned the languages of so-called 

“origin” as Greek and Latin in school (other than respectfully the Greek themself)? Intellectually 

and historically, in terms of the ALPHABET, one can understandably digest why one would most 

naturally select a reference to a Greek origin of words: like Synecdoche. But what is the point? In 

terms of inclusion in a global world of cultures, today, where any mix of languages is happening 

around every corner, when most people do not learn the original language of Latin or Greek other 

than maybe selecting it a specialization course in school. For most people other than the 

specialized educated, one does not instantly get a picture in mind that clearly visualizes the 

construction or the concept of Synecdoche (yet). Most people would now need to read the 

descriptions to get an explanation towards a representation (a story) to fully be understood as a 

visual concept. Even if the “Western culture” sees its “beginning of culture” in the language of 

Greek and Latin, it does not mean that its fundament needs to be representative of an image in 

today’s global culture. I think it’s fair to say that Helmann, in the book Rhetoric of Logos: have 

been original in considering an option to see the distinctiveness of diversity in styles of logos, but 

he continues with an academic tradition of believing in Greek as some sort of reference of truth 

that from my perspective should be reconsidered. As said earlier intellectually, we can 

ALFABETICALY digest why the western history of academic research has had a bias for itself 

that naturally saw a built origin in a language. For art history, it is also fair to state that the visual 

amount of paintings to decode was deeply connected with the “Bible of Symbols” and then the 

 
177 Helmann, Eduard and Brian (Ed) Switzer. Rhetoric of Logos: A Primer for Visual Language. 1st Edition. Zurich: 
Niggli, imprint of bnb media gmbh, Zurich, 2017.pp, 70-73. 
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iconographical approach to give meaning. So, the art historian (at the time) critically needed the 

knowledge of the Greek and Latin language to be able to write and decode art, artifacts, paintings, 

and sculptures.  But let’s ask ourselves if this is, let's strongly reconsider if necessary to 

continuously look back in art history to define styles of what we see now and in the future? I 

would say strictly no because visual styles in themselves do not necessarily speak any longer with 

their first “origin” human connection to language as Greek or Latin.  As we all know, languages 

are not set in stone; they live, they evolve, the only truth is today and what comes tomorrow. The 

rest is a perception of history, myths, ideas of cultures, and identities. If we want to collaborate, 

we need to see to build words that include everyone to engage in an understanding. It is important 

to consider what is a likely user-friendly word to include as many people as possible for a 

respective understanding.  

 

 The search for styles is not something new (as one noticed earlier). The shades of styles 

are the key mysteries to human’s mixed identities and all its diversity of sensing it. It is/was a 

question of shades, commonality/unity, individualism, tribalism, power, creativity, freedom, 

emotion, texture, memories, form, etc., essentially the outcome is to be found in a selection of 

sub-categories, or one can see it as Gombrich; institutionalized178 something Alpers highlights is 

running in a discussion of seeing: Style is What You Make It. Where Alpers create the important 

point about style:  It is the nature of their terms to which I want to call attention…”  If we do not 

find the word to describe a style, we have had the tendency to just leave most styles in the shadows 

of its creator, leaving it for the public; as this mysterious of thing, structures, we all sense and 

experience the style on one level or another. Do not get me wrong, I also, like most humans, do 

enjoy the aspect of mystery when it’s the act of being harmless in an exciting way. Therefore, one 

respectfully could say it’s impossible to invent a new word for some styles because that is 

sometimes the hole-point of that work of art, being respectfully a non-verbal experience. But 

when it comes to recognizing styles in notions of multiple realities connected with cultural 

categories having power used to include, exclude, dominate, and liberate.179 Then I urge that we 

need to step up our game as researchers and champ the truth of a human agenda coming to terms 

with all the diversity of multiple realities of styles fair representation. As the journalist Mehdi 

Hasan (earlier mentioned) spook about for a journalist perspective champ the truth when they 

fight against fake news on a day-to-day basis. We visual researchers can support with champing 

in respectfully naming the shades of styles to give them greater human clarity.  

 

 
178Alpers, Svetlana, Style Is What You Make It: The Visual Arts Once Again. Lang, Berel (Editor). The Concept of 
Styles, Cornell University Press, 1987. p. 150. 
179 Manovich, Lev. Cultural Analytics, The MIT Press, 2020, p. 163.  
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 Today (2021), in new social forms where collaborative organizations between diffuse 

design and expert design (diffuse design coined by Ezio Manzini180) to making things happen is 

kind essential towards making things effective and meaningful options in a fair environment of 

reality’s that interest is to include everybody else181.  In this emerging culture where the “cult of 

the amateur” happened in the wind together with selfi, or faux-vintage photos, creative social 

networks, etc182. What I see as a democratization of professional tools, where today (2021), one 

can buy a 64 megapixel and 4K film camera in a smartphone that has a fair amount of creative 

ability to produce quality content and be used in almost any industry. So, most media 

professionals (like myself, being an educated photographer from Spéos, the professional 

photography institute in Paris, from 2010 till 2011) had to let go of thinking; that the tools that 

shaped effects (towards styles) were in the domain of the one profession (a medium). That the 

style and structures, the tool created from one medium, was just as much getting open for other 

mediums to copy. The smartphones and tablets for the digital native (Generation Z and X) gave 

the wave of this mass participation of armature creators 183 . The capital industry also saw 

(un)consciously, obviously, the benefits of using this cheaper mass participation as the labor (the 

amateurs) to create content in the wave of social media. By this lowering the quality of content 

and replacing highly trained professionals with a semiotic awareness in their eyes that at least 

gave a type moral compass in being to their best of knowledge selective towards concepts, 

context, pre-planning, pre-measuring the effect an image have on the public before publishing. A 

topic like photography, where corporate portraits were heavily important for how people present 

themself in one shot, became an obsession of style, corporate branding, and image of their 

employees, being stylistically incorporated into “one” art direction for the company webpage or 

gallery, many employees liked their own version to be perfect. A photographer with a moral 

compass, trained with strong social ability in building a human connection for the person to feel 

comfortable in posing and framing the person (to capture a genuine smiling) into focus, always 

to sense the human person that stands in front of the camera. A trained photographer mostly 

always gave the sense that any human person is wordy to be happy with the selected captured 

(photo) realism of themself.  The idea of a corporate-styled employee image is “okay” when done 

with a high value of dignity towards the self-representation of authenticity the human person is 

identifying as their own objectified truth. A cooperate styled portrait is a moral and ethical 

dilemma, what is of importance though; is that the human persons happiness/self-satisfaction of 

their image representation of self is respectively in a subjective state, regardless of their own bias.  

 
180 Manzini, Ezio. Design, When Everybody Designs: An introduction to design for social Innovation. The MIT 
Press, 2015          p. 37.     
181 Manzini, Ezio. Design, When Everybody Designs: An introduction to design for social Innovation. The MIT 
Press, 2015 
    p. 203.  
182 Jurgenson, Nathan. The Social Photo: On Photography and Social Media. Verso, 2019, pp. 8-9. 
183 Jemielniak, Dariusz. Prezegalinska, Aleksandra. Collaborative Society. The MIT Press, 2020 p. 13. 
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Then the western image of untitled styles has become rich in variations that now could be titled. 

The question is, with what motifs do we name them? Before we start naming them, we need to 

consider a program that is very caused in selecting a moral and ethical correct title. A typical 

professional designers’ relationship to principles such as the golden section or the rule of thirds 

as a guide in framing content fell increasingly out of importance when the mass participation of 

amateurs began. One should be aware not to believe that the golden selection (one of many so-

called universal principles that out of its context measures something else to be high or low) is an 

answer to measure any representation reality of style. Especially not for a concept like a beauty-

representation, the organic truth is that noting is in balance, time moves, it evolves, it develops, 

it adapts to something, for the time being, movement’s (energy) is time + space in an ever-

changing beauty. So, the concept of beauty will never be settled into some concept of universal 

one; it is relative to human perception in a time and space and our idea of it in a culture. Best 

visualized compressed is the beauty concept made from Anna Ginsburg's video: What is 

beauty?184 in 2018 and the book Sagmeister & Walsh: Beauty185.  In a global time as now, where 

digital processes of collaboration on so many stages in our society, to communicate in 

understanding each other’s view. We somehow need to dear to create a greater degree of common 

sense of seeing. Not to destroy the harmless excitement of something mysterious. Nevertheless, 

we should explore the commonality that includes fairly same perspectives and not claim these as 

our special individual domains. We are all humans with the same sense to see the same complexity 

if knowledge is provided; what is missing is the words for it. If we let it be, leave what we actually 

commonly see now as the unknown untitled, we will not evolve further together in a greater 

collaborative world. We will live divided in our own bubble, where each person believes in their 

realm of myths as if only their “one” reality counts “more” or “less” than others.  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
184 What is Beauty? Dir. Anna Ginsburg. Perf. -. 2018. Animated film. Video link: https://vimeo.com/258828793 
(imbd.com link from 06.2021) 
185 Sagmeister & Walsh. Beauty: Schönheit = Funktion = Wahrheit. Mainz: Velag Hermann Schmidt, 2018. 
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Part One: The Proposal 
 

 The reality of a more collaborative society in a digital age changed drastically from the 

traditional models where each medium can contribute to shaping a more fair common human 

reality of seeing more than what was. The New European Bauhaus186 , I think, is a great hopeful, 

creative initiative, in breaking down boundaries between science and technology, art, culture and 

social inclusion, to allow design to find solutions for everyday problems. Contribution towards 

the aspect of style can be part of this mission to some extent for a bigger cultural exchange in the 

near future, that we can reshape new knowledge on styles. Seeing styles in a new fresh way, 

detached from the polarizing networks of labels connected to the stories and archetypes of high 

or low art and design. I genuine believe seeing style without the value of high or low but rather a 

value of moral and ethics is the main approach we need to look into, to unpuzzle much of the 

story’s styles have told to be, replace them with new puzzled (new encodings) ones that include 

more humans to grasp their respective own temporary style of being.  I hopefully believe the 

outcome of all contributions to this project can reach a greater global perspective, where all styles 

can be respectfully a choice and not a stigma.  

 

Manovich is hinting us, since much of the last decade’s issues in establishing a type of 

truthful view that gives all humans a clearness to differ between realities can be identified by 

looking at the crucial asymmetry between what a business industry can do with datasets and what 

independent researchers can do with a dataset. A researcher can establish a fairly large dataset 

from what is shared by the users (what´s on the surface), but a researcher today mostly does not 

get access to all the user data (beneath the surface) like how is watching what on Netflix (same 

for Spotify, the iTunes Store, Google Play, Amazon, Etsy, AliExpresse, etc.) at a given time and 

location, history of interaction, their mouse clicks, and so on. It exists free software to analyze 

some data as Google Trends and/or subscription-based software that monitoring social media 

(as Hootsuite, Sprout Social, Brandwatch, Critical Mention, Crimson Hexagon/Brandwatch), but 

the main purpose of presenting data for these companies is to enable a business or organization 

to plan its social media activity. Therefore, as Manovich is describing, we cannot use it as a 

general cultural analytical tool 187, something I very much agree with. We need to try to engage 

an business industry to collaborate more with researchers to support analyzing large cultural 

datasets to the benefit of every humankind, that the data can be used to all peoples advantage, 

give human moral and AI Ethics space in the algorithmics to function to neutralize any 

 
186 von der Leyen, Ursula, Mariya Gabriel and Elisa Ferreira. The New European Bauhaus. 18 01 2021. New 
European Bauhaus: Commission launches design phase. European Commission. 
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_111 . 2021 01. 
187 Manovich, Lev. Cultural Analytics. The MIT Press, 2020, p. 68. 
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discrimination possibility, that the future AI is not the tool to replace the human joy in "Dasein," 

but rather the tool that can enhance a "Dasein" nature.   

 

As Manovich highlights further: Often the same analytical methods used in the culture industry 

to rationalize and refine content and communication also can be used to research, map, and 

quantify and interpret cultural effects of industrial media analytics. For example, if the industry 

uses cluster analysis to study audiences for particular songs or movies, we can use cluster 

analysis to understand relations among thousands of movies being offered.188  

 

As the newest research reveals that Facebook’s ad-delivery system shows different job ads to 

women and men even though the jobs require the same qualifications. This is considered sex-

based discrimination under US equal employment opportunity law, which bans ad targeting based 

on protected characteristics189. We need to recognize that languages and semiotics is key to our 

understanding of something, and we need to step-up to invent new labels/words that in stands for 

the common human sense. Words/labels that are not possible for the machine learning algorithm 

to make decisions based to recognize the history of myths, stereotypes, stories of art, gender, race, 

etc. Especially when the outcome pr. date is a system that continue a stigmatization and 

discrimination, when the case for the last two decades a machine learning infrastructure have been 

built on old perceptions of class. We radically need to find new interoperations of semiotics to 

considering the naming of styles in a grander system then signifier/signified till now have been. 

That it becomes impossible for the sign to be in a human narrative realm one or something. That 

is why I see the opportunity now to create a Digital Style Dictionary and Digital Visual Compass 

as a solution. That we first collect all visual styles provided from our world art history have till 

now. The database and tool where we concretely can clarify all the aspects of each style 

involvement in our human world history, from the formal, the semiotics, a history of aesthetics 

views and even including the subjective history of iconography and iconology in fairness of our 

diverse cultural and religious interpretation. Important is that the platform/database gives the 

necessary factual overview to extend a greater human knowledge to more objectively consider 

unique usage of each style/word. Continuously updating a Digital Style Dictionary as times goes 

is important to adapt to the evolution of a human society and knowledge. This is the only 

possibility I can think of now is that the word for styles in the future need to be true for all realities, 

or that we divide multiple human realities into various respective space we all can acknowledge.    

 
188 Manovich, Lev. Cultural Analytics. The MIT Press, 2020, p. 68. 
189 Imana. Korolova. Heidemann. Auditing for Discrimination in Algorithms Delivering Job Ads. 2021. 
https://ant.isi.edu/datasets/addelivery/ & Hao, Karen. Facebook’s ad algorithms are still excluding women from 
seeing jobs. Review Report. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Technology Review, April 9, 2021. 
https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/04/09/1022217/facebook-ad-algorithm-sex-
discrimination/?truid=&utm_source=engagement_email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=site_visitor.unpaid.enga
gement&utm_content=04.11.subs  
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Part two: 

The Digital Styles Dictionary (a database) 

 
Introducing  

 

Today (2021), it is hard to see a clarifying difference between the visual possibility’s a digital 

image can have. One can say the average viewer, to an even greater extent, has become more 

confused to identify what is the simplest word that can more or less explain what one is seeing. 

As discussed in part one of this thesis, styles are no longer bound to be associated either with 

either a medium or with a historical context fundament in a program. The style terms made within 

the theory of a canon of art history till its ambivalence ride towards post-modernism is filled with 

the signal codes of a euro-centric art historical program. Does the history of the symbolic meaning 

of a style bear cover for the future representation of what we visually see today and the human 

agenda for the future?  When similarity occurs, should we re-use the word of the past; with all 

their historical symbolic meaning for the future image?  Just because one sees structural 

similarities and/or with all their historical symbolic meaning?  All these questions I see important, 

and I will leave them open to answering for now.  But indirectly, these questions are at least 

clarifying the core issue we have in a digital age today, that a collective visual dictionary focusing 

on visual literacy within a digital age standpoint is missing. To a more precise degree, understand 

visual creation and its open communication options when describing what we are witnessing in 

the space of digital art, visual literacy, and semiotics. 
 

Fig 17 
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Since the digital art sharing platforms such as behance.net connected with the Adobe Creative 

Cloud app became a global platform starting during the years of 2000-10s till the present day, 

today the leading site used by creative professionals190, design agencies across different creative 

metropolitan communities have collected the most commonly used style access to all digital 

creative medium. At the end/beginning of each year, a digital style trend report gets created from 

different agencies and published within the project format of at behance.net. The report’s goal at 

behance.net is mostly to collect and keep track of the design style's development related to its 

time.  Further, also inspire new creative ideas in the design community.  New visual possibilities 

get each year discovered, and also artists do a re-discovery of older art historical styles that they 

translate into a more digital touch. Even if these reports are good in representing the visual trends 

of styles for each respective year, they offend lack an extensive analytical approach when 

presenting it at Behance.net.  By that, I mean connecting their findings of the selected style trends 

to the theories & methods of art history. A potential historical connection to the trendy style is 

lacking. When it comes to creating an understanding connected to semiotics and visual literacy 

that can signify new nuances in the structures of digital style, the writers of these trend reports are 

not adding any connection to it.   I believe building that connection to semiotics and visual literacy 

will help create a true historical picture when looking into defining new names for some digital 

styles. Considering that humankind always has some degree of retrospective influence when 

presented with something new.  So, including this perspective that most styles have an evolution 

one can draw a historical connection to. So, having a description of their past history connected 

together with new representative ones opens the door to diverse possibilities on tracking 

knowledge on the concept of styles in a living existence of multiple realities, especially when 

being a digital tool, we can modify as time goes. Today this digital reference tool is missing 

creative network spaces as Adobe CC, Behance.net, or Google Art and Culture. 
 

 I believe most people in the working industry, “the creatives,” see styles in the frame of 

juxtaposing to historical Eurocentric art history with a heavy focus of an iconographical 

representations program.  Making it very hard to see the formal similarities of structures can be 

broken free from the public’s bias, to spotlight styles (even if strictly formally similar to a strong 

association) is actually open for a totally new future representation.   Digital software and „codes“ 

over the recent two decades have advanced/optimized even greater tools to extend the digital 

visual possibilities. One has discovered that there are many new styles that are missing a word 

that instantly is describing it (still mystified as looked into in part of one of this thesis). But already 

now, one can collect a vast suggestion of words that is very clearly signifying a specific stylistic 

direction. So that is why I like now to start collecting these existing words that can, in the end, 

 
190 Manovich, Lev. Cultural Analytics. The MIT Press, 2020, p. 28. 
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stand as a visual dictionary of digital styles. Since we are today in a digital world and digital 

artwork gets mostly presented in a digital medium, I suggest that this project of creating a 

dictionary should best be developed in the frame of a digital web platform/page.          

 

 
The web dictionary, like I now present it has very much potential to build out further; with 

intuitive function as a style, technique, usages, perceptions, history, story, myth when adding 

more references to the theory within art history. For example, one can add links (summaries) to 

all the complex theoretical concepts from everyone, such as John Berger, Roland Bathes, 

Bauhaus, Hennrich Wölfflin, Carl G Jung, Bruno Munari:  Square  Circle  Triangle or Donis  A. 

Dondis:  A  primer of  Visual  Literacy, etc.  It all can shape knowledge of style as opposed to 

ownership of a style. 

 

Even if the art history before digital was very rich in defining what visually has been. I guess now 

it's time to create a platform that is trying to tackle the concept of styles we all share.  I was and 

still am surprised to not have yet found a digital visual image dictionary like I now propose, yet 

it is so obesely needed, that it´s time to try being respectfully inventive to work towards a digital 

visuals dictionary for a digital age.    

 
 
 
 

Fig 17.2 
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The Digital Visual Compass 
a human-centric guide aspect of seeing reality’s 

 
Introducing the compass 

The compass I suggest now should be seen as a proposal (a drafted example) that I believe we 

should consider regarding supporting all humans in the value of clearly seeing the different 

aspects of realities, where visual styles can be one layer. To prevent further confusion of our 

common human reality, we, to the highest degree, all share.  

 

Stephen Hawking, Brief Answers to the Big Questions, 2018.  
“We all have a role to play in making sure that we, and the next generation, have not 
just the opportunity but the determination to engage fully with the study of science at 
an early level, so that we can go on fulfill our potential and create a better world for the 
whole human race…When we invented fire, we messed up repeatedly...With more 
powerful technology’s such as nuclear weapons, synthetic biology and strong artificial 
intelligence, we should instead plan ahead and aim to get things right the first time, 
because it may be the only chance we will get. Our future is a race between the growing 
power of our technology and the wisdom with which we use it.  Let´s make sure that 
wisdom wins. “ 191 
 
For every style we have and will define in the future, I propose we fit in a fair visual spectrum of 

a few miscellaneous terms like I now propose core reality, abstract reality, surreal reality, artificial 

 
191 Hawking, Stephen. Brief Answers to the Big Questions. (chapter) Will Artificial Intelligence Outsmart us?. 
Spacetime Publication Limited, 2018.   

Fig 18 
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reality.  I am hopeful to think others also can acknowledge it could be arranged in a visual compass 

like I now suggest, as a human fair miscellaneous representation. The outcome of all labeled 

styles, I believe, could be seen arranged in a compass-like this (being a digital tool) where multiple 

realities have its clear labeled directions, parallel that it also have the measurement of time and 

space within the layers of interacting with it digitally. We could see it as a human-centric compass 

that includes everyone to respectfully see a certain direction of one’s content (depending on motifs 

and distinctive common meaning) of a style in a time-space. Because as we have learned, some 

styles change over time into a different representation of perceptional meaning to something new, 

even if the structures much stay the same. Some styles will stay, and some styles will move. That 

is why we (most humans) have been in a state of confusion and sometimes conflict because 

someone sees the style have moved, and others see that the style has stayed. I believe we can now, 

with a good sense of coding and user experience design be able to create a digital tool of a 

compass that can be supervised by a committee of humans (as an ethical committee upholding 

the moral of common human wisdom) to continually do a type of combination of semiotically 

and ethical research that analytically looks at all notion of styles. We can start to measure their 

usage and grade their past, present, and possible future aspects of realities. The idea I propose is 

not to deliver a finished product right now, but rather an idea, a tool for the human wisdom in 

seeing styles, needed to recognize a greater type of fair clarity, “a considered truth of humans 

common aspects in a time-space" that continually gets updated as new reality's of evidence get 

provided, the compass is a living instrument, that gets updated as time goes. It is important to 

state it is not supposed to be a compass for an AI algorithm, as long as AI algorithms cannot prove 

to be of value for human wisdom, morals, and ethics. Like we have the last years experienced 

with the issue of bias. The first compass is, for now, a first draft, open for discussion and 

adaptations. Please see it as an invitation. But, what is clear, is that a visual compass for styles is 

needed; to navigate in a visual language.  As we are familiar with the long history of exploring 

the nature of color pigments192, where the spectrum of color labels got established in different 

spaces in color theory, we normally have got used to seeing the discs of color systems arranged 

in the variations of colors standards that have led us to recognize a type of anatomy spectrum of 

colors. As pigments and light have always been the primer matter for us, humans, to see and 

understand a human culture program of color usage, leading to an investigation into phycology 

theory’s of color became logically a representation program of colors that became fairly easy to 

connect with an iconography program. Essentially the focused research attention spotlight on 

decoding color seems to have been a perfect match for an iconographical representative argument 

since pigments at its core element were our source to decorate our walls, our objects, and 

paintings, etc. 

 
192 Baty, Patrick. The Anatomy of Colour: The story of Heritage Paints and Pigments, Thames & Hudson Ltd, 
2017. pp. 14-15.  
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Our fascination with analyzing its origin and then naturally baptizing it a symbolic meaning gave 

a diverse system of meanings on color. It became a research obsession in many ways in seeing a 

cultural reality of signifying colors that sub-consciously had new human reality value of truths. 

We came to the point in history where we had some fixations of seeing a selectiveness in colors 

that strictly represented something, giving color more meaning than just being the matter of a 

marking tool to also become a sign for some status in a cultural time + space.  Turning some 

selective colors into time periods of trends and representations, selected mostly from the power 

of wealth that had the means to distribute/spread the publicity of the high connotations on color. 

This, I think, underscores the myths spread by a power of directing the color of meanings for a 

society´s view on color and their bye affecting a placebo effect that color has phycological 

meaning. A selection of color that defined that much of our now association of a so-called stylish 

trend of a structural meaning that offered the phenomena of signals to value some color as higher 

of value or of lower value. Ending up having so big an impact on our human (un)consciousness 

that it became a phycological power in its program of usage lead in many ways discrimination 

between genders, race, culture, etc. It is not long ago the selection of the color blue represent a 

meaning of masculinity, and pink was the representative of the feminine.  I hope we now can now 

fully deconstruct these un-moral and un-ethical beliefs in selecting a color for a representation of 

so-called cultural truth that left un-scrutinized only continues to exclude other humans in 

Fig 19 
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participation. When my children ask me; what is my favorite color, “I say, I love the spectrum of 

color.”  

 

 Next to a spectrum of color, it also exists an undiscovered spectrum of styles after the 

culture societies have matured into a post-color representation age, where the conciseness of color 

opens for new representation with moral and ethical conciseness. To neutralize all the myths of 

color; paves the way for public knowledge to see a greater spectrum of seeing aspects of reality. 

We can identify vast attempts to see an indication on a program for a greater spectrum of styles, 

but the attempt is mostly seen within a respective medium and their own issues of a capital society 

bias that is steering trends. Under the categories of working professionals with tittles as; art 

directors, poster designers, fashion/portrait/still-life photographer, UI designer, VFX 

postproduction, etc.  One of the industry-leading poster designers, Lisa Carney, highlights193 , as 

one can see, the skills of using the tools, her thoughts, and approach on achieving a client request 

for a poster that gets constructed for an industry motif. But, what becomes very clear for me is 

that time and trend is money in the business of selling the movie and not so much thought on 

 
193 Carney, Lisa. Poster Design with Lisa Carney - 1 of 2. Adobe Live, Live published 28.08.2019. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqQdJQUHlkg (YouTube.com link from 06.2021). 
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morals or ethics; in terms of decision making. Toward what social effect it gives the common 

viewers perception.   

I have for now divided the compass into (as one can see a circle/ a disc) four parts. 1. 

Core Reality. 2. Abstract Reality. 3. Surreal Reality. 4. Artificial Reality. As one recognizes 

these are not new words, most of us have a clear relational understanding of all four of them 

already. When they are seen in relation to one another, they fold a key to an overview like this 

compass. Each space of reality transcends from a form of a logical structure to another one. It is 

important to state that core, abstract, surreal, and artificial as a visual transcendence of seeing is 

a logical proposal of words for now. It is the proposal that I like to use to discuss if it can work 

for most people around the world? What common human reality we agree to see in the future is 

always open, I believe. But, we need some base for a dialogue if we try to communicate about it. 

The key is simple; we only need to have a dialogue that is greater than ourselves, I believe, and 

dear to focus on solving the past issues for our children and humankind. If we humans would 

come to agree to see the human benefits for a compass spectrum, something like this to exist, I 

believe we can share a greater knowledge of insight with one another. For now, I have only added 

the four parts of realities; more or others can be added if needed. Since this compass would be a 

digital one, there are endless options for adding layers, new spaces, etc.  But what is essentially 

important is that the compass should be a place we can navigate our common human aspect seeing 

images, styles, etc., proposed for a time and space. It should be a human-centric compass to be 

adaptable for a user-friendly digital outcome, a visualized compass for all.  
 

The main goal of the compass is always to be a human reality guide to see life in terms of ethical 

values, so it is something I believe should not be invented by a person alone, but rather a collective 

research team with fair objectivity on the issue of bias. The only institution I can think of today 

that stands in a fair, neutral position to manage the vast ethical aspect of such a compass in 

practical use is to be found in the hands of The United Nations or for a European Union initiative 

for a new type European Bauhaus project. To help the public navigate in a visual of a truth´s that 

should be more closely considered than what history has shown us in evaluating to connected 

facts, fundamentals, and ethics that then could be adapted into a universal declaration of human 

rights, the charter of united nations and the sustainable development goals. To better 

understanding how we Getting Our Priorities Right, 194  We can build a type compass like here 

proposed that have the focus to supporting a better a human-centric approach on giving more 

clarity in seeing a fair spectrum of the realities we all share, where visual styles are one layer of 

multiple layers.   

 

 
194 Coeckelbergh, Mark. AI Ethics. Cambridge, Massachusetts - London, England: The MIT Press, 2020. pp. 184-189. 
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Core reality 

Here we can find the visuals (in a layer) that reflect the collective scientific 

facts that naturally get updated as time goes. As Frank Wilczek described in his book 

Fundamentals - Ten Keyes to Reality: 

 

Frank Wilczek, Fundamentals, Ten Keyes to Reality,  
“Science, in its account for the physical world, provides an inventory of what might 
possibly be observed.  That inventory supports the visionaries. It reveals how 
impoverished natural human perception is, compared with the full content of physical 
reality. Science can help us to overcome our deficits.  Much has been achieved, but 
much more can be done.”195 
 

Core realities are the space we humans can identify and see the representational of our human 

scientific discovery´s/events that are seen as the pure facts of truth per—date in time. The visual 

in this space is the evidence of our discovery. As there are many layers of a core reality possible 

to visualize, we can in the compass visualize the differences of core realities of all living species 

we are researching into various layers. As Wilczek further describes; Many animals inhabit a 

distinct sensory universe from humans. We share the physical world with them, but we experience 

it quite differently, not only at the level of intellect, but even at the level of raw perception.196 

Further the fact of a core reality is that nature is not limited by the speed of human thought. Events 

can happen much faster than our processing rate of forty per second, even though our vision can’t 

resolve them.197.   So, in the last 3 generations we have come to a point of where machines have 

evolved into the digital revolution we now experiencing, where artificial intelligence is roughly 

a billion times faster then the speed of thought for natural intelligence.198 

 

  

 
 

 
195 Wilczek, Frank. Fundamentals: Ten Keys to Reality. Allen Lane; an imprint of Pinguin Books, 2021, p. 169. 
196 Wilczek, Frank. Fundamentals: Ten Keyes to Reality. p. 169.  
197 Wilczek, Frank. Fundamentals: Ten Keyes to Reality. p. 54. 
198 Wilczek, Frank. Fundamentals: Ten Keyes to Reality. p. 54. 
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In November 2021, I drove with my family on the highway, and my eldest son, at five 

years old ask me; dad? What can a shadow not be or get? I was thinking hard, but I could not 

find a logical answer right away, which made for me the most sense, so I asked him to give me 

the answer after I had some time to think. My son said: Aaa dad...! A shadow can, off-course, 

not get wet! He answered. At that moment, the puzzle of logic fell on me, to clearly see the space 

of a core reality that got very clarified. My 5-year-old son accepting the fact that a shadow cannot 

get wet, I believe, is one of many more common core realities that we can come together to agree 

on that is a shared common reality. At the same time, I was reading Frank Wilczek's highlights 

of the ten keys to reality, the fundamentals of modern since today, my five-year-old son gave me 

a perfect short logical understanding/viewing/seeing our human core reality. So, if a shadow gets 

wet in an image (if it seems to be wet such as in a movie), it is no longer in the space of core 

reality. A shadow can only appear to be wet when overlapping with a wet ground (in our physical 

world), so the perception of something like a wet shadow is an abstract reality, or a surreal reality, 

or moving into an artificial reality. We can see a concept like these (the property of a shadow) as 

guidance to the thresholds in our spaces of realities, from our physical world to the artificial ones. 

Using examples of fundamental questions that correlate with the last scientific evidence is 

important to constantly do new measurements of the thresholds we build aspects on viewing and 

separating realities from one and another.  Where new technology gives new paths in aspects of 

our senses, the evolution of new technology is moving around in different spaces of realities over 

time, where a compass, as I propose with support a driving clarity to notify what is at the time a 

core reality. Having logical statements for the physical world of reality is important to highlight 

because it helps to simplify the intuitive logic to more rapidly see something clearly, which is 

needed when we want to agree on a human core reality of seeing that we all share. Another great 

example of visuals that fit this space is the example when; a drop of ink falls into a glass of water 

and dissolves into the randomness of form.199 That visual could seem to remind us of something 

abstract or surreal or even artificial, but it’s not; actually, it is part of a core reality we are 

observing/witnessing on a direct scientifical stage.  

 

I propose we collect all the core realities in the space that all humans understand as a fair 

representation to the highest regards to a core human reality with fundamentals in mind. It is a 

space where we can recognize the deepest evidence of truth, natural organic truth connected with 

our human value for a collective truth bigger than ourselves.  The core reality is identifying visuals 

that are evidence of the nature of life in space and time. Visuals like an infographic that is coming 

from credible sources no matter their visual stylistic approach in visualizing their data would be 

fair to include into a core-reality space of seeing. Because the content, in that case, is the fact to 

 
199 Birkhäuser. Atlas of Digital Architecture. Editors; Hovestadt, Ludger. Hirschberg, Urs. Fritz, Oliver. Birkhäuser 
Verlag GmbH, Basel, 2020. p 562.  
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acknowledge, we should not waste time judging the presentation's choice of visual quality when 

it is the content of facts that matter. For example, is the Masterplanet project200 by BIG a great 

graphic visual presentation to be acknowledged in a core reality (from 2021), but it is not the 

visual style that is going to determining if we going to acknowledge it as core reality, analyzing 

the content of the visuals “factfullness” is important to determine if it is to be seen as a Core 

Reality. So, what I am saying is that the type of styles of visualizing data should not be criteria 

unless it’s contributing to distortion, meaning that it gives a wave to interpretations.                         

 

That is why it is important in a Core Reality to exclude visuals that have motifs; the historical 

motifs used to promote the myths of styles, issues of bias, not open for interpretation of motifs 

without new scientific evidence, a motif of promotion, a motif of publicity, a motif of 

capitalization of luxury, motif of nationalism, motif of gender, motif of beauty, a motif of 

stereotyping, motifs of archetypes, etc. A core reality is a space we can sense all our human's last 

scientific facts we know of in a time and space, like the first photo of a black hole using the Event 

Horizon Telescope in 2019 and or the scientific microscopic image made from a coronavirus by 

CDC/ Cynthia S. Goldsmith and A. Tamin.  

 

 

 

 

201 
 

 

 
200 BIG, Bjarke Ingels Group. Formgiving. Köln: Taschen, 2020. pp. 633-671. 
201 Scientists have obtained the first image of a black hole, using Event Horizon Telescope observations of the center of 
the galaxy M87. The image shows a bright ring formed as light bends in the intense gravity around a black hole that is 
6.5 billion times more massive than the Sun. This long-sought image provides the strongest evidence to date for the 
existence of supermassive black holes and opens a new window onto the study of black holes, their event horizons, and 
gravity. Credit: Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration https://eventhorizontelescope.org/press-release-april-10-2019-
astronomers-capture-first-image-black-hole . 
202 CDC/ Cynthia S. Goldsmith and A. Tamin, ID 23336, Category: Coronavirus, Creation date: 2020. 
Caption: Transmission electron microscopic image of an isolate from the first U.S. case of COVID-19, formerly known as 
2019-nCoV. The spherical extracellular viral particles contain cross-sections through the viral genome, seen as black 
dots. 
https://phil.cdc.gov/Details.aspx?pid=23336 . 
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Abstract reality 

We, humans, have this greatly developed brain that has the learning ability 

to think and sense something abstract. Most of us live a daily life filled with these abstract reality’s 

(a nationalism, a local structure, an idea of a space, etc.)  that we mostly confuse with a core 

reality (causing sometimes unnecessary conflict with others, when we forget that our point of 

view is not necessarily a core reality but rather our abstraction, our individual interpretation. The 

abstract reality is the space where we sense the quality of an idea and states that exist in thought 

without actually needing the physical existence of itself.203 The abstract reality is our respective 

mental life of diversity in society. In the diverse ideas of perceptional cultural meanings, we have 

as humankind build a spectrum of concept programs for our lifestyles that build a respective way 

of life.  We think, believe, and sense that the quality of the ideas it represents fit our own logic 

(un)consciously; they are so strongly linked to something we see as our own respective individual 

reality.  

 

That is okay that we find value in different spaces, to acknowledge each-others free will as 

humans to presume our own happiness without disturbing others path on seeking their happiness, 

but the core reality of scientific nature will always be there to check. The key for this to work in 

the future is that we need all to acknowledge the common facts of a core reality (as already partly 

described). It goes hand in hand. So that is why I find the idea of the compass important to strive 

for implementing common sense from now and in the future. The benefits are greater than leaving 

the spectrum of realities in the shadows as now, where everything is totally open for interpretation.  

A human state where “Cash is King” has dominated an economic system were obtaining 

knowledge of seeing the world shades of aspects and styles broadly only have been in reach for 

some people’s access to the globalization of society. Some human's power to selectively chose 

the narratives gave them powers toward directing other human mentality as history has shown us. 

Suppose we do not present all aspects of seeing on the table, such as the shades of styles. We will 

then continue to create more silly myths to confuse the potential of factful shared realities that 

will turn into new conflicts. If we can now jump over our own shadow of myths in our culture, 

we can all live to share knowledge with our neighbors in peace. 

      

 
203 see; abstraction (glossary). Elkins, James. Fiorentini, Erna. Erna. Visual Worlds: Looking, Images, Visual 
Disciplines. Oxford University Press. 2021. 
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 As abstract art achieved its distinct identity in the second decade of the 20th century and 

played a major part in defining a so-called canon of modern art, its own abstract range developed 

to what we now can see have turned into becoming its own sovereignty spectrum space of visual 

structures (idioms)204. The abstraction is not lying205 , and therefore the abstract reality welcomes 

mostly all harmless interpretations of a core reality.   

 

We can best identify the shades of an abstract 

reality in Skaggs (figure 9.15) States of Writhing206 

from State 1; Physical mark being the end of this 

compass abstract reality space and the State V; 

Typography (Helvetica) in 2021 for a western layer 

being the proposed start of this compass abstract 

reality space. As we can see, the measurements of 

abstraction need to be a broad one; we can recognize 

the need to have a broad threshold to include most 

any opinions towards a physical mark. Because we 

need to respectfully live up to ethics and morals 

standards to include and count for the freedom of 

human perception. The compass needs the space to 

respectively acknowledging the utter existence of a 

mark that can be representative identify for a style 

within a reality in a spectrum. We should learn to acknowledge other humans’ perspectives 

without a need to judge them (as long it is harmless to a standard of morals and ethics) and that 

we all have the decency to respond with a recognition that we have genuinely listened, even if we 

see it from another abstract perspective in the spectrum itself. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
204 See; Abstract art. Chilvers, Ian. Oxford Dictionary of Art & Artist. Fourth Edition, Oxford University Pess, 2009, 
p. 3-4.  
205See; abstraction & abstract ideas. Blackburn, Simon. Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy. Second Edition 
Revised, Oxford Universty Press, 2008, p. 3.   
206 Skaggs, Steven. FireSign: A Semiotic Theory for Graphic Design. The MIT Press, 2017, p. 183. 
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Surreal reality 

 We, humans, sense something surreal when it is being a reach beyond the 

limits of our core reality and moves even further than being an abstraction of our world.  Surreal 

convey the sensation of our unconscious mind 207, something we humans experiencing to find in 

our dreams and imaginations. It is like we exist in another unknown dimension of space that is 

fundamentally different and twisted of our logical understanding towards scientific pieces of 

evidence that we understand as facts in a time. Even if we can not rationally relate to its being, It 

challenges the boundaries between rational and the irrational.208 To the respect for thought from 

André Breton Manifestos in defining and discussing surrealism. André Berton described it as; the 

actual functioning of thought…in the absence of any control exercised by reason, exempt 

from any aesthetic or moral concern.209 Surreal reality is the type of paradox of its own 

rights of existence as a respective human reality. We all have to come to terms with its pure 

phenomenon of existence, where we can see and sense it as a clear type of reality but seen 

within its own spectrum space of communicating. As in an abstract or artificial reality, the 

motifs of surreal reality can differ, depending on the presentation (screen) setting. The 

surrealistic paintings of Chiro, Max Ernst, Picasso, and Salvador Dali that in most ways 

inspired humans to recognize the multiple realities in the 

aspects of seeing. Surrealism expanded our common 

view of seeing, becoming a (un)consciously driving 

force of future inventions of technologies and creativity. 

It paved the wave in striving for new innovations 

techniques within the use of a green-screen in 

Hollywood to deliver an extended reality that made the 

visual possibility for fantasy movies or Science Fiction 

as we today get to experience (the social imagination and 

the stories we tell, the world we build with our stories, 

matter. 210). The developments from Star Wars (director; 

Gorge Lucas) to Lord of the Rings (director; Peter 

 
207 See; Surrealism; J.A. Cuddon. The Penguin Dictionary of Literary Terms and Literary Theory. p. 697. 2013. 
208 See; Surrealism; Kuhn, Annette and Guy Westwell. A Dictionary of Film Studies. 2ed Edition. Oxford  
University Press, 2020.p. 478. 
209 Berton, André. Manifestos of Surrealism (1924). Translated by: Richard Seaver and Helen R. Lane. The University 
of Michigan Press 1969, p. 26.  
210 Vint, Sherryl. Science Fiction. The MIT Press Essential Knowledge Series. p. 169. 
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Jackson) or Inception (director; Christopher Nolan). Our human ability to welcome the 

perception of surreal realities have in a chain of events the last 100 years inspired a new 

visionary approach in many aspects, where architecture found ways to achieve the surface 

look of a surreal reality (giving the building the shapes that give the illusion of being 

surreal) as direct evidence one can identify narrow long stretched arches at the exterior in 

the Palazzo dell´ Arte located in Milan, Italia. This is one of the first architectural 

approaches to being directly inspired by surrealistic paintings, like in this case the from 

Giorgio de Chirico framing the deserted Italian piazza211. We can, with this example, see how 

a surreal painting can, over a short period of time, turn from a surreal reality to actually existing 

within a core human reality.  A style of content can transcend into a new type of reality. The Vitra 

Design Museum at Weil Rhein in Germany212 is also evidence of the surreal reality possible in 

architecture before the march into digital architecture. As soon as the digital software (CAAD) 

for architecture gave the possibility to do 3D simulation of structures to pre-test to 

experimenting with all measurements of construction with any geometrical shapes 

(architectonics), the weight of the material can be measured, as an external force, etc. Any 

concept can now balance to surreal structured reality we humans can walk around in. The 

possibility to shape any synesthesia of styles like we can identify in at the Lego House at 

Billund in Denmark, The Elbphilharmonie213  at Hamburg in Germany, or The Twist 214 

located in Jevnaker outside of Oslo in Norway (just being some examples of the vast 

potential of examples). In acknowledging a spectrum of multiple reality’s, we must give 

thanks to the discoveries of surrealistic painters and writers that over 100 years ago had the 

courage to identify the surreal space of realities that have had an enormous impact to come 

for our (un)consciously inspiration towards the aspect of seeing greater opportunities 

possible then only being isolated in seeing one type of formal truth.       

 
211 Lecture by Henrik Widmark: Contemporary City Culture: Milan, Tokyo, Los Angeles. Milano - Architecture 
and Urban Planning, 08.04.2021, Uppsala University.  
212 Vitra Design Museum. https://www.design-museum.de/en/about-us/the-vitra-design-museum.html 
213 Elbphilharmonie, Architectures and Acoustics  https://www.elbphilharmonie.de/en/the-halls#architektur-und-
akustik 
214BIG, Bjarke Ingels Group. Formgiving. Köln: Taschen, 2020, p. 52. 
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 But as we all know, the other side of the surreal reality has a “back-door” we can identify 

as the twist of absurdity where some humans are losing the connection to the spectrum of realities 

convinced to believe the absurdity exists as core, abstract or artificial reality. Some people can 

then lose the sense, wanting to believe in the absurdity as “one” reality. Mostly this absurdity is 

responsible for what we have now known as spreading fake news, miss information, false 

equivalence, confirmation bias, alternative facts, information silo, etc.215  Where people like the 

former president Donald Trump had a cruel intention, filled with his ego-centric motifs to stay in 

power, used his publicity and power to manipulate. Telling the public lies, claiming these lies as 

an abstract alternative reality or even as a core reality of the claimed as facts. When his lying 

claims are knocking on the back door of absurd, surreal reality, one should remember what Breton 

also stressed in his definitions of surrealism: .... moral concern...216 That is because he knew 

that surrealism's biggest inner conflict was (if un-morally used) the aspect of intentionally use the 

surreal to manipulate. As Rosling highlighted about our natural generalization instinct,217 we have 

had the habit in our common history of polarization between photorealism and manipulation and 

derby affecting our view on styles in terms of spotlighting only styles in gain for some idea of a 

beauty that sells a luxury for a capital model. Globally ranging at its high-point of a time period 

between 2000(ich)-2015(ich) were the tools of retouching and editing was mostly using their 

effort and power to sell a type of a glamorous fashion where especially the women models were 

retouched in post-production (with the liquifying tool as one of many tools) in Photoshop to screw 

and shape of so-called perfect symmetric body-parts that fit the ideal (surreal) sculpting beauty. 

This evolution of tool usage digital modeling got extended in a digital visual space of social 

media, making it even harder for the public to tell clarity of mystified realities.  
 

On the one side, one could recognize the correct moral choice of an architecture industry 

using the digital capabilities to their advance, creating their new forms and extending their 

grammar. On the other side, a force of political lobbyism mixed with a corporate race of taking 

advantage of digital users’ big data that became the currency of exchange for most new 

technology and advancement, we are now in the space of choice. Do we continue with leaving 

un-moral and un-ethical styles unidentified for an interpretation, or do we act against it, with 

actually identifying it, in its own layer, within the space of a surreal reality? I would say yes, off-

course, we should start labeling more directly the parts of surreal reality that are un-moral and 

unethical usage of its power. But at the same time, we should highlight the importance of surreal 

styles being a respectful gate for creativity and support knowledge.                  

 

 
215 Mcintyre, Lee. Post-Truth. The MIT Press, Glossary, p. 173.  
216 Berton, André. Manifestos of Surrealism (1924). Translated by: Richard Seaver and Helen R. The University of 
Michigan Press 1969. p 26. 
217 Rosling. Factfulness. pp. 33-38. 
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Artificial reality 

This is the space we sense artificial being the copy of our other realities 

(most often made or produced by humans, that is essentially a copy of something natural218). The 

simple presence of our human-made electric light bulbs (with a setting moving somewhere 

between 5000K-6.500K) is an artificial copy of our sunlight moving over our sky during the 

daytime. A medical device like the prosthetic implant is, at its best scientific knowledge at the 

time, an artificial replacement to match something a human has lost by trauma, disease, or a 

condition from birth. Artificial reality is so assumedly well-constructed that it is hard to tell its 

difference from what we see as natural and almost impossible sometimes to distinguish it from 

our knowledge of a core reality.  
 

Artificial is the paradox of being so close to being sensed as natural and also so far away 

at the same time. Artificial in its total space is another reality’s in the state of controversy. We can 

acknowledge the limitations and notice the benefits depending on its motif. The artificial reality 

should first and foremost focus on being a question about the moral and ethical usage we give it, 

to enhance it should be at the sake of supportiveness to the new human agenda, not be a tool of 

spotlighting a universal type myth, stuck in ignorance of an ideology. Something we need to 

acknowledge was the evidential fact, in the first chapter of the technological evolution, where we 

let a system digesting our data of so-called modern program of a representation of society (like 

the canon of styles) got blindly attached to machines learning algorithmic causing what we now 

see as a problem of bias in machine learning of Artificial intelligence; the data started to drive 

the operating; it is not the programmers anymore but the data itself that defines what to do next219 

we created a digital machine society220 filled with our issues of definitions that contribute to a 

greater unnecessary digital conflict. All our history of mythical categories is now filled in a 

machine learning system that no human programmer actually does not have control over anymore, 

yet some try to solve it to fix it.221 Facebook Inc. being maybe the biggest contributor to this issue, 

letting their collection of data be open for Cambridge Analytica222 to do analytics with motifs to 

 
218 see; artificial. Oxford Web Dictionary. 
https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/artificial?q=artificial 
219 Ethem Alpaydin: Machine learning, The MIT Press Essential Knowledge Series, 2016, p. 13. 
220 Manovich, Lev. Cultural Analytics. The MIT Press, 2020, pp. 180-181  
221 Hoa, Karen. (article) How Facebook got addicted to spreading misinformation. MIT Technology Review, 
Published: 11.03.2021  https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/03/11/1020600/facebook-responsible-ai-
misinformation/ . 
222 Amer, Karim. Noujaim, Jehane. The Great Hack. Documentary Film (streamed at Netflix). 2019. 

Fig 30 
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screw/manipulate the (un)conciseness of selected humans to vote for Brexit223 and influencing the 

vote for Donald Trump in 2016 US election. 

Proposal for a compass 

In this model, I propose we can also have a layer we filter out most myths out of a core reality of 

seeing and see it either as artificial reality, a surreal reality, or abstract reality. Even if, as I agree 

with Barthes that everything can be a myth, it does not speak directly of a core reality because 

core reality is more the human fundament in a running continuation from "status quo" to the 

discovery of the unknown/unexpected future of evidence. The myths are (as in Barthes own 

writhing) a historical reality, defined, even if this goes back quite a while, by the way in which 

men have produced or used it...224. So, when we measure the myths, we sense within an image as 

the defining distinctiveness overshadowing the formal style itself, the style gets a dominance of 

the historical context we inflict it to be, that makes most style we used to see a myth and derby 

an artificial state and the style cannot be a core human reality of now (the future) or of tomorrow; 

that is why we should identify it (by analyzing it within our human state of mind rather than 

leaving it to the issue of machine learning bias); when a style contains the prägnantesten of myths 

we need to see it to be mostly seen as another reality divided from a core reality of seeing. It is 

import to accept this twist as a rule that would be helpful not to confuse what type of reality we 

speak of when a style/image (if we agree) upholds focus as a source of evidential identity/context 
225 (a mans being a recorded to scientifically facts) it can be classified within the space of time as 

a core reality, till it is proven otherwise. This also exemplifies the limits of the semiotic method 

(as till now practiced) does not fact-follows the context of what may appear to be a consequence... 

context can always be extended...226. 

 
223 Brexit: The Uncivil War. Dir. Toby Haynes. 2020. Film. Channel 4, UK. 
224 Barthes, Roland. Mythologies. p. 255.  
225 Tagg, John. Evidence, truth and order; a means of surveillance. Evans, Jessica and Stuart Hall, Visual Culture: 
the reader. SAGE Publications in association with The Open University, 1999, p. 244.  
226 Bale and Bryson. Mechanisms of meaning. Preziosi, Donald. The Art of Art History: A Critical Anthology. 
Oxford University Press Inc., (1998) 2009.p. 248.  
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A Visual Style Case 

Case 1 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

In this first case, I have selected three movie posters where the content of the movies is telling 

three different stories. If one ran an iconographic analytical program on these images to determine 

their distinctiveness, one would get three different respective results of three different stories, 

with some exceptions of seeing some formal similarity. Each image would then represent each 

their grand explanation about all the aspects of associations, sign system, making it impossible to 

determine any fair common way of seeing one strong distinctiveness to define a style, not fair 

enough to be seen by all humans the same way. Since there are many inflicting cultural 

associations when isolating a sign of a lion, football, or a balloon. Even in each of the images, a 

small distinctive story is a representative, ranging from teams, survival, and force of nature, etc. 

That could be discussed in a type of comparison. The formal similarities of seeing a technical 

structure most people identify from a visual literacy (best presented Donis A. Dondis227) is 

judgments made from shapes, scales, colors, dimensions, vanish-points, movements, symmetry to 

asymmetry, regularity’s to irregularity’s, and unity´s to fragmentation´s, understatement to 

exaggeration, predictability to spontaneity, flatness to debt, accuracy to distortion, etc.  We 

would then find a diversity of distinctiveness; that would measure its formal identity as we know 

it pr. date. Where something like colors, dimensions, depths, transparency’s, activeness, 

construction of a midpoint, a circle grid that we recognize as some kind of a composing balance. 

Even with the mixing between typography and a greater mix of images, we would then very fast 

be reminding users about the word collage, and one/someone would somehow be happy with 

saying it is a mix of seemingly different photographic perspective images composed something 

 
227 Dondis, Donis A. A Primer of Visual Literacy. The MIT Press, 1973. 

Fig 32 ; case 1.1 Fig 33 ; case 1.2 Fig 34 ; case 1.3 
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that reminds us of a college, the motifs have been to be present it as an advertising, typical poster 

frame, that has generally been a type of style composed for a long history of film posters. 

 

So, most people, I guess, would be satisfied with seeing it as a collage poster, and the untitled 

style can be left untitled for the sake of just being a style movie poster in communicating its 

content, and the story could be understood/identified in a Loudness rank model made by Skaggs 
228.  But, that also does not give us a name for this style, something that obviously is something 

very distinctive that could unite a representation we all see. 

 

 Above, we can see, I have marked some areas we can acknowledge all three images have 

a strong common visual structure of something happening, no matter the content of different 

signs. What is happening in these areas of the images where I have drawn a white two-way arrow 

marker? It is where all three images are having a connection with one another. It is not a strict 

hard line as a frame. It is a more fluid transition from one image to another image. No matter the 

difference in subjects or story, the distinctiveness for each image can be seen united in a similarity 

of a transitions effect that is happening at all these areas, between multiple images. But transitions 

as a suggestive style is not the best distinctiveness to speak of when we identify multiple grand 

mixes of images that reminds us of a type of collage. A transition of images also happens between 

scenes in movies, and they can vary in their style, so the word transition strictly would get very 

confusing in its use to be seen as representative style. I guess we need to look for another option.  

 
228 Skaggs, Steven. FireSign: A Semiotic Theory for Graphic Design. The MIT Press, 2017, p 200.   
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229 

 

Let’s first take the time to look at another image, the 

well famously known Sistine Chapel; before jumping 

to a conclusion, please consider: we all (most people) know the Sistine Chapel and its 

iconographical representation for a religion, a culture, and an ideology. Some also know a 

respectful formalistic approach from Heinrich Wölfflin in the tools for measuring between; Linear 

&Painterly, Plane & Recession, Closed & Open, Multiplicity & Unity, Clearness & Unclearness. 

Let’s jump into this screening to looking for its distinctiveness in a totality. Do we all also here 

identify the transition between different spaces? I have made some arrow makers that would 

suggest that The Sistine Capel (made by Michelangelo) can also be seen as a Transpace (style) 

distinctiveness. Transpace style, in this case, is the common experience we all notice when we 

 
229 Michelangelo. Sistine Chapel, Vatican Museums.  
(Screenshot and photo image), tour-virtuale Vatican Museums Images and Copyright Office: 
https://www.museivaticani.va/content/museivaticani/en/collezioni/musei/cappella-sistina/tour-virtuale.html#lnav_explore  
(link from 06.2021). 

  

  

Fig 35 ;  
case 
1.4 

Fig 37 ;  
case 
1.4 Fig 36 ;  

case 
1.4 
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take in its totality as an effect between different spaces that we all can visually notice at one level 

or another. The word Transpace is also not inflicting any association of a symbolic meaning 

other than the effect it presents us.    

 

The same transpace style with a clearness between 

the spaces can also be identified happening when 

examining the altarpiece Burning of Bones of St John the 

Baptist from c, 1485. So we now notice that an effective 

mixing to compose a totality of images that seems to unite 

can be seen as a type style that we can identify across many 

different mediums and artifacts. I believe this approach in 

sensing to talk and write about styles can benefit a greater 

communication in searching styles greater dialog with us. 

 

  

For this concept of seeing a transpace style, I have prepared a composition (seen above) / 

construction with the thought to explicitly visualize the distinctiveness with seeing a transpace 

style, also seen in the shape of a/the letter “N” to consciously problematize our aspect of seeing. 

To start, I can say, I have collected 11 random photos from the open-source/free to use platform 

Unsplash and three photos from other historical archives. All the photos have been placed in 

Adobe Photoshop in each of their layers, stitched/merged together with different blending 

modes/techniques that the edges of each rectangle photo disappear and form a unity that is 

overlapping each other, creating this smooth transition between each space that opens their space 

Fig 38;  
case 
1.5 

Fig 39;  
case 
1.6 

Fig 40  
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to one another—mixing between color images and black and 

white photos. Further, we can all see there is something else 

distinctive happening, the content and our subconsciousness 

to identify is in a competition with only seeing a transpace 

style, the constellation synesthesia of an “N” and a content 

mix gives use an exclusive idea of a more specific association. 

Something is associating with a specific type of location, a 

distinctive environment on our earth. When we identify the 

synesthesia of each photo´s content, visualizing the elements 

as a unity of “more” recognizable elements from our earth as 

between water, land, mountains, waterfall, boats, woods, some green fields, north lights, etc. And 

then everything is happening in a closed frame of an “N” form. For most people who have 

established a bit of geographical knowledge, I would guess their answer to pin a location is 

ranging somewhere between something like; New Zealand, Norway, Aachensee, or Königssee in 

the European Alpes or Alaska in the USA, etc., the list could respectfully go on. Or, for the sake 

of interpretation, one could go further imaginative to say; it could be a future reality seen one day 

in Greenland when global warming continues to melt the ice at the same speed rate as we can see 

in this screenshot from Google Maps (captured 2021).  

All our assumptions of where the content of images 

have been captured (the different locations) are fair to 

be represented and can be respected from one's 

perspective since there are many places on earth that 

have the same distinctiveness in their constellation. 

The factual reality is that all of these photos composed 

in the “N” are captured on the west coast of Norway 

(in different times and spaces with different quality 

from medium and artifacts, color adjustments, etc.). So, the fact for these set of selected images 

is that they only have one fair location that cannot be disputed, something that is respectfully fair. 

But the image style does not represent an assumption towards being defining into Norwegian 

ownership. It would be unfair to state that this image of a style in “N” is representative of one so-

called original Norwegian artist that created a so-called iconic style of a Norwegian landscape.  

In terms of reality’s and honesty, I could have collected much the same photos from one of the 

other locations (New Zealand, Achensee, Königsee, Alaska, etc.) and composed much the same 

image in an “N”; to make it also a fact that the same image (a transpace style) can be captured 

for other location also.  

Fig 41;  
case 
1.7 

Fig 42;  
case 1 
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Case 2 

 We are now sensing three seemingly 

different images, with three respectfully 

separated stories being told in their context 

of communication, again we could with an 

iconographical analyze spotlight each 

respective context, motif, and usage of the 

image that will spotlight them separately, 

making it almost impossible to see visual 

rhetoric that is actually commonly uniting 

them. If we try, it is obvious that we cannot 

overlook something that is the most distinctiveness in a happening, if we try to focus an event of 

an effect happening, something like a type of distortion, or? The red bridge (fig 43) is somehow 

dragged out in a sensation of a fast motion effect, the surroundings of the impressionistic paint 

get extensively motion blurred (fig 44), part of each person’s face get waveringly dragged out of 

its linear face (fig 45). The key now; is to search for a word that can identify what type of distortion 

this happening is. That can be seen as neutral since distortions are a word that commonly implies 

something being unclear, not conform (mostly a negative loaded word). We rather need to find a 

word that can catch what we see and not be associated with the value high or low. Then the word 

we use for this style can be a start of having a dialogue about the story’s we read of a style, to 

then continue sharing our respective thoughts of what type of motif we have for using the style 

and what story it represents in terms of a single context of use.   

 

 Remember Wölfflin`s distinction between linear and painterly? In a story of art, it was 

comparing paintings in a program that established epochs between a renaissance and baroque. 

Fig 43 ; case 2.1  Fig 44 ; case 2.2  

Fig 45 ;  
case 2.3  
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Most paintings were either in one of the effects, not mixed. In these three examples I picked out, 

we can examine to see that it is mix happening, something like painterly style is being dragged 

in/out of a selected part of something linear image, creating this washy effects. As a mark can get 

dragged out using a brush, we can create an image that has a distinctiveness by dragging its shapes 

and space out of its linear context, out of its so-called linear surrounding (or the other way around). 

The tools for achieving this distinctive style can be done with any artifact or in any different 

digital software. For the image A Game of Croquet by Edouard Manet, I used Adobe Photoshop. 

The oldest tool from photoshop to simulate a brush smearing wet paint is smudged that I did not 

use in this case. I rather chose to use Filters that one can brush or gradient afterward. First, we 

copy one or many layers of the same image, adding a different amount of motion blur filter and a 

wind filter, applying then effect on some layers using a Brush or a Gradient with an added 

adjustment layer. We can then precisely mark the space of pixels the effect is going to be applied. 

Even if the word smudge comes very close to being a stand-in word for this style, the word and 

the photoshop tool itself do not cover all the small diversity of options this distinctiveness can be 

achieved in. We must include a word with a more common understanding. That is why I propose 

for this distinctiveness a word like Swisch (style) fits better because it also stands in for kind of a 

haptic sound effect that also happens when we human drag is washcloth, finger, brush with oil 

painting, water-pencil, over a surface. I think the word Swisch can be seen as an extension of 

what Wolfflin thought about a painterly effect that has become Swisch over a digital time. Since 

we can see that the selection of image can be Swisched into something the case of a digital style 

of artifact or best visualized when on a window. 

 

 

 

Fig 46;  
case 2.4  
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Conclusion of a Proposal 
 

Since we live in a world where visuals/pictures moved from the cave wall, to the temple, 

the church, the photograph album, the cinema, television and the computer screen. Many ways of 

making pictures have been devised, beginning with applying pigment with a stick or a finger and 

ending, for now with computer drawing…230  

 

As the singer/songwriter Thomas Dybdahl sings in his song: Can I Have It All 231 . In this 

investigation, it has become clear that we humans can have it all (all styles), if we collectively 

work together to shape mutual respect for different styles without high or low value. By 

constructing a tool/platform as a Digital Style Dictionary can support to achieve a human 

communication with respect for different visual type of styles. A Digital Style Dictionary where 

we can present a more profound knowledge about all humanities perspectives, a place everyone 

can access, read, listen, to acquire knowledge about what we see and have seen. Optimized to be 

intuitive for a user-friendly experience for all, that transparently works pedagogically for young 

children to use and still also being engaging for adults on an andragogy level. But to achieve and 

build a Digital Style Dictionary, a collective team of researchers would need to be gathered to 

prepare the content to present each style. We also need to agree/discuss to what extent new 

inventions of semiotic models can be constructed to work as a tool to rediscover a history of styles 

and shape new fair sign for undiscovered styles.  Where I argue we need to accept that style does 

not belong isolated to any medium or anyone. The style belongs primarily neutral to itself, and 

then it is open to humankind in a time-space. I imagen that the visual content (the platform´s 

assets) created for the Digital Style Dictionary will ideally best communicate the signs signified 

(the visual images of each style), if it gets constructed as neutral as possible towards any signifier 

(not to not create any preferences of commercial business usage for branding.). Then we have 

“the window of opportunity” that the word we propose can naturally be the signifier for the style 

we proposed as its own representation.  We need to distinguish between; (1.) the motifs we have 

used styles for and (2.) what styles are for themselves, without a motif. When we ask ourselves, 

what is style without motifs? Then we can delete the aspect of commercialism, marketing, 

advertising, propaganda, etc., that naturally have had the habit of picking a myth, a paradigm to 

represent a style in their own branding/publicity.  A style communicated without signaling high 

or low-value motifs gives an image an open window to be itself. We are then supportively 

underlining the awareness and transparency that most styles have historically been shaped for a 

program with an inventive motif to get our attention for one/or some agenda of reality, mostly an 

 
230 Hockney, David, Gayford, Martin. A History of Picture for Children. 2018, p. 116.  
231 Dybdahl, Thomas. «Can I Have It All» (Song).  All These Things (Album). 2018. Music. Link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqIo0fss1u8  
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object of consumption 232  as Jean Baudrillard has put it. That we potentially buy their 

product/ideology blindly.  We humans now should recognize that style's surface is not the same 

as the quality of a product or ideology (that is another story, where all style is seen as a bubble 

collection of Gizmos). The fact is that the potential Shades of Styles spectrum are more extensive 

than what we now in the year 2021 see to articulate, more significant than the selected trends of 

a time and space, or more prominent than all the corporate brandings, more extensive than all 

artistic individuality. The image of styles is not interested in being a high or low value or being 

in ownership. We can change the representation of style to be open for all humans, no matter 

religion, ideology, or product. As I have shown in analyzing the two style cases of Transpace and 

Swisch; we can reshape an image representation toward a more neutral human meaning then only 

being a trend of some high (or low) value that promotes the illusion that a style have a capital 

value.  We look up at the frescoes in the Sistine Chapel in Vatican and identify a Transpace Style 

and not only some idealized western story of a high renaissance. The Swisch Style is an attempt 

that proposes a signifier can work for human generally when we considering the sound of things 

in our world. The Swisch Style is then visually open towards any type of object to be signified.  

 

I hope these two cases can make us rethink the concept of how we identify styles. Since 

we have primarily in the historic past created an economic system where the selectiveness of 

styles is being framed in the publicity of western narratives that could destroy the true potential 

of visual styles to work for all humans. Rethinking, I propose we humans should instead change 

the focus to give/promote styles as respective temporary names for a time; that we all can see as 

inclusive for our knowledge to prosper further into a new future. It is a future where it is okay to 

have a different style; that is still equal compared to one and others. I believe this common 

perception of a style will help a human knowledge that stretches wider than an individual 

perception if we collaborate to find space for unity, acknowledge multiple realities of styles 

images, and be receptive open to co-existence in different spaces and time. We can have a peaceful 

harmony of the style spectrum that legit can co-exists in its respect to building knowledge further, 

where we extract the distinctiveness for the sake of knowledge to earth life's benefit. In starting 

to articulate more styles, we can share and have more excellent dialogue across cultures, religions, 

and our individuality in our day-to-day prosperity.  All of art history, cultural studies, and visual 

cultures have fair evidence of value in creating some knowledge for humankind, understanding 

the developing perception of narratives in what we humans have sensed to be a reality at a given 

time. What is missing is a tool that can better navigate the multiple perceptions of reality we all 

share to see and sense. That is why I believe a Digital Visual Compass, as I propose, will be 

supportive to identify an image level of reality at a specific time and space.  But before the 

 
232 Baudrillard, Jean. The System of Objects. Trans. James Benedict. 3rd Edition: Verso, (1968) 2020. p. 218. 
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complexity of building a secure infrastructure for a Digital Visual Compass can be made, we need 

to first establish the Digital Style Dictionary as a reference guide/base that can logically be 

interconnected with the Digital Visual Compass. I believe we could find a solution to these issues 

in a mix of developments from Cultural Analytics (coined by Lev-Manovich in the USA), Digital 

Art History (an academic community with an editor Harald Klinke at LMU in Europe), and the 

important troughs from Johan Redström Making Design Theory. One will notice that a solution 

can be found by including the right moral and ethical motif in a cultural analytic program. To 

change/add the program's fundament, Redström multiple scoping can be used in the practices of 

a style analytic process. This is where Steven Skaggs FireSign's approach to a semiotic theory of 

Graphic Design can also contribute towards a network of explicit concepts that collectively can 

be tools for a human-specific analyzing process to archive a more respective richness in a 

spectrum of styles.  

Where we are being in a diversity of small truths that can create a holistic approach on 

updating a bigger spectrum of sensing and articulating style for a dialog, as some style definitions 

already have transformed already in multiple new realities/entities. Still, there are missing some 

fundamental factors in respect to rethinking the sensitivity approach on respectively highlight 

more reality’s. A fundament program that includes all reality for the same value of styles being 

used and defined on a common ground of ethics (without necessarily being any universal 

definition) that more styles clearly can get space of attentional awareness (if we dare). The intent 

in a collaboration society for humans is inclusion to recognize all styles is opened to be 

representative for everyone. Fundamentally, a definition, one word for one style, will never exist 

for an eternity, if someone claims a style to be a definition, it is to be seen only in the realm of a 

so-called cultural bias (an identity) in a time and space even if our messy human cultural history 

has lived in this ocean between cultural myths, religions, tribalism, science and digital. The 

ancient Greeks and Romans were certainly aware of social hierarchies233 Where most labels of 

style were effortfully created for the purpose to organize for some concept for (a biased) identity 

to build (a tribe) a unity that led to competitions between different human unity’s and derby an 

illusion that human need a system of “class” necessary to uphold one grand perception of them 

and us, and not we humans.  I propose to forget the concept of class and rather focus on:  

 

“Styles can be a project to brand all humankind equally.” 

 

An important part of this investigation has been to search the approach of methods for 

semiotically do an analytical process, running from Roland Barthes models on the aspect of myths 

Mythologies to its conflict of aspect and discussing an essential question about the 

 
233 Appiah, Kwame Anthony. The Lies That Bind: Rethinking Identity. Profile Books Ltd, (2018) 2019. p. 142.  
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phenomenology, medium and of photography statue of “photorealism.” Noticing that within a 

program of one reality scope, where the fundament has been to measure mostly all visual styles 

as a value between a medium’s perception in a polarization battel belief such as from photorealism 

to a manipulation/fake. The visual spectrum in a compass I have proposed from core reality to 

abstract reality to surreal reality to artificial reality is an invitation to share and build further. A 

suggestion for a project I like to continue and complete for humans to get out of an unnecessary 

polarizing discussion. Since we now have the digital means to build human centric user 

experience to achieve a human-centric compass that supports to communicate greater common 

knowledge of seeing the level of reality in visual representation. I imagen the compass can have 

multiple layer of options to fit our common prefaced needs. To extract knowledge that we all can 

share to agree in a time and space. Naming new styles to fit the compass is only one layer of 

possibility in such a compass. Where multiple realities of styles perceptions can convert, be 

transformative, be moving over time and space. The style can also have a new word that fits a 

new human time. Important is that a compass like this is transparent for all humankind, researched 

and developed in the hands of a neutral cultural impartial commit, something as one today can 

identify being the United Nations.  

The mystification of a style being left untitled has paved the way to give styles unfair 

representation for one self-interested power, spotlighted into publicity as one definition where 

one power directs the perception to be seen by a public, left without the knowledge to speak the 

reality of difference. Where the respectful truth is that the style would need a title for an open 

representation to any category that it proposes as an option to be seen in anyone or any new state 

the spectrum of reality is providing.  One of the main points I like to highlight is that we need to 

acknowledge that a style primarily is not to be seen as something individual, a location, a place, 

space, etc. Rather we need to look into how we can extend new perception on naming style to a 

type of formal uniqueness in its structural distinctiveness and create words that fit timely in a 

space for humankind. For that, I now like to suggest the stand-in words like “literal-inclu-bility” 

234 and “seethics”, 235  if I may also propose some new usage terms in literacy.  

Important is that we compose models where this can be part of our human sense to 

communicate and have running dialogs. That is why I suggest we build a human-running digital 

dictionary for styles where the compass of realities is integrated to guide all humans in seeing the 

greater open picture that the signs of all styles can be defined with a sense of transparency and 

neutrality against the external bias of motif in its usage in a time-space. We notice that a style is 

 
234 literal-inclu-bility or literalinclubility: words that purpose us to include all humans to sense something for a 
time being the same representational manning and can be translated to any languages. (Something; I propose 
“coined”)       
235 seethics: a mission to identify when an (visuals) icon/sign/myth is unfair/stigmatic/discriminating towards other 
humans. 
Seethics wants to identify visual image without having a conflicting issue with unethical representations or 
interpretation. (Something; I propose “coined”)  
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not being and does not need to be a permanent definition for the future if not necessary in a time 

and space. The word and images of a style can be changed for the sake of new aspects of reality 

in the scientific evidence of human research, that is, upholding a human moral and ethical 

judgment. That style in its fundament is not dictated of a myth seen in archetypes, one medium, 

one culture, one luxury, one life, one person, one reality. It is rather open to including all living 

humans on how we want to make knowledge of it. Therefore, we should start re-represented all 

styles that are being practiced as an identity for an ideology. For the sake of style's own 

distinctiveness and shades that we all can respectfully share, without the aspect of a myth 

valuing/measuring it’s as if a style were more or less; stylish. The words and properties of 

representation we choose for a style matter, and that is why we need to carefully find a semiotic 

method that brings a solution that we all can share the spectrum of styles.     
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This investigation has, for me, been a genuine journey of interest that partly started back in 2011 

when I was a freshly educated photographer.  Some ideas have followed me over the years 

working since then. So, when I started this task back in 2019, I just wanted to start inventing new 

words for styles. I recognized after some time that inventing just new words would not necessarily 

help. So, I changed the approach to rather investigate the ambivalence aspects of the concept of 

styles.  This thesis is more about puzzling in the complexity of critical concept theory in the 

vastness of opinions on style; in its grandness, it stretches into multiple realms of research topics. 

The focus became to search for a “red line”; the distinctiveness of the concept of style itself, to 

find acknowledgments made by a researcher that has influenced in different times and space, to 

look for what a common human concept of style could become to be. Mostly articulated styles 

(the ones we have words of) have been in the realm of an ownership representation in an 

individual bias of mostly one culture, one country, one paradigm, one or some medium. We can 

still change this mentally only if we collectively want to share knowledge of style to a greater 

extent if we neutralize their old (out of date) conventions. As obsolete representative words of 

style that do not include everyone.  That is why I propose that we create:  

 

1. A Digital Style Dictionary.  

2. A Digital Visual Compass: A Human-Centric Guide on The Aspect of Seeing Reality’s. 

3. Create new words proposals on styles that can be inclusive for all humans.  

 
As I have demonstrated, creating a Digital Dictionary of Style demands a greater team of 

researchers that can collaborate. As Lev Manovich mentioned (to repeated his insight on cultural 

analytics): A researcher can establish a fairly large dataset from what is shared by the users 

(what is on the surface), but a researcher today mostly does not get access to all the user data 

(beneath the surface) like how is watching what on Netflix (same for Spotify, the iTunes Store, 

Google Play, Amazon, Etsy, AliExpresse, etc.) at a given time and location, history of interaction, 

their mouse clicks, and so on.236 So, it is not a task I can program by myself, and I would need to 

join a greater team of researchers and software programmers that can establish a type of 

Dictionary of Styles we all agree on. The same is for creating an intuitive Visual Compass as a 

digital tool to identify multiple realities. To what other extent could such a tool be of human-

centric usage? The compass is a rough first draft and can have many new inputs from the expertise 

in user experience design.  

 
236 Manovich, Lev. Cultural Analytics. The MIT Press, 2020, p. 58-59.  
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For the aspect of semiotically models to do analytics, I am convinced there is still possible to 

create an extension of Steven Skaggs clusters and Johan Redström´s Design Theory, yet to be 

discovered, where I propose we add the aspect of defining a moral and ethical program for 

creating a temporary sign for a style. 

This thesis investigation has been in a continuation of new discoveries since the start to 

now the end for this time. What started out as a personal frustration working as a professional 

photographer and designer in a marketing industry where I noticed the limits of words we had on 

visual style to express our thoughts in a dialogue to share our knowledge of visual capabilities.  

In a digital age where we can now create any expressions to fit something and working in a 

creative community where most try to find their visual expression, signature to gain 

acknowledgment of owning a style. Where it became a silly mentality to try to “own a style”, 

something I do not want to participate in. I rather like to find a shared knowledge on the shades 

of all styles than not being settle with some myth’s ownership of one. As many working Art 

Directors try to look for “one” style that so-called is correctly an identity for a brand or campaign 

in “one” narrative of time-space, I asked myself why we cannot share the greater insight on the 

untitled knowledge of visuals for a greater purpose than for some branded capitalistic game; that 

evidently is stressing the capacity of nature, human’s competition on styles—a so-called value in 

a selfish destructiveness on humankind. We should ask ourselves what is the goal of visual styles 

to work with us humans? Should maybe style be used to motivate knowledge on humankind to 

take better care of our soundings? For me, the motivation is clear. I want to work for greater 

human dialogue on the shades of styles. Continue with proposing more articulations and 

eventually establish a digital visual compass we can all share in communication. Words that 

extend our knowledge towards what we all see. But I need your help. Help from researchers and 

others that share the same humankind objectives. That any selectiveness of an image style one 

may choses can work fair and equally for any and all humans. Acknowledging that we continually 

need to research the naming’s of styles is a benefit project for all to share. It is not one person’s 

effort to shape meaning but a collaboration effort. I hope this investigation has given some clarity 

towards what tools we can continue building further into the future. 

 

Erlend Hellerslien 

16.09.2021 
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